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McKenzie Friends and the Right of 
Audience Before a Court

DaviD Kavanagh BL 

Introduction 
This article seeks to examine the rights of  persons, other 
than members of  the legal profession, to speak on behalf  
of  parties to litigation. The Courts have long recognised the 
limited right of  a McKenzie friend to address the court on 
behalf  of  a litigant in person. In addition to the McKenzie 
friend, the Courts can give a full right of  audience to 
unqualified advocates. It now appears that the distinction 
between the limited right of  audience enjoyed by a McKenzie 
friend and the full right of  audience, granted as an indulgence 
by the Court in the exercise of  its inherent jurisdiction where 
the interests of  justice so require, has become blurred. This 
article also seeks to highlight the current undesirable situation 
where, on the day of  a hearing, judges are left in the situation 
where they may have to allow a full right of  audience to an 
unqualified advocate or adjourn a case. 

Those Who May Address the Court as of Right
The right of  audience in the courts is a privilege enjoyed 
by a relatively small number of  persons. Court proceedings 
of  all types are often momentous event in the lives of  the 
individuals involved. The privilege and responsibility of  
representing persons at such significant times is reserved to 
the legal professions, and it brings with it great responsibilities. 
Barristers enjoy a right of  audience under Common Law 
subject to the requirement that they be instructed by a 
solicitor who must, in general, be in attendance. 

S.17 of  the Courts Act 1971 extends the right to Solicitors.

“A Solicitor who is acting for a party in an action, 
suit, matter or criminal proceedings in any court and 
a solicitor qualified to practice (within the meaning of  
the Solicitors Act, 1954) who is acting as his assistant 
shall have a right of  audience in that court.”

No other profession or individual enjoys the right to speak 
for another’s interests in a court. Legal executives do not 
enjoy the right. The restriction reflects a concern for the 
proper administration of  justice rather than an attempt 
to protect the legal profession. Persons from outside the 
profession might be surprised to learn that a lawyer’s duty in 
respect of  his client is generally subordinate to his duty to the 
Court. The duty on any lawyer never to mislead the Courts 
is applied across the board. In civil cases, this duty extends 
to an obligation to bring relevant case law to the attention 
of  the court, even if  it is directly at odds with the cases the 
advocate is making. The courts rely on this level of  support 
from participants in litigation. Many unqualified advocates 
would not be aware of  this aspect of  the advocate’s job. 

Fennelly J. in the Supreme Court recognised the benefit to 
the administration of  justice when parties are represented by 
qualified professionals. 

“There is no doubt that courts are better able to 
administer justice fairly and efficiently when parties 
are represented”1

An individual has the right to appear as a litigant in person, 
this is a matter of  necessity as well as a right. The right of  
access to the Courts cannot be limited to those who can 
afford legal representation. In the Court system at present, 
there are a large number of  litigants in person; this is due 
to the current economic situation. Debt recovery litigation, 
which is unfortunately very common at present, by its nature 
tends to involve many litigants in person. Companies do not 
enjoy a right of  audience, owing to the fact that a company 
has a legal personality which is separate to that of  its directors, 
shareholders, members and staff. These persons, therefore do 
not have a right to represent the company in court, for they 
are neither lawyers nor parties to the litigation2.

The McKenzie Friend
The Courts have long recognised that a lay litigant enjoys a 
right to assistance from a friend who may take notes, make 
suggestions and give advice. This right was recognised as 
far back as 1831 by Lord Tenterden C.J. in Collier v Hicks.3 
After the case of  McKenzie v. McKenzie4 this legal assistant 
became now known as a ‘McKenzie friend’ and it is widely 
recognised in Common Law jurisdictions that such support 
is enjoyed as a right. 

Mr McKenzie was petitioning for divorce. He had 
benefitted from the advice of  a solicitor, provided through 
legal aid, however before the hearing began, his legal aid 
certification was withdrawn. The former solicitors sent a 
young Australian barrister to the hearing as a courtesy to 
their former client. At the hearing, the Australian barrister 
sat beside the petitioner keeping notes, giving advice and 
prompting him. Lord Jones J. told the young barrister that he 
must not take part in the proceedings and the young barrister 
left. The case lasted 10 days and the result was favourable 
to the wife. Mr McKenzie appealed on the ground that he 
was entitled to the help of  the young barrister. The appeal 
was successful and it was held that every lay litigant has the 

1 Re Applications for Orders in Relation to Costs in Intended Proceedings: 
Coffey & ord (2013) IESC 11 Fennelly J. at para 25 

2 Battle v. The Irish Art Promotion Centre Limited [1968] I.R. 252
3 Lord Tenterden C.J. in Collier v Hicks (1831) 2 B. & AD. 663
4 McKenzie v McKenzie (1970) 1 P.33
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represent her husband and found that this case contained 
extraordinary circumstances such as would justify the exercise 
of  the court’s discretion. 

The Supreme Court was confronted with this issue in In 
Re Coffey.14 This case involved an ex parte appeal of  thirteen 
cases from the High Court in which leave was refused to 
judicially review a decision of  the Environment Protection 
Agency. Twelve of  these cases were taken by natural persons 
and one by a company, No2GM Ltd, which was limited by 
guarantee. Each of  the applicants filed identical affidavits for 
the appeal stating that the applicant wished to be represented 
by a Mr Percy Podger, the affidavits went on to aver that Mr 
Podger had a better understanding of  the EU law involved 
and better advocacy skills than the deponent. The affidavits 
made it clear that the deponent sought full advocacy rights 
for Mr. Podger. It was stressed that McKenzie friend rights 
were not sufficient. Each deponent suggested that any refusal 
of  this request would be a violation of  the deponent’s rights 
under EU law. 

The right of  the plaintiffs to appoint Mr. Podger as a 
representative was heard as a preliminary issue. Judgement 
was delivered by Fennelly J. with Denham C.J., and McKechnie 
J. agreeing. Fennelly J. approved the decision in Battle v. The 
Irish Art Promotion Centre Limited15 and stated;

“Only a qualified barrister or solicitor has the right, 
if  duly instructed, to represent a litigant before the 
courts. The Courts have, on rare occasions, permitted 
exceptions to the strict application of  that rule, where 
it would work particular injustice. The present case 
comes nowhere near justifying considering the making 
the exception16.

The Court went on to quote Article 19 of  the Statute of  the 
Court of  Justice which requires parties other than Member 
States and Institutions of  the Union to be represented by 
persons with a right of  audience in their own member state 
as evidence of  the position in EU law. The application was 
refused, on the grounds that the circumstances of  this case 
came nowhere near the standard necessary to allow Mr. 
Podger to represent the applicants. The applicants later added 
Mr Podger as a member of  No2GM Ltd in an attempt to 
afford him a right of  audience to run the appeal. This was 
unsuccessful as members of  companies do not have a right 
to represent them in court. 

The appearance of  a non qualified representative in the 
High Court is not as rare as the above quote from Fennelly 
J. would suggest. Frequently, non-qualified persons appear 
in Court representing other persons interests. This can be 
an appearance in the Master’s Court or motions list by a 
co-defendant speaking for the other co defendant, or by a 
spouse or blood relative. It might also involve the full running 
of  a High Court case by a party with no relationship to the 
litigant and no personal interest in the proceedings. There 
is rarely any objections raised by the opposing parties, as 

14 Re: Applications for Orders in Relation to Costs in Intended Proceedings: 
Coffey & ors (2013) IESC 11

15 Battle v. The Irish Art Promotion Centre Limited [1968] I.R. 252
16 Re Applications for Orders in Relation to Costs in Intended Proceedings: 

Coffey & ord (2013) IESC 11 Fennelly J. at para 36 

right to have a friend assist them in Court, to take notes and 
advise them. 

It is important to note that the involvement of  the 
McKenzie friend in litigation was traditionally limited to 
the right to take notes, make suggestions and give advice. 
However, it is also widely accepted that a Court may ask a 
McKenzie friend to address the Court on a point, mainly, if  
clarification is required.5 It should be noted that this is an 
indulgence that will not be offered lightly6. It has also been 
held that a McKenzie friend should be allowed attend in the 
judge’s chambers even when the matter affects a child.7 A 
McKenzie friend does not enjoy a general right of  audience. 
It has been summarised as the right to have a friend assist 
the lay litigant in making submissions.8

Where Permission is Required to Address the 
Court on Behalf of Another
Outside of  the McKenzie friend right, the Courts have the 
discretion to allow non-professionals to represent a person 
or company in Court. This is permitted at the sufferance of  
the Court. Permission is only granted on rare occasions and 
where it is necessary to save a particular injustice.9 In P.ML.B. 
v. P.H.J. and P.H.J and Company and the Incorporated Law Society 
of  Ireland 10 Budd J. referred to the jurisprudence of  the 
New Zealand Court of  Appeal, on this point, quoting with 
approval from Somers J. in. G.J Mannix Limited11; 

“But I consider the superior courts to have a residual 
discretion in this matter arising from the inherent 
power to regulate their own proceedings. Cases will 
arise where the due administration of  justice may 
require some relaxation of  the general rule. The 
occurrence is likely to be rare, their circumstances 
exceptional or at least unusual and their content 
modest. Such cases can confidently be left to the good 
sense of  the judges. “12

One example of  such an exception is Coffey v Tara Mines.13 
The Plaintiff  had commenced proceedings for personal 
injury he suffered but shortly before the hearing, he suffered 
a debilitating sickness. The applicant’s legal representatives 
had come off  record and despite her best efforts, his wife 
failed to secure alternative legal representation. The Plaintiff ’s 
wife made an application before the High Court for the right 
to represent her husband in these proceedings. Johnson J. 
directed that the issue of  the wife’s right of  audience be 
heard as a preliminary issue. O’Neill J. allowed the wife to 

5 In re N (A Child) (McKenzie Friend: Rights of  Audience) [2008] 
EWHC 2042 (Fam)

6 Izzo v Philip Ross & Co (A Firm) Times Law Report 09 August 2001
7 In re H (a minor) Times Law Reports 06 May 1997
8 McMahon & Sharma v Wj Law and Company LLP, Wj Law Castleblayney 

Limited, Mary Comer, Peter Comer, Corrigan Coyle Kennedy Mccormack, 
and Jj Keenan And Son (2007) IEHC 194

9 Re Applications for Orders in Relation to Costs in Intended Proceedings: 
Coffey & ord (2013) IESC 11 Fennelly J. at para 37 

10 P.ML.B. v. P.H.J. and P.H.J and Company and the Incorporated Law 
Society of  Ireland Unreported, Judgment delivered 5th May, 1992

11 G.J Mannix Limited [1984] 1 N.Z.L.R. 309
12 Ibid at 316
13 Coffey v Tara Mines (2007) 7 JIC 3105 
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allowed Mr Mooney limited rights to represent the second 
named plaintiff ’s interests. Hogan J. suggested a species of  
McKenzie friend right which would be closely supervised by 
the Court. What materialised was somewhat different. The 
second named plaintiff  barely spoke at all during the hearing 
which lasted nearly a full day and Mr Mooney made lengthy 
submissions which continued even when the second named 
plaintiff  left the Court due to his medical condition. 

This case highlights a situation which exists presently 
where the lines between a McKenzie friend and a full 
representative have become blurred. In this case, the plaintiff  
would not have satisfied any application of  the “particular 
injustice” test and so, Mr Mooney was allowed to attend as 
a McKenzie friend. However, his role in representing the 
second named plaintiff  turned out to be a much wider and 
more expansive role than that of  the traditional McKenzie 
friend. 

Conclusion 
The case of  Coffey v Tara Mines is a good example of  the type 
of  exceptional circumstances which might justify a court in 
exercising its discretions in favour of  allowing a non-qualified 
representative a right of  audience. Conversely, Mooney & Kelly 
v Financial Services Ombudsman illustrates the difficulties when 
a judge is faced with the stark choice between allowing a 
trial to proceed in circumstances where the traditional role 
of  a McKenzie friend may be greatly expanded or causing 
the inconvenience and expense of  an adjournment by not 
allowing the friend/advocate to be heard. Had Hogan J. 
refused Mr. Mooney a right of  audience, the case would 
have to have been adjourned, causing disruption to the Court 
lists and extra expense to the other parties involved who had 
retained solicitors and counsel who were present in Court on 
the day and ready to proceed. 

It is arguable that an issue such as this should be dealt 
with at an earlier date and the party who wishes to have an 
unqualified representative should have to be heard by a judge 
or perhaps the Master of  the High Court at a date in advance 
of  the hearing to seek leave to be represented. This motions 
list would have to operate on the basis of  strict criteria in 
order that an evolving case law did not allow the rule and 
exception to become reversed. The criteria should be applied 
to ensure the proper administration of  justice, which Fennelly 
J declared to be the key principle, underpinning the limitation 
on the right of  audience. ■

they want to avoid the case being put back to a later date, 
at the end of  often lengthy lists. Therefore, the strict rule is 
often overlooked by the judge. On occasions, the court may 
enquire as to why the party cannot represent themselves but 
the “particular injustice” test is not always applied strictly and 
judges often are forced to apply the rule leniently, lest the case 
be adjourned, thus putting further pressure on the court lists 
and placing extra costs on the opposing party.

The Blurring of the line Between McKenzie Friend 
and Right of Audience 
The limited options open to a court can be seen in Mooney 
& Kelly v Financial Service Ombudsman and Aviva life and Pensions 
Notice Party.17 The case involved an appeal from a decision of  
the Financial Service Ombudsman (FSO) where the FSO had 
upheld the notice party’s cancelation of  his income protection 
policy. After the case was assigned to Hogan J., it transpired 
that the first named plaintiff, a Mr Mooney, who was a union 
representative, had no standing in the proceedings; he had 
been named as a plaintiff  for the purpose of  representing the 
second named plaintiff  in his appeal. After submissions from 
counsel for both the Defendant and Notice Party, Hogan J. 
determined that the first named plaintiff  had no standing and 
should be removed from the proceedings. He then moved 
to the issue of  the first named plaintiff ’s right to represent 
the second named plaintiff.

The second named plaintiff  handed a note into court 
to highlight a medical condition he was suffering from, 
this was not disclosed to the parties, Hogan J. informed the 
other parties that the second named plaintiff  may have to 
leave the court from time to time and that this would be 
accommodated. The second named plaintiff  informed the 
Court that he was not prepared to represent himself  and if  
Mr Mooney was not allowed to do so, the case would have 
to be adjourned. No evidence was offered to the Court of  
any attempt by the second named plaintiff  to obtain legal 
representation. It should also be noted that neither counsel 
for the defendant or the notice party objected to Mr Mooney 
representing the second named plaintiff. 

Hogan J. referred to Re Coffey18 and the discretion 
allowed to the trial judge under this decision, and hesitantly 

17 Mooney & Kelly v Financial Service Ombudsman and Aviva life and Pensions 
Notice Party unreported High Court case 4th February 2014 

18 Re Applications for Orders in Relation to Costs in Intended Proceedings: 
Coffey & ord (2013) IESC 11
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on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-
making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, 
hereafter referred to as the Aarhus Convention, which aims 
to facilitate parties taking actions where environmental 
issues arise but who may be discouraged from initiating such 
actions due to the high costs attached2. As such, the PCO 
aims to allay the fears of  parties who are seeking to protect 
the environment but who do not want to expose themselves 
to significant legal costs being awarded against them, in the 
event that they are unsuccessful in their claim. 

In coming to the conclusion that the Applicant in Hunter 
was entitled to a PCO, Hedigan J noted that it was accepted 
as common knowledge that the costs of  the proceedings 
would be of  a very high level such that the Applicant would 
be unlikely to be able to meet same without very serious and 
prejudicial financial consequences and further that there is at the very 
least some substance to the claim3. Further, the Court considered 
that the matters at issue were of  great importance to the 
Applicant and were ones which involved the protection 
of  the environment. He noted that the relevant law and 
procedure were matters of  complexity. As such, the Court 
was satisfied that in the absence of  any serious argument 
regarding the proceedings being of  a frivolous nature, it was 
appropriate to make a declaration that s.3 of  the Act applied 
to the proceedings4. 

When will a CPO be available? 
The types of  civil proceedings in which costs protection may 
be obtained are set out in s.4 of  the Act. Section 4 sets out 
that in a case where s.3 is applicable, it is sought to ensure 
compliance with or enforcement of  a statutory requirement 
or condition attached to a licence, permit or permission when 
failure to comply has caused, is causing, or is likely to cause 
environmental damage. 

The meaning of  the concept of  “environmental damage” 
was discussed by Hedigan J in Hunter and held to encompass 
harm to air, water, soil, land, biological diversity and the interaction 
between all or any of  those things; not limited to the health and safety 
of  humans5. 

Questions arising over whether s.3 is applicable to 
proceedings where there is an absence of  planning permission 
or licence (as distinct from where activities are alleged to have 

2 See Article 9 of  the Aarhus Convention .
3 [2013] IEHC 430 at Para 14.
4 Ibid
5 [2013] IEHC 430 at Para 10. 

Protective Costs Orders for 
Environmental Cases; the first 
successful application in an Irish Court

ELLEn O’CaLLaghan BL 

Introduction
This article will explore and analyse the first judgment in 
which an application for a Protective Costs Order, hereafter 
referred to as a “PCO”, has been successful, as provided 
for under s.3 and s.7 of  the Environment (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2011, hereafter referred to as the “Act”. 
Guidance from the High Court in respect of  making an 
application for a PCO will be delineated and discussed. 
Analysis will also focus on the practicality of  such an order 
for clients and practitioners.

First Cost Protection Order
The case of  Hunter v. Nurendale Limited Trading as Panda Waste1, 
hereafter referred to as Hunter, has been the first case in this 
jurisdiction in which a determination has been made that 
a PCO applies to the proceedings. In that case, Hedigan J. 
set out detailed guidance as to the principles that apply in 
respect of  the granting of  a PCO, as well as the evidence 
that ought to be put before the Court in future applications 
where a PCO is sought.

In Hunter, the Applicant sought orders pursuant to s. 160 
of  the Planning and Development Act 2000 in respect of  
the operation of  a waste facility by the Respondent on lands 
adjacent to the Applicant’s home where she resides with 
her husband and son. The Applicant alleges that the facility 
is not being carried out in compliance with the respective 
planning permission and waste licence. She also alleges that 
certain unauthorised development has been carried out at 
the waste facility without the benefit of  planning permission. 
The application for substantive relief  is still pending before 
the High Court.

In Hunter, the Respondent sought security for costs and/
or an order joining the Applicant’s husband to the proceedings 
in circumstances where the Applicant is a Chinese national 
and has no known assets in the jurisdiction. In response to 
the Respondent’s motion for such relief, the Applicant sought 
an order pursuant to s. 7 of  the Act declaring that s. 3 of  the 
Act was applicable to the proceedings. The effect of  these 
provisions is considered in detail below. 

Sections 7 and 3 of  the Act provide for the availability of  
a PCO which protects an applicant involved in environmental 
cases by means of  an order in which each party must bear 
their own costs. 

The basis for such an order stems from the Convention 

1 [2013] IEHC 430.
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been carried out in contravention of  a planning permission 
or licence or condition attaching to same) were answered by 
Hedigan J in Hunter. The court held that the jurisdiction to 
grant a PCO is not excluded where the complaint concerns 
an activity being carried out in the absence of  planning 
permission or licence6. Therefore, it is not a defence to a 
PCO application to state that the land in question does not 
have planning permission or does not have a licence to carry 
out the activities it is carrying out. 

However, s.3 does not apply in circumstances where 
the applicant seeks damages arising from damage to the 
property or person or where the proceedings are instituted 
by a statutory body or a Minister of  the Government as set 
out in s.4(3) of  the Act. 

The effect of a declaration that costs protection 
is available
Section 7 of  the Act provides for an application to be made 
to a court seeking a declaration that s.3 of  the Act applies 
to the proceedings:

7.—(1) A party to proceedings to which section 3 
applies may at any time before, or during the course of, 
the proceedings apply to the court for a determination 
that section 3 applies to those proceedings.

(2) Where an application is made under subsection 
(1), the court may make a determination that section 
3 applies to those proceedings.

(3) Without prejudice to subsection (1), the 
parties to proceedings referred to in subsection (1), 
may, at any time, agree that section 3 applies to those 
proceedings.

(4) Before proceedings referred to in section 
3 are instituted, the persons who would be the 
parties to those proceedings if  those proceedings 
were instituted, may, before the institution of  those 
proceedings and without prejudice to subsection (1), 
agree that section 3 applies to those proceedings.

(5) An application under subsection (1) shall be 
by motion on notice to the parties concerned.

An applicant seeking a PCO must make an application under 
s.7 and, if  successful, will receive a declaration from the 
relevant court that s.3 applies to the proceedings. Section 7 
affords a party to proceedings the opportunity to apply at any 
time before, or during the course of  the proceedings for a 
determination of  the court that s.3 applies to the proceedings. 

On foot of  an application under s.7, the court may make 
a determination as to whether s.3 of  the Act applies to the 
proceedings. Section 7 of  the Act also provides for the 
agreement of  each party to the proceedings that s.3 of  the 
Act does apply to the proceedings and such agreement can 
occur prior to the institution of  those proceedings. Where an 
application for a declaration is to be pursued, s. 7(5) provides 
that is to be made by way of  motion on notice to the parties 
to the proceedings. 

Section 3 of  the Act states that notwithstanding Order 99 
of  the Rules of  the Superior Courts, Order 66 of  the Circuit 

6 Ibid at Para 15. 

Court Rules and Order 51 of  the District Court Rules, the 
costs of  relevant proceedings to s. 3 applies are to be borne 
by each party. As such, the normal principles for costs shall 
not apply if  a court finds that s. 3 of  the Act applies, with 
the result that the default position is that the parties to such 
litigation should bear their own costs. 

However, an applicant enjoys a significant additional 
advantage in that s. 3(2) provides that the Court may award 
costs, or a portion of  costs, to the applicant, to the extent that 
that the applicant is successful in obtaining relief. Such costs 
can be ordered to be borne by the respondent or notice party, 
to the extent that the actions of  the respondent or notice 
party’s acts or omissions gave rise to the applicant being in 
a position to obtain relief. 

Costs can also be awarded in favour of  a party in a matter 
of  public importance or where the circumstances of  the case 
require such a result in the interests of  justice. 

However, the court can award costs against a party to the 
proceedings where the court considers it appropriate on the 
basis that a claim or counter-claim is frivolous or vexatious, 
the manner that the party has conducted proceedings or 
where a party is in contempt of  court. As such, this underlines 
that the fact that an applicant has received a declaration that 
s.3 of  the Act applies is not irreversible and can be varied 
where certain circumstances arise. 

European Court interpretation of Protective Costs 
Orders
In the case of  Edwards & Anor. v. Enviromental Agency & 
Others7, hereafter referred to as Edwards, the Court of  Justice 
of  the European Union, in considering the protective costs 
regime in the United Kingdom, held that the costs in an 
environmental case should not be prohibitively expensive. 
The Court held that:

“the persons covered by those provisions should not 
be prevented from seeking, or pursuing a claim for, 
a review by the courts that falls within the scope of  
those articles by reason of  the financial burden that 
might arise as a result8.”

The judgment in Edwards places an obligation on national 
courts to carry out an objective analysis of  the estimated 
costs in such proceedings, in order to assess whether such 
costs would be excessive. Such an assessment cannot be 
solely based on the claimant’s financial situation but needs 
also to consider9:

1. The situation of  the parties;
2. Whether the claimant has a reasonable prospect 

of  success;
3. The importance of  the environmental issues;
4. The complexity of  the law and the existence of  a 

protective costs regime;
5. Whether on objective analysis such costs would 

be considered excessive. 

7 (C-260/11) 11th April 2013
8 (C-260/11) 11th April 2013, at para 35. 
9 Ibid, at para 46 
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In Hunter, Hedigan J. applied the criteria set out in Edwards and 
held that in order for an applicant to secure a declaration of  
entitlement to costs protection under the Act, she would have 
to satisfy the Court that the proceedings have a reasonable 
prospect of  success; such claimant needs to make a case that 
has a “certain measure of  substance to it10”. While this, “certain 
measure of  substance”, seems a vague term, Hedigan J explains 
that such a threshold requires that there is a good chance of  
success rather than probability of  success11. The difficulties 
of  assessing the likelihood of  success in the early stages of  
a case were recognised by Hedigan J. 12

Procedural requirements that an applicant must 
satisfy when seeking a PCO
In Hunter, Hedigan J set out the requirements that an applicant 
needs in order to bring an application seeking a PCO; such 
proceedings need to be made by motion on notice and 
evidence of  the applicant’s means and a broad estimate 
of  costs will need to be set out on affidavit13. Further the 
claimant will need to set out on affidavit the reasons why she 
believes that the proceedings stand a reasonable prospect 
of  success and set out the environmental protection issues 
arising and the impact of  the proceedings on her14. If  the 
respondent contends that the proceedings are frivolous or 
vexatious, the applicant will need to address this15. Finally, 
the applicant will need to address on affidavit the likelihood 
of  access to legal aid or any costs arrangements which have 
been made with her solicitor16. 

Procedural requirements that a respondent must 
satisfy
Where an application for costs protection is brought and 
the respondent objects to same, the replying affidavit 
should provide a broad estimate of  the potential costs. 
The respondent should also address the situation of  the 

10 [2013] IEHC 430 at Para 15. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid at Para14. 
13 Ibid at Para 16.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.

parties concerned in the application and its view in relation 
to whether the proceedings stand a reasonable prospect of  
success17. Further, with regard to the environmental impact, 
within the respondent’s affidavit, a full reasoning as to why 
the respondent considers the applicant’s claim to be frivolous, 
will need to be set out if  that is being asserted18. A replying 
affidavit should also deal with the issue of  the availability 
of  legal aid19. 

Finally, prior to the application, a “Scott Schedule” should 
be agreed and provided to the Court. Such a schedule sets 
out relevant information regarding the applicant’s claims and 
the responses from the respondent20. 

Conclusion
It should be noted that although the applicant in Hunter 
secured a PCO, it is likely that the stringent requirements 
laid down by Hedigan J. will mean that future successful 
applications will remain relatively rare. It is this author’s 
view that the proofs required by Hedigan J. in Hunter aim 
to ensure that only those who truly need cost protection 
in environmental cases will be able to obtain a PCO, thus 
giving effect to the true intention of  the Act and the Aarhus 
Convention. 

Although the Hunter decision is a win for environmentalists 
everywhere, it must be borne in mind that were an applicant 
to bring such an application and fail, an order of  costs could 
be made against the applicant in the circumstances where the 
respondent successfully resisted the application. Therefore, 
this author considers that the proofs listed by Hedigan J are 
important and relevant factors for any would-be applicants 
and practitioners to consider before bringing a PCO 
application. It might also be appropriate in the circumstances 
for rules of  court to be specifically drawn up to deal with 
such applications. ■

17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
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PIAB authorisation 
PIAB authorisation is required in certain cases where trespass 
to the person is claimed, but not all. The PIAB Act states that 
PIAB can decline to assess damages in trespass to the person 
claims where it is of  the view that such an assessment would 
not respect the dignity of  the claimant due to the limited 
means by which PIAB can employ5 6. 

In the case of  Cunningham v North Eastern Health Board7 
Justice Hedigan observed how PIAB authorisation was still 
required in a case which involved a trespass to the person 
action. In this case, damages were sought for breach of  
fiduciary duty, assault, trespass and intentional infliction of  
emotional distress along with a number of  declaratory reliefs. 
The claim arose on foot of  an assault which took place while 
the plaintiff  was a patient in Monaghan General Hospital. 
Monaghan County Council were joined as a co-defendant by 
the plaintiff  on the basis that it was the owner, occupier and 
manager of  Monaghan General Hospital. 

The Judgment in Cunningham
Justice Hedigan dismissed the plaintiff ’s claim as against 
Monaghan General Hospital on foot of  the plaintiff ’s 
failure to seek authorisation from PIAB before commencing 
proceedings. The Judge noted that it was a jurisdictional 
matter and without the authorisation from PIAB, the court 
had no authority to entertain the proceedings as against the 
hospital8. In reaching this decision, the Judge referred to 
the provision in the PIAB Act which requires that PIAB 
authorisation must first be sought before court proceedings 
may be brought. He noted that the PIAB Act contains a 
statutory prohibition on actions being instituted “at all, unless 
and until an application is made to PIAB and an authorisation 
is issued”9.

Further, the Judge observed the significance of  the cause 
of  action in such cases. In this case, personal injury was the 
only cause of  action and it was noted that “the other matters 
raised in the pleadings are just different ways of  seeking the 
same thing i.e. damages for personal injury”. The fact that the 
cause of  action was solely personal injuries sustained meant 

5 Section 17 (1) (IV).
6 Medical malpractice actions are exempt from the requirement to 

submit to prior assessment through PIAB. The PIAB Act 2003 
s. 3(d) provides for the exclusion of  claims which arise out of  
the provision of  any health service to a person, the carrying out 
of  a medical or surgical procedure in respect of  a person or the 
provision of  any medical advice or treatment to a person.

7 [2012] IEHC 190.
8 Section 12(1) of  the 2003 Act.
9 Section 12(1) of  the 2003 Act.

Trespass to the Person Claims and 
PIAB 

Sarah O’DwyEr BL

Introduction
Trespass to the person covers the torts of  assault, battery, 
intentional or reckless infliction of  emotional suffering 
and false imprisonment. Such claims are governed by The 
Civil Liability and Courts Act 2004 (2004 Act) and the 
Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act 2003 (PIAB Act) 
in a somewhat awkward mesh. As noted by Justice Baker 
recently in the case of  P.R. v K.C. Legal Personal Representative 
of  the Estate of  M.C. Deceased1 the Acts are substantially in pari 
materia despite any legislative provision providing for their 
collective interpretation. This article shall consider some 
procedural aspects in respect of  trespass to the person claims, 
specifically the statute of  limitations and the requirement for 
PIAB authorisation.

Statute of limitations
Cases where personal injuries have been sustained on foot 
of  trespass to the person are subject to a six year statute 
of  limitation period2. The 2004 Act states that a personal 
injuries action, for the purposes of  the Act, does not include 
a claim where damages for trespass to the person are sought3. 
Such claims are not bound by a requirement to commence 
proceedings by way of  personal injuries summons within a 
two year period as seen in the Supreme Court case of  Devlin 
v Roche & Ors4.

The 2004 Act does not specify the type of  trespass 
to the person which must be claimed in order for a case 
to fall outside the definition of  a personal injuries action. 
The existence of  the plea per se appears to suffice in order 
to render a claim subject to a six year statute of  limitation 
period. While the 2004 Act does not expressly state that the 
inclusion of  a claim for damages for trespass to the person 
be bona fide, it seems prudent to avoid surmising the plea 
as legitimate and instead to ensure that it is a real claim for 
trespass to the person. 

Proceedings for trespass to the person are brought by 
way of  plenary summons. An application can be made to the 
court by a defendant to strike out proceedings if  brought by a 
plaintiff  in an incorrect form. In deciding whether or not to 
strike out proceedings on that basis- the court will consider 
what prejudice, if  any, has been suffered by the defendant on 
foot of  the incorrect constitution of  proceedings.

1 [2014] IEHC 126.
2 Section 11(2) (a) of  the Statute of  Limitations Act 1957.
3 Section 2(1).
4 [2002] 2 IR 360.
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right to bodily integrity and the person, and not a civil action 
for personal injuries. The Judge noted how trespass to the 
person is a claim founded in a tort which is actionable per 
se and is one which, as a matter of  law, does not require 
the plaintiff  to establish personal injury. No proof  of  
actual damage is required to succeed in recovering damages 
arising from the tort of  trespass to the person or assault. A 
plaintiff  is entitled to damages merely on account of  having 
been subjected to the trespass and in those circumstances 
the plaintiff  does not have to show that any injury resulted 
from the assault. 

Another factor which led to the Judge’s decision to hold 
the claim outside the PIAB authorisation requirement was 
the fact that the plaintiff ’s claim included a claim for breach 
of  constitutional rights which was not one ancillary to the 
claim for trespass to the person and therefore was excluded 
from the operation of  the PIAB Act15. 

Conclusion
PIAB authorisation is still required in claims which include 
damages for trespass to the person where personal injuries 
sustained are the only cause of  action. PIAB has discretion 
to decline to assess damages in such cases but authorisation 
to proceed with one’s claim is still required. It seems 
counterintuitive that authorisation from PIAB is still required 
in cases which are not a personal injuries action by definition, 
and further are drafted on a plenary summons and subject 
to a six year statute of  limitation period. 

PIAB authorisation is not required in a trespass to the 
person claim where the cause of  action is other than personal 
injuries sustained16, where there is a claim for damages for any 
other cause of  action in conjunction with the personal injuries 
claim, and in cases where a real breach of  constitutional rights 
is asserted. The recent decision of  Justice Baker highlights 
how the courts are required to establish the real substance of  
a trespass to the person claim in order to determine whether 
or not it has jurisdiction to hear such cases in the absence of  
a PIAB authorisation. ■

15 Section 4(1) (iii) of  the PIAB Act. 
16 Medical negligence actions are not subject to PIAB authorisation.

that the claim fell within the definition of  a civil action10 for 
the purposes of  rendering the PIAB Act applicable11.

P.R. v K.C.
In contrast, in the recent decision of  Justice Baker in P.R v 
K.C. Legal Personal Representative of  the Estate of  M.C. Deceased12, 
PIAB authorisation was not required in a trespass to the 
person claim. The plaintiff  made a claim for damages for 
assault and battery, trespass to the person, the intentional 
infliction of  emotional suffering and breach of  the plaintiff ’s 
constitutional right to bodily integrity. It was alleged that the 
plaintiff  had been wrongfully sexually assaulted and abused 
by the defendant. 

Justice Baker addressed the preliminary issue of  
whether the proceedings were barred13 on the basis that the 
plaintiff  had not sought PIAB authorisation prior to issuing 
proceedings. It was held that PIAB authorisation was not 
required in this case and the plaintiff  could proceed with 
the claim.

The Judge contemplated whether the plaintiff ’s claim was 
in reality an action for trespass to the person and assault- or 
was it really a civil action for personal injuries? The Judge 
cited a number of  cases14 where the courts had taken the 
view that a consideration of  the factual circumstances was 
the key to understanding the nature of  the cause of  action in 
ascertaining whether PIAB authorisation was required. She 
noted how the absence of  PIAB authorisation in a case to 
which the PIAB Act applied is not a mere fault in procedure 
but goes to the root of  the court’s jurisdiction to hear and 
determine the claim.

Justice Baker considered the substance of  the claim, as 
opposed to the way in which the claim was pleaded. The 
substance of  the action was found to be one in which the 
plaintiff  sought to vindicate his personal and constitutional 

10 Section 4 (1) (a) of  the PIAB Act.
11 Section 3 of  the PIAB Act.
12 [2014] IEHC 126.
13 By virtue of  section 12(1) of  the PIAB Act.
14 Campbell v. O’Donnell & Ors. [2008] IESC 32, [2009] 1 I.R. 133., 

Cunningham v. North Eastern Health Board and by order Monaghan County 
Council [2012] IEHC 190., Gunning v. National Maternity Hospital & 
Ors. [2008] IEHC 352, [2009] 2 I.R. 117, Carroll v. Mater Misericordiae 
Hospital [2011] IEHC 230.
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Introduction
The UK recently challenged the new EU short selling 
regulation,1 arguing that the regulation accorded too much 
power to an independent financial regulator (ESMA2) over 
the heads of  national state regulators. The European Court 
of  Justice dismissed the United Kingdom’s legal challenge, 
solidifying ESMA’s powers under the new regulation.

This decision will have wider significance for the 
European regulatory landscape, allowing the EU more scope 
to delegate more powers to independent agencies, so long 
as these agencies’ are created and operate for the purposes 
of  ensuring ‘financial stability’. It is clear that the concept 
of  ‘financial stability’ has been interpretatively stretched by 
European legislators giving them a wide discretion to regulate 
for this purpose.

The new Regulation
Regulation (EU) No. 236/2012 of  short-selling and credit 
default swaps3 came into force from November 2012. After 
the financial crisis of  2008, short selling was prohibited 
throughout the EU, however, the laws regarding short 
selling varied across member states’ and the regulation 
was implemented for the purposes of  creating a European 
regulatory framework for all types of  short selling.

Short selling
In essence, short selling is the sale of  security that the seller 
does not yet own, with the intention of  buying back the 
security cheaper at a later point, gaining a profit. ‘Covered’ 
short selling means that the seller has borrowed the securities 
he intends to buy back in the short term.

The regulation focuses on ‘uncovered’ short selling, 
where the seller has not borrowed the securities at the time 
of  the short sale. This type of  short sale is risky because 
the vendor has not borrowed the shares at the time of  sale, 
so if  the market swings against the bet and the share price 
goes up, the vendor is forced to buy back the shares before 
prices further increase. This sudden buying up of  shares 
can cause volatile swings in the market. ‘Uncovered’ short 
selling otherwise known as ‘naked shorting’ aggravates the 
share prices in financial institutions resulting in instability in 
financial markets.

The regulation has two key features; mandatory disclosure 

1 Case C-270/12 United Kingdom v European Parliament and Council of  
the EU.

2 European Securities and Markets Authority.
3 Regulation (EU) No. 236/2012 of  the European Parliament and of  

the Council of  14 March 2012 on short selling and certain aspects 
of  credit default swaps.

of  net short positions in order to increase transparency in 
short selling and a prohibition on short selling except in 
circumstances where the seller has effectively “covered” the 
security.

Notification Regime
The regulation sets up a notification regime for net short 
positions of  shares, sovereign debt and ‘uncovered’ sovereign 
credit default swap positions. In summary, a sovereign credit 
default swap or (CDS) involves speculators taking a gamble 
on countries’ debt via bonds, meaning investors buying and 
selling government debt in the form of  bonds in order to 
generate a profit. 

The regulation imposes stringent notification 
requirements, it requires private notification to national 
regulators once issue share capital and/or sovereign debt 
reaches a threshold as specified by ESMA and further public 
disclosure once a higher threshold has been reached. All 
net short positions will be published on ESMA’s website. 
However national reporting mechanisms across the EU are 
not yet fully operative, as a result of  which ESMA’s initial 
list of  net short positions published in October 20124 was 
incomplete. ESMA will need to ensure that national reporting 
mechanisms are harmonised across the all EU member states’, 
otherwise public disclosure is significantly curtailed.

Restrictions on uncovered short sales
The second key feature of  the regulation is that short selling 
is proscribed except in certain instances. Under the regulation, 
short selling can only happen if  sellers either have borrowed 
the shares and/or sovereign debt, entered into an agreement 
to borrow the shares, sovereign debt or made an agreement 
with a third party meaning that the shares or sovereign can 
be reasonably expected to be repaid. 

ESMA sets out the form these agreements must take for 
the purposes of  ensuring that all short selling is ‘covered’. 
In accordance with ESMA, all agreements must cover the 
number of  shares included, the amount of  sovereign debt 
being sold at the time of  the short sale, the date of  the 
delivery of  the securities including the expiration date of  
the delivery of  the securities and such agreements must exist 
in a durable medium (meaning they must exist in adequate 
electronic format). The above must also extend to a wide 
variety of  financial instruments and agreements covering 
futures, options, repurchase agreements, standing agreements 
and rolling facilities. 

4 Accessed on ESMA’s website http://www.esma.europa.eu/page/
Net-short-position-notification-thresholds-sovereign-issuers.

The new short-selling Regulation; More 
Powers for the EU

Mary ThOMpSOn BL 
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ESMA’s power to curb national regulators
Article 285 vests in ESMA the power to impose legally 
binding measures on EU member states including a complete 
prohibition on the short selling in some circumstances. 
Additionally, it ensures ESMA’s power takes precedence over 
that of  national state regulators.

According to Article 28(2);

a. ESMA may intervene where it deems there is a 
threat to the orderly functioning and integrity of  
financial markets or to the stability of  whole or 
part of  the financial system of  the EU 

b. where it assess that there are cross border 
implications; 

c. where competent authorities have not taken 
measures to address the threat or the measures 
that have been taken do not sufficiently address 
the threat of  Article 28.

The criteria under Article 28(2) are vague and loosely defined. 
There is no clear definition of  what can be classed as a ‘threat 
to the orderly functioning and integrity of  financial markets’ 
or what qualifies as a ‘cross border implication.’

Article 28(3) does set out further criteria ESMA should 
consider when imposing a measure on a member state, 
including the impact of  a proposed measure, its ability to 
address a threat to financial markets or in the alternative 
any negative impact a measure may have on the stability of  
financial markets. However, there are no criteria on how 
ESMA should determine whether a measure will have the 
effect as set out in Article 28(3)

ESMA and the European Court of Justice
ESMA’s power under Article 28 of  the short selling regulation 
is mirrored in Article 9(5)6 of  the regulation establishing 
ESMA, conferring on it the power to ‘prohibit or restrict 
certain financial activities’ with the ultimate objective of  
promoting financial stability.

The UK recently challenged the legality of  ESMA’s 
power arguing that ESMA was acting outside of  its legislative 
capacity as conferred on it by the Treaty on the Functioning 
of  the European Union. The UK had two main grounds of  
challenge; firstly that ESMA was acting outside of  its capacity 
under EU law and secondly, that the power vested in ESMA 
to ban short selling has been established on an incorrect 
legislative basis.

The UK contends that the powers accorded to ESMA 
were in contravention of  the Meroni principle7. The Meroni 
ruling sets out the long-established principle that EU powers 
cannot be delegated to independent regulatory agencies 
unless such delegated powers could be clearly defined. In the 
judgment, a careful distinction was drawn between ‘clearly 
defined executive competencies’ and a ‘discretionary power’ 

5 Regulation (EU) No. 236/2012 of  the European Parliament and of  
the Council of  14 March 2012 on short selling and certain aspects 
of  credit default swaps OJ L 86/19.

6 Regulation (EU) No 1095/2010 of  the European Parliament and 
of  the council of  24 November 2010 establishing a European 
Supervisory Authority (European Securities and Markets 
Authority), amending Decision No 716/2009/EC and repealing 
Commission Decision 2009/77/EC, OJ L 331/96.

7 Case 9/56 Meroni v High Authority [1957 & 1958] ECR 133.

which could result in ‘the execution of  actual economic 
policy’. 

The UK’s main challenge was that Article 28 vests in 
ESMA a discretionary power resulting in the execution of  
policy. However, the European Court of  Justice ruled that the 
regulation was not in contravention of  the Meroni principle 
due to the number of  factors ESMA were obliged to take 
into account before exercising its power under Article 28.

The UK’s second contention was that the powers 
conferred upon ESMA exceeded its legal basis under the 
Treaty of  the Functioning of  the European Union. ESMA 
derives its legal basis under Article 114 of  the EC Treaty8 
which is an article aimed at harmonisation of  national laws. 
It was argued that ESMA is clearly going beyond its remit 
under Article 114 EC.

Advocate General’s Preliminary Ruling 
This contention was also raised by the Advocate General 
of  the European Court of  Justice, whose opinions are 
non-binding but often followed by the European court. He 
argued in his preliminary ruling9 that the decision was not 
‘harmonisation but replacement of  national decision making 
with EU decision making’ and article 114 of  the EC treaty10 
was an incorrect legal basis for ESMA’s powers arguing that 
article 352 of  the Treaty11 would be the appropriate basis 
for ESMA’s powers via the short selling regulation. This is 
significant because article 352 requires that any measures 
adopted under the EC Treaty would require the unanimous 
agreement of  all member states giving the United Kingdom 
the right of  veto in contrast to article 114 which only requires 
a qualified majority vote by the council and parliament. 
However, the European Court, in rejecting the challenge from 
the U.K., did not follow the opinion of  the Advocate General. 

Conclusion 
The decision indicates that the European Court is content 
to hand over more power to EU agencies, so long as it is for 
the legitimate purpose of  achieving ‘financial stability’. When 
it comes to ‘financial stability’ it appears that it is everything 
but the financial markets themselves that need stabilisation, 
(national laws, national supervisory structures), apparently 
everything but ‘finance’ itself  which is by its very nature 
impossible to regulate.

Clearly, the new short selling regulation is short changing 
EU member states, allowing an independent agency (ESMA), 
to replace their national laws, circumventing their right to 
veto EU legislation in the process. The Court’s judgement 
is worryingly vague and there exists no method of  appeal, 
notwithstanding the dissent of  the Advocate General. 

The decision will also have future implications for the 
European regulatory landscape with a new piece of  legislation 
currently in the pipeline, proposing the creation of  another 
european agency, the Single Banking Resolution Board, 
conferring on it similar powers to ESMA in the banking 
arena. ■

8 Article 114 (TFEU) (2010/C 83/01) OJ L115.
9 Avai lable at http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/

document.jsf ?text=&docid=140965&pageIndex=0&doclang= 
EN&mode=req&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=127454.

10 Article 114 (n8).
11 Article 352 (n8).
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did it highlight the arbitrary discrimination experienced by 
travellers around the country, it also highlighted the issue of  
suicide within the traveller community. According to the All 
Ireland Traveller Health Study 2010 the suicide rate amongst 
traveller men is 6 times the national average and accounts for 
11% of  all traveller deaths.

The case also emphasised the difficulties experienced 
by litigants, and members of  the travelling community in 
particular, in prosecuting discrimination cases. Section 19 of  
the Intoxicating Liquor Act, 2003 transferred the jurisdiction 
to determine these cases from the Equality Tribunal to the 
District Court in circumstances where the discrimination 
alleged occurred on, or at the point of  entry to, licensed 
premises. It is worth noting that cases commenced before the 
Equality Tribunal are heard in private; the same is not true of  
claims brought before the District Court. More significantly 
however, as all practitioners are aware, commencing 
proceedings before the District Court requires knowledge 
of  the District Court Rules and the relevant legislation. 
Therefore, this process is more formal than bringing a claim 
before the Equality Tribunal and will often require a claimant 
to engage a solicitor so as to ensure that the Notice of  
Application is technically correct. Simply put, many people 
do not have the resources to do this and one wonders how 
many incidents of  discrimination go undetected as a result. 
Furthermore, an unsuccessful litigant may have an order for 
costs made against him/her in the District Court. 

My main point of  contact from VAS was Diane, who 
regularly checked in with me to see how the case was 
progressing. The support offered by VAS was very reassuring. 
The cases were heard in January, 2014 and both women were 
awarded €1,000. We were all delighted with the outcome.

As a result of  my involvement with VAS and ITM, I had 
the opportunity of  partaking in training related to Traveller 
and Roma rights organised by the ITM in conjunction 
with the Council of  Europe which was a great educational 
experience. 

The work done by VAS is extremely important and 
affords members of  the Bar an opportunity to volunteer 
in a way that is both meaningful and of  tangible benefit to 
those who avail of  the scheme. I look forward to working 
with the VAS in the future. If  you would like to get involved 
please contact either Diane Duggan at dduggan@lawlibrary.ie 
or Jeanne McDonagh at jmcdonagh@lawlibrary.ie. ■

Charities Regulation Conference – July 3rd 2014
The Voluntary Assistance Scheme will host a conference on 
Charities Regulation on Thursday 3rd July 2014 at 4.30pm 
in the Distillery Building. Speakers will include Ms. Úna Ní 
Dhubhghaill, CEO of  the Charities Regulatory Authority 
and Ms. Deirdre Garvey, CEO of  The Wheel, among others. 
The enactment of  the Charities Act 2009 heralds a new era 
of  regulation for Irish charities and VAS are striving to assist 
charities in making a smooth transition. All members of  the 
Bar are cordially invited to attend and CPD points will be 
available.

VAS experience in the words of a volunteer
by Aoife Lynch BL

In November, 2013, I was contacted by Diane Duggan BL of  
VAS enquiring if  I would be interested in assisting the Irish 
Travellers Movement (ITM) with a discrimination case being 
taken in Kerry (I am a proud member of  the South Western 
Circuit). The particulars of  the case struck a chord with me 
and I jumped at the chance to get involved. 

The ITM was founded in 1990 and has over seventy 
traveller organisations from around Ireland in its membership. 
The ITM champions traveller rights and the organisation 
consists of  a partnership between travellers and settled 
people committed to seeking full equality for travellers in 
Irish society. 

After agreeing to assist, I was contacted by Susan Fay, 
Managing Solicitor of  ITM Independent Law Centre, 
regarding the case which involved an allegation of  
discrimination, contrary to the Equal Status Acts 2000-2012, 
against two female members of  the travelling community. 
The discrimination complained of  occurred when the 
women, having purchased tickets to an event raising funds 
for depression and suicide awareness, were refused admission 
to the licensed premises in which the event was taking place. 
Both women believed that they had been refused admission 
because they were members of  the travelling community. 
This refusal was all the more reprehensible having regard 
to the fact that both women, who are in their early twenties, 
have tragically lost their husbands to suicide. The women 
contacted the ITM and it was decided that they would each 
take a case against the licensee of  the premises. 

This case was particularly strategic for the ITM as not only 
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Minister
Powers
Vocational education – Employment – 
Inquiry – Removal of  officer of  vocational 
educational committee from office – 
Unfitness – Terms of  reference of  inquiry 
– Whether expansion of  terms of  reference 
by inquiry officer ultra vires – Judicial 
review – Delay – Requirement to act 
promptly – Whether application delayed 
in failing to seek judicial review of  decision 
to expand terms of  reference – Whether 
applicant acquiesced – Reasonableness 
– Proportionality – Whether decision of  
Minister unreasonable – Whether decision 
disproportionate – Whether Minister 
failed to take applicant’s long period of  
satisfactory performance into account 
– Heaney v Ireland [1994] 3 IR 593 and 
Meadows v Minister for Justice [2011] IESC 
3, [2010] 2 IR 701 applied – Corrigan v Irish 
Land Commission [1977] IR 317; The State 
(Byrne) v Frawley [1978] IR 326; Garvey v 
Ireland [1981] IR 75; The State (Keegan) v 
Stardust Victims Compensation Tribunal 
[1986] IR 642; O’Donnell v Dun Laoghaire 
Corporation [1991] ILRM 301; O’Keeffe 
v An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 IR 39 and 
PS v Minister for Justice [2011] IEHC 92, 
(Unrep, Hogan J, 23/3/2011) considered 
– Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 
15/1986), O84 – Vocational Education Act 
1930 (No 29), ss 2, 7 and 105 – Vocational 
Education (Amendment) Act 1944 (No 9), 
s 8 – Relief  granted (2011/746JR – Hedigan 
J – 26/4/2012) [2012] IEHC 201
McSorley v Minister for Education and Skills

Articles
Van Dokkum, Neil
The birth (and life) of  Eirgrid: in vitro, ultra 
vires and mala fides?-
2014 (32) (6) Irish law times 81 – part 1- 
the transposition of  EU law into the Irish 
legal system
2014 (32) (7) Irish law times 95 – part 2 
– the birth of  Eirgrid, and its subsequent 
journey
2014 (32) (8) Irish law times 110 – part 
3 – the powers given to Eirgrid

Statutory Instruments
Appointment of  special adviser (Minister 
for Children and Youth Affairs) order 2014
SI 185/2014

Public service pension rights order 2014
SI 199/2014

AGRICULTURE

Statutory Instruments
European Communities (vegetable seeds) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
(DIR/2013-45)
SI 129/2014

European Union (marketing of  vegetable 
propagating and planting material,
other than seed) regulations 2014
(DIR/2008-72)
SI 152/2014

ANIMALS

Statutory Instruments
African horse sickness regulations 2014
DIR/92-35 [DIR/1992-35])
SI 116/2014

Animal health (African swine fever) (non-
EU countries) regulations 2014
SI 115/2014

Animal Health and Welfare Act 2013 
(application to tuberculosis in non-ruminant 
animals) order 2014
SI 109/2014

Animal Health and Welfare Act 2013 
(commencement) order 2014
SI 106/2014

Animal health and welfare (operations and 
procedures) (no. 2) regulations 2014
SI 127/2014

Animal health and welfare (restriction on 
horned cattle) regulations 2014
SI 111/2014

Animal Health and Welfare (section 17) 
regulations 2013
SI 107/2014

Animal welfare (electro-immobilisation) 
regulations 2014
SI 108/2014

Bovine viral Diarrhoea regulations 2014
SI 118/2014

Control on places where horses are kept 
regulations 2014
SI 113/2014

Control on places where poultry are kept 
regulations 2014
SI 114/2014

Equidae (transfer of  ownership) regulations 
2014
SI 189/2014

European Union (animal health) (adaptation) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
SI 168/2014

European Union (animal health) (adaptation) 
regulations
SI 112/2014

European Union (protection of  animals 
used for scientific purposes)
(amendment) regulations 2014
(DEC/2014-11)
SI 174/2014

Notification and control of  animal diseases 
regulations 2014
SI 110/2014

Pet passport regulations 2014
(DIR/92-65 [DIR/1992-65], EG/998-
2003, REG/1152-2011)
SI 119/2014

Prohibition on tail docking and dew claw 
removal (dogs) regulations 2014
SI 128/2014

Prohibition on tail-docking (bovines) 
regulations 2014
SI 117/2014

ARBITRATION

Award
Application for order setting aside arbitral 
award and for directions – Scope of  
submission to arbitration – Interpretation 
of  arbitral award – Limited jurisdiction to 
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set aside arbitral award – Power to remit 
to arbitral tribunal – Lesotho Highlands 
Development v Impregilo SpA [2006] 1 
AC 221 considered – Model Law, arts 28, 
33 and 34 – Arbitration Act 2010 (No 
1), ss 6 and 8 – Application dismissed 
(2013/54MCA – Laffoy J – 19/6/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 285
Snoddy v Mavroudis

Library Acquisitions
Webster, Thomas H
Handbook of  ICC arbitration: commentary, 
precedents, materials
3rd edition
London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2014
Buhler, Michael W.
N398.8

ASYLUM

Library Acquisitions
Steffans, Ida
Evidence in European asylum procedures
Leiden : Martinus Nijhoff, 2012
C206.E95

BANKING

Statutory Instruments
Central Bank Act 1942 (Financial Services 
Ombudsman Council) complaint
information regulations 2014
SI 97/2014

Central Bank Act 1942 (Financial Services 
Ombudsman Council) levies and
fees (amendment) regulations 2014
SI 137/2014

BUILDING CONTRACTS

Building contract
Defects in house – Building guarantee – 
Liability under building guarantee – Limits 
on liability under guarantee – Rules of  
guarantee scheme – Membership of  
guarantee scheme – Completion of  house 
prior to registration – Alleged reliance on 
guarantee – Whether duty of  care owed to 
plaintiff  by guarantor – Extent of  liability 
on foot of  guarantee – Financial limits on 
liability – Whether guarantor should carry 
out works costing more than financial limit 
in guarantee – Ward v McMaster [1998] 
1 IR 337 considered – Judgment granted 
(2003/1798P – Dunne J – 20/3/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 145
Brennan v Flannery

BUILDING LAW

Statutory Instruments
Building regulations (part K amendment) 
regulations 2014
SI 180/2014

CHILDREN 

Library Acquisitions
MacDonald, Alistair
The rights of  the child: annotated materials
Bristol : Jordan Publishing Limited, 2014
N176
Farrington, Gemma

Assessment of  parents within care 
proceedings
Bristol : Jordan Publishing Limited, 2014
Johnson, Simon
N176.42

COMMERCIAL LAW

Library Acquisitions
Thompson, Robert
Sinclair, Neil
Sinclair on warranties and indemnities on 
share and asset sales
9th ed
London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2014
N282.4

COMPANY LAW

Directors
D i s q u a l i f i c a t i o n  –  P u r p o s e  o f  
disqualification – Protection of  public 
against future conduct – Punishment for 
past conduct – Deterrence – Necessary 
proofs for successful application – 
Inspectors’ report – Opinion of  inspectors 
– Whether negligence or incompetence 
sufficient to justify disqualification – 
Whether chief  executive of  bank having 
ultimate responsibility sufficient to ground 
disqualification – Whether opinion on 
affidavit not in inspectors’ report capable 
of  justifying disqualification – In re Lo-Line 
Ltd [1988] Ch 477; Director of  Corporate 
Enforcement v Byrne [2008] IEHC 149, 
(Unrep, Murphy J, 26/5/2008), [2009] 
IESC 57, [2010] 1 IR 222; Re: Kentford 
Securities Ltd: Dir Of  Corp Enforcement 
v McCann [2007] IEHC 1, (Unrep, Peart 
J, 23/1/2007), [2010] IESC 59, [2011] 
1 IR 585 and Re: Wood Products Ltd: 
Dir of  Corp Enforcement v McGowan 
[2008] IESC 28, [2008] 4 IR 598 followed 
– Re Ansbacher: Director of  Corporate 
Enforcement v Collery [2006] IEHC 67, 
[2007] 1 IR 580; Re Barings plc: Secretary 

of  State for Trade and Industry v Baker 
(No 5) [1999] 1 BCLC 433; [1998] All 
ER (D) 659; Cahill v Grimes [2002] 1 IR 
372; City Equitable Fire Insurance Co, In 
re [1925] Ch 407; Director of  Corporate 
Enforcement v Seymour [2007] IEHC 102, 
(Unrep, Murphy J, 20/3/2007); La Moselle 
Clothing Ltd v Soualhi [1998] 2 ILRM 345; 
Re Newcastle Timber Ltd (in liquidation) 
[2001] 4 IR 586; Re NIB Ltd: Director of  
Corporate Enforcement v D’Arcy [2005] 
IEHC 333, [2006] 2 IR 163; In re Sevenoaks 
Stationers (Retail) Ltd [1991] Ch 164 and 
Re Squash (Ireland) Ltd [2001] 3 IR 35 
considered – Companies Act 1990 (No 
33), ss 22 and 160(2) – Disqualification 
order quashed; restriction order substituted 
(161/2007 – SC – 6/12/2011) [2011] 
IESC 45
Director of  Corporate Enforcement v Seymour

Examinership
Pet i t ion seek ing  appointment  of  
examiner – Bar and restaurant business 
– Petition presented following period of  
receivership – High Court order appointing 
interim examiner subsequently set aside 
– Opposition to petition – Liabilities 
to bank – Bank appointed receiver – 
Company continuing to trade – Company 
making losses – Opinion of  independent 
accountant and interim examiner that 
reasonable prospect of  survival existed 
– Level of  indebtedness – Scheme of  
arrangement – Payment for bank consistent 
with value of  security – Directors to 
pay funds into company – Interest from 
investors – Receiver stood appointed 
for more than three days – Statutory 
interpretation – Plain meaning – Whether 
reasonable prospect of  survival as a going 
concern – Whether to exercise discretion to 
appoint examiner – Whether cash properly 
accounted for – Whether wages properly 
accounted for – Whether prejudice to 
bank – Whether examiner to be appointed 
to related holding company – In re Tuskar 
Resources plc [2001] 1 IR 668 considered 
– In re Gallium Limited [2009] IESC 8, 
[2009] 2 ILRM 11; In re Tivway Limited 
(In Examination) [2010] IESC 11, [2010] 
3 IR 49 and In re Vantive Holdings [2009] 
IESC 68, [2010] 2 ILRM 156 applied – 
Companies (Amendment) 1990 (No 27), ss 
2, 3A, 3(6), 4, 5, 6, 10 and 29 – Companies 
(Amendment) (No 2) Act 1999 (No 30), s 
9 – Examiner appointed (2013/129COS – 
Finlay Geoghegan J – 18/4/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 151
In re The Belohn Limited

Receivership
Application for directions in connection 
with performance of  functions of  receiver 
– Mortgage – Contract for sale of  land 
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– Contract for development of  land 
– Deposit – Lien – Floating charge – 
Whether receiver entitled to treat deposit 
monies as security for secured liabilities 
– Whitbread & Co Ltd v Watt [1902] 1 
Ch 835; In Re Barrett Apartments Ltd 
[1985] IR 350; Rose v Watson (1864) 10 
HL Cas 672; Tempany v Hynes [1976] IR 
101; Re Tullow Engineering (Holdings) 
Ltd (In Receivership) [1990] 1 IR 142 and 
Robson v Smith [1895] 2 Ch 118 considered 
– Companies Act 1963 (No 33), s 316 
– Directions made regarding treatment 
of  deposits (2012/85COS – Laffoy J – 
12/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 420
In re Ocean Point Development Company Ltd

Articles
Sammon, Garret
Winding up on the “just and equitable” 
ground – an untrammelled discretion?
2014 (32) (7) Irish law times 101

COMPETITION LAW

Library Acquisitions
Faull, Jonathan
Nikpay, Ali
Faull and Nikpay: the EU law of  competition
3rd ed
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
W110

CONFLICT OF LAWS

Jurisdiction
Insolvency – Application to recognise 
bankruptcy judgment made in foreign 
jurisdiction – Application to stay Irish 
bankruptcy proceedings – Prior ruling 
of  court that bankruptcy adjudication by 
foreign court should not be recognised 
– Subsequent hearing on steps to be 
taken in Irish proceedings – Additional 
submissions on recognition of  judgment 
– Whether exceptional case in which 
recognition should be refused – Public 
policy on recognition and enforcement 
of  foreign judgments – Exceptions giving 
rise to refusal to recognise – Engaging 
of  fundamental right of  party – Right 
to apply for foreign bankruptcy to be set 
aside – Forum shopping – Centre of  main 
interest – Whether issue of  forum shopping 
gave rise to public policy issue permitting 
refusal to recognise foreign bankruptcy 
judgment – Emo Oil Ltd v Mulligan [2010] 
IEHC 543 (Unrep, Dunne J, 29/11/2010); 
Re Eurofoods IFSC Limited [2006] BCC 
397; Bamberski v Krombach Case C-7/98 
2000 ECR 1- 1935; Renault v Maxicar Case 
C-3811998, ECR 2000 I- 2973; Maronier 
v Larmer [2003] QB 620; Sainterdesco v 

Nullifire Limited [1993] 1 Lloyds Rep 180; 
Adams v Cape Industries plc [1991] 1 All 
ER 929 and Shierson v Vlieland-Boddy 
[2005] EWCA 974, [2005] 1 WLR 3966 
considered – Council Regulation (EC) No 
1346/2000, arts 16 and 26 – Proceedings 
adjourned with liberty to re-enter (538P – 
Dunne J – 13/12/2011) [2011] IEHC 552
Emo Oil Limited v Mulligan

Jurisdiction
Foreign revenue – Public or administrative 
debt – Estoppel – Unconditional appearance 
– Steps in proceedings – Stay – Forum 
non conveniens – Whether sums sought 
constituting non-voluntary pecuniary sums 
paid to state agency by members of  public 
– Whether Swedish airport security charges 
constituting taxes or public law debts – 
Whether charges collected for benefit 
of  Swedish state – Whether defendant 
entitled to contest jurisdiction of  Irish 
courts – Whether entry of  unconditional 
appearance preventing defendant contesting 
jurisdiction – Whether steps taken in 
proceedings estopping defendant from 
contesting jurisdiction – Whether steps 
taken in proceedings rendered it unfair to 
stay proceedings on basis of  forum non 
conveniens – Whether trial of  proceedings 
in Ireland presented insurmountable 
difficulty – Intermetal Group v Worslade 
Trading Ltd [1998] 2 IR 1; Campbell 
International Trading House Ltd v Van 
Aart [1992] 2 IR 305 and Conroy v Byrne 
[1998] 3 IR 1 applied – Michael McNamara 
& Son v Owners of  the Steamship Hatteras 
[1931] IR 73 approved – Huntington v 
Attrill [1893] AC 150; Municipal County 
of  Sydney v Bull [1908] 1 KB 7; Peter 
Buchanan Ltd v McVey [1950] IR 89; In 
re Harrods (Buenos Aires) Ltd [1992] Ch 
72; Bank of  Ireland v Meenaghan [1994] 3 
IR 111; McCarthy v Pilay [2003] 1 IR 592 
and Spielberg v Rowley [2004] IEHC 384, 
(Unrep, Finlay Geoghegan J, 26/11/2004) 
considered – Convention on Jurisdiction 
and the Enforcement of  Judgments in Civil 
and Commercial Matters 1968, arts 16 & 
18 – Regulation 44/2001/EEC, art 1 & 18 
– Civil Aviation Security Act SFS 2004:1100 
(Sweden), ss 10, 11 & 13 – Application 
to dismiss or stay proceedings refused 
(2009/3691S – Hedigan J – 4/5/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 226
Transportstyrelsen v Ryanair Ltd

CONTRACT

Library Acquisitions
Courtney, Wayne
Contractual indemnities 
Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2014
N10 

Handley, The Honourable Mr Justice, K R
Bower, George Spencer
Spencer Bower and Handley : actionable 
misrepresentation
5th ed
London : LexisNexis, 2014
N15.4

Kramer, Adam
The law of  contract damages
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2014
N10

Stannard, John E
Capper, David
Termination for breach of  contract
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N17

Articles
Carey, Gearóid
To act (or even negotiate) in good faith: an 
Irish perspective
2014 (21) 3 Commercial law practitioner 52

COSTS

Articles
Dodd, Stephen
Costs in environmental cases
2014 (21) 1 Irish planning and environmental 
law journal 23

COURTS 

Library Acquisitions
Blackhall Publishing
Blackhall’s Circuit Court rules: updated to 
1 February 2014
Dublin : Blackhall Publishing, 2014
N363.1.C5

Blackhall Publishing
Blackhall’s rules of  the Superior Courts: 
updated to 1 February 2014
7th ed
Dublin : Blackhall Publishing, 2014
N361.C5

Acts
Fines (payment and recovery) Act 2014
Act No.7 of  2014
Signed on 16th April 2014

CREDIT UNION

Statutory Instruments
Credit union and co-operation with overseas 
regulators act 2012 (commencement of  
certain provisions) order 2014
SI 99/2014
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CRIMINAL LAW

Delay
Application for judicial review – Prohibition 
of  trial on grounds of  delay – Charges 
of  sexual assault – Whether culpable 
prosecution delay – Whether prosecuting 
authorities failed to act promptly and with 
diligence – Whether delay in bringing 
applicant to trial objectively amounted to 
denial of  constitutional rights – Remedy 
– Whether breach of  right to early trial 
automatically led to order for prohibition 
– Whether specific prejudice jeopardising 
fair trial – Declaratory relief  – Damages – 
Jurisdiction to award damages for breach of  
constitutional right – Whether appropriate 
to grant order of  prohibition – Absence of  
specific prejudice – Awareness of  applicant 
of  nature of  allegations – Interests of  
complainants – Other means of  addressing 
breach of  right – Availability of  damages 
– Liberty to amend pleadings for seeking 
of  damages – Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform v Tobin (No 1) [2008] 
IESC 3, [2008] 4 IR 82; Devoy v Director 
of  Public Prosecutions [2008] IESC 13, 
[2008] 4 IR 235; Noonan (Hoban) v 
Director of  Public Prosecutions [2007] 
IESC 34, [2008] 1 IR 445; Doggett v United 
States (1992) 505 US 647; PM v Director 
of  Public Prosecutions [2006] IESC 22, 
[2006] 3 IR 172; Kinsella v Governor of  
Mountjoy Prison [2011] IEHC 235, [2012] 
1 IR 467; Attorney General’s Reference 
(No 2) [2003] UKHL 69, [2004] 2 AC 72; 
Rahey v The Queen (1987) 39 DLR 481; 
Barker v Wingo (1972) 407 US 514; Strunk 
v United States (1973) 412 US 434; TH v 
Director of  Public Prosecutions [2006] 
IESC 48, [2006] 3 IR 520; Hanrahan v 
Merck, Sharp & Dohme Ltd [1998] ILRM 
629; Meskell v Coras Iompair Éireann 
[1973] IR 121; PT v Director of  Public 
Prosecutions [2007] IESC 39, [2008] 1 IR 
71; SH v Director of  Public Prosecutions 
[2006] IESC 55, [2006] 3 IR 575 and II 
v JJ [2012] IEHC 327, (Unrep, Hogan 
J, 5/7/2012) considered – Constitution 
of  Ireland 1937, Art 38.1 – Prohibition 
refused; liberty granted to amend pleadings 
to seek damages (2012/703JR – Hogan J – 
17/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 430
C(G) v Director of  Public Prosecutions

Disclosure
Application for judicial review – Refusal 
to grant order for disclosure – Holder of  
credit union account subject to freezing 
orders – Application for disclosure – 
Refusal of  disclosure – Finding that 
application premature – Alleged breach of  
fair procedures – Public interest in integrity 
of  ongoing criminal investigation – Absence 
of  reason or principle underpinning 

decision of  court – Whether finding that 
application premature correct where no 
possibility of  application being made at 
later stage – Whether reasons furnished of  
sufficient particularity or specificity – DPP 
v Gary Doyle [1994] 2 IR 286; Vehicle 
Tech Limited v Allied Irish Banks plc & 
Ors [2010] IEHC 525, [2012] 2 IR 131; 
Murphy v Dublin Corporation [1972] IR 
215; McDonald v RTÉ [2001] 1 IR 355; 
O’Mahony v Ballagh [2002] 2 IR 410; Foley 
v Judge Murphy [2007] IEHC 232, [2008] 
1 IR 619; Lyndon v Collins [2007] IEHC 
487, (Unrep, Charleton J, 21/1/2007); 
Flannery v Halifax Estate Agencies Ltd 
[2000] 1 WLR 377 and English v Emery 
Reimbold & Strick Ltd [2002] EWCA Civ 
605, [2002] 1 WLR 2409 considered – 
Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and 
Terrorist Financing) Act 2010 (No 6), ss 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 – Decision quashed 
(2012/875JR – Kearns P – 21/6/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 276
Finnegan v District Judge Walsh

Judicial review
Application for judicial review – Prohibition 
of  criminal trial – Sexual offences – Claim 
that fair trial impossible due to delay – 
Alleged actual prejudice – Alleged loss of  
documentary evidence – Unavailability of  
witnesses – Stress and anxiety – Applicable 
test – Whether real risk that trial would 
be unfair – Whether actual prejudice 
demonstrated – Role of  trial judge – 
Whether blameworthy prosecutorial delay 
– SH v DPP [2006] IESC 55, [2006] 3 IR 
575; B(S) v DPP [2006] IESC 67, (Unrep, 
SC, 21/12/2006); Barker v Wingo (1972) 
US 514; PM v Malone [2002] 2 IR 560; 
M(P) v DPP [2006] IESC 22, (Unrep, SC, 
5/4/2006); Devoy v DPP [2008] IESC 13, 
[2008] 4 IR 235; PO’C v DPP [2008] IESC 
5, [2008] 4 IR 76; JK v DPP [2006] IESC 
56, (Unrep, SC, 27/10/2006); Blood v DPP 
[2005] IESC 8, (Unrep, SC, 2/3/2005); PM 
v DPP [2006] IESC 22, [2006] 3 IR 172; PT 
v DPP [2007] IESC 39, [2008] 1 IR 701 and 
Mullally v Bus Éireann [1992] ILRM 722 
considered – Relief  refused (2012/504JR 
– Hanna J – 1/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 183
M(K) v Director of  Public Prosecutions

Sentencing
Sexual assault – Principles of  sentencing – 
Mitigating factors – Previous convictions 
– Character of  accused – Range of  
sentences – Sex offenders register – 
Whether appropriate to impose suspended 
sentence – Whether appropriate to order 
post-release supervision – The People 
(DPP) v M [1994] 3 IR 306; The People 
(DPP) v McCormack [2000] 4 IR 356; The 
People (DPP) v Drought [2007] IEHC 310, 
(Unrep, Charleton J, 4/5/2007); The People 

(DPP) v TCW [2010] IECCA 95, (Unrep, 
CCA, 14/10/2010); The People (DPP) 
v Byrne (Unrep, CCA, 31/1/2000); The 
People (DPP) v PO’C [2009] IECCA 116, 
(Unrep, CCA, 5/11/2009) and The People 
(DPP) v GD (Unrep, CCA, 13/7/2004) 
considered – Offences Against the Person 
Act 1861 (UK), s 48 – Criminal Law 
(Rape) Act 1981 (No 10), s 2 – Criminal 
Law (Rape) Amendment Act 1990 (No 2), 
ss 2 & 21 – Sex Offenders Act 2001 (No 
18), ss 8, 28 and 37 – Suspended sentence 
imposed (2010/0094CCDP – Sheehan J – 
2/3/2012) [2012] IECCC 1
The People (DPP) v RT

Trial
Application for judicial review – Certiorari – 
Refusal of  adjournment of  trial for murder 
– Whether error in law in concluding risk 
to prosecution witness increased with 
delay – Alleged insufficiency of  evidence to 
allow conclusion regarding risk to witness 
– Whether error in law in seeking to weight 
right of  witness with right of  applicant to 
fair trial – Whether fair trial impossible due 
to enormous volume of  disclosure – Duty 
to ensure fair trial – Jurisdiction to intervene 
in ongoing criminal process – Whether real 
risk of  unfair trial – Whether balancing of  
rights took place – Whether arguable case 
for review – Leave refused (2013/380JR – 
Hedigan J – 31/5/2013) [2013] IEHC 241
Dundon v Members of  Special Criminal Court 

Library Acquisitions
O’Sullivan, Lynn
Criminal legislation in Ireland
2nd ed
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
M500.C5.Z14

Tochilovsky, Vladimir
The law and jurisprudence of  the 
international criminal tribunals and courts: 
procedure and human rights aspects
2nd ed
Cambridge : Intersentia, 2014
C219

Statutory Instruments
European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 
(designated member states) order 2014
SI 84/2014

DAMAGES

Award
Foreshore lease to construct marina – Both 
parties in breach of  covenant – General 
damages – Damages for breach of  statutory 
duty – Whether withholding of  consent by 
lessor unreasonable – Damages for breach 
of  covenant – Special damages for loss of  
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earnings – Damage to reputation – Relief  
against forfeiture subject to rent payment 
– Mesne rates sought for encroachment 
on land – Damages for inconvenience 
and stress – Calculation of  damages – 
Whether entitlement to damages where 
consent unreasonably withheld – Whether 
foreshore tenement – Positive covenant 
– Whether breach caused damage – 
Whether any loss incurred – Restitutio in 
integrum – Whether damage reasonably 
foreseeable –Whether claim for damages 
properly before court – Whether loss of  
earnings – No evidence as to value of  
loss – Conduct of  both parties – Whether 
entitlement to interest on outstanding rent 
– Terms imposed on grant of  forfeiture 
relief  discretionary – New clause inserted 
in lease – Whether damages to be awarded 
for trespass payable by reference to 
rent – Whether breach of  covenant 
adequately compensated by special damages 
– Whether failure to mitigate loss – 
Whether contributory negligence – Callinan 
and Deane v VHI (Unrep, SC, O’Flaherty 
J, 28/7/1994) and Emerald Meats Ltd 
v Minister for Agriculture [1997] 1 IR 
1 applied – Bracewell v Appleby [1975] 
Ch 408; Hayman and Another v Rose 
[1912] AC 623; Jaggard v Sawyer [1995] 
1 WLR 280; James v Hutton [1950] 1 KB 
9; Malett v McMonagle [1970] AC 166 
and Ratcliffe v Evans [1892] 2 QB 524 
approved – Allied Maples v Simmons & 
Simmons [1995] 4 All ER 907; Beacon 
Carpets Limited v Kirby [1984] 3 WLR 
489; Blake v Hogan [1933] ILTR 237 
British Telecommunications plc v Sun Life 
Assurance Society plc [1995] 3 WLR 622; 
Cue Club Ltd and Others v Nevaro Ltd 
(Unrep, SC, 2310/1996); Emerald Meats 
Ltd v Minister for Agriculture [2007] 
IEHC 331, (Unrep, Feeney J, 8/10/2007); 
Ennis v Rafferty [1938] 72 ILRN 56; Foley 
v Skinner [2001] 3 WLR 899; Johnson v 
Longleat Properties (Dublin) Ltd [1976-
1977] ILRM 93; Ideal Film Renting 
Company Limited v Neilsen [1921] 1 Ch 
575; Jiminez v Morrisey [2006] IEHC 
18, (Unrep, O’Neill J, 31/1/2006); North 
Sea Energy Holdings MV v Petroleum 
Authority of  Thailand [1998] EWCA 
Civ 1953; Rendell v Roberts & Stacey 
Limited [1960] 175 EG 265; Sweeney Ltd 
v Powerscourt Shopping Centre Ltd [1984] 
IR 501; Treloar and Rose v Gossman [1966] 
201 EG 767; Watts v Marrow[1991] 1 WLR 
1421; Whelan v Madigan [1978] ILRM 
136 and Whipp v Mackey [1927] IR 372 
considered – Crofter Properties Limited v 
Genport Limited [2002] 4 IR 73; Emerald 
Meats Ltd v Minister for Agriculture [2007] 
IEHC 331, (Unrep, Feeney J, 8/10/2007) 
and Meagher v Luke J Healy Pharmacy 
Limited [2010] IESC 40, [2010] 3 IR 743 
distinguished – Landlord and Tenant 

Amendment (Ireland) Act 1860 (23 & 24 
Vict, c 154), s 52 – Conveyancing Act 1881 
(44 & 45 Vict, c 41), s 14(1) – Landlord 
and Tenant (Amendment) Act 1980 (No 
10), s 66(1) – Courts Act 1981 (No 11), 
s 22 – Damages awarded against plaintiff  
for breach of  statutory duty; compensation 
awarded to defendant for loss of  earnings; 
defendant ordered to pay rent and interest 
on rent, mesne rent and to comply with 
covenants (2005/3374P – McKechnie J – 
19/1/2012) [2012] IEHC 601
Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural 
Resources v Figary Watersports Development 
Company Limited

DEFAMATION

Interlocutory application
Imputation – Range of  meanings – Test 
to be applied – Role of  jury – Whether 
statement reasonably capable of  bearing 
imputation pleaded – Whether court 
entitled to delimit range of  meanings 
of  statement – Whether reference to 
person being under suspicion amounting 
to inference of  guilt – Whether unique 
role of  jury in defamation proceedings to 
be taken into account – Whether wholly 
unreasonable to withdraw question of  
meaning from jury – Quigley v Complex 
Creation Ltd [1971] IR 269 applied – Magee 
v MGN Ltd [2003] IEHC 87 (Unrep, 
McKechnie J, 14/11/2003); Lowry v Smyth 
[2012] IEHC 22, [2012] 1 IR 400; Lewis v 
Daily Telegraph Ltd [1964] AC 234; Mapp 
v Newsgroup Newspapers Ltd [1998] 
QB 520 and Jeynes v News Magazines 
Ltd [2008] EWCA Civ 130, (Unrep, CA, 
31/1/2008) considered – Defamation Act 
2009 (No 31), s 14 – Application refused 
(2010/2657P – Hedigan J – 15/5/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 185
Travers v Sunday Newspapers Limited

Articles
Byrne, Damian
Protecting the reputations of  the deceased: 
a step too far?
19 (2) 2014 Bar review 28

ELECTIONS

Acts
Electoral (amendment) Act 2014
Act No.8 of  2014
Signed on 16th April 2014

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Dismissal
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 

– Dismissal from position of  clerical 
officer in An Garda Síochána – Plea of  
guilt to possession of  child pornography 
charge – Charge struck out following 
charitable contribution – Whether 
dismissal disproportionate – Whether 
decision to dismiss ultra vires powers of  
respondent – Alleged failure to provide 
reasons – Legislative framework – Civil 
servant – Authority of  Commissioner – 
Disciplinary code – Alternative sanction 
recommended by Board – Whether 
Commissioner failed to consider whether 
alternative sanction appropriate – Whether 
Commissioner failed to provide reasons 
for departing from recommendation of  
Board – Whether decision to dismiss 
within power of  Commissioner – Whether 
process complied with fair procedures 
and disciplinary code – Nature of  remedy 
of  certiorari – Discretionary remedy – 
Availability of  alternative remedy of  appeal 
to Employment Appeals Tribunal – Rawson 
v Minister for Defence [2012] IESC 26, 
(Unrep, SC, 1/5/2012); O’Donoghue v 
An Bord Pleanála [1991] ILRM 750; State 
(Sweeney) v Minister for the Environment 
[1979] ILRM 35; Mulholland v An Bord 
Pleanála [2005] IEHC 306, [2006] 1 IR 
453; Meadows v Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform [2010] IESC 
3, [2010] 2 IR 701; White v Dublin City 
Council [2004] IESC 35, [2004] 1 IR 545; 
O’Donnell v Tipperary (South Riding) 
County Council [2005] IESC 18, [2005] 2 
IR 483; McGoldrick v An Bord Pleanála 
[1997] 1 IR 497; Buckley v Kirby [2000] 
3 IR 431 and Stefan v Minister for Justice 
[2001] 4 IR 203 considered – Public Service 
Management Act 1997 (No 27), ss 4 and 
9 – Civil Service Regulation (Amendment) 
Act 2005 (No 18), ss 7, 10 – Relief  refused 
(2012/935JR – Kearns P – 11/4/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 141
Purdy v Commissioner of  An Garda Síochána

Termination
Wrongful dismissal at common law – 
Taxation on damages – Redundancy 
– Employment contract – Term of  
employment – Lump sum payment in lieu 
of  notice – Damages for breach of  contract 
– Not permitted to return to place of  
work – Reputational damage – Calculation 
of  special damages – Calculation of  the 
effect of  tax liability on damages for loss 
of  earnings or earning capacity – Relevant 
charging provision – Compensation for 
loss of  remuneration during an unexpired 
fixed period of  contractual employment 
– Whether breach of  contract – Whether 
term of  employment was to continue in 
the absence of  notice – Whether contract 
became contract of  indefinite duration – 
Whether objective condition – Whether 
failure to mitigate loss – Whether special 
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damages to be assessed gross or net of  tax – 
Whether damages for loss of  earnings were 
chargeable to tax – Whether damages for 
wrongful dismissal were taxable – Whether 
deduction of  tax element from all or part of  
the award – Whether reputational damage 
– Addis v Gramophone Co Ltd [1909] 
AC 488; Allen v Ó Súilleabháin (Unrep, 
Murphy J, 11/3/1997); British Transport 
Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; 
BSkyB Ltd v HP Enterprises UK Ltd 
[2010] EWHC 862; Carey v Independent 
Newspapers (Ireland) Ltd [2003] IEHC 67, 
[2004] 3 IR 52; Holland v Athlone Institute 
of  Technology [2012] 23 ELR 1; Sharkey v 
Dunnes Stores (Ireland) Ltd [2004] IEHC 
163, (Unrep, Smyth J, 28/1/2004) and 
Sullivan v Southern Health Board [1997] 
3 IR 123 considered – Glover v BLN Ltd 
(No 2) [1973] IR 432 followed – Finance 
Act 1964 (No 15), ss 8 and 9 – Redundancy 
Payments Act 1967(No 21), s 7(2) – Taxes 
Consolidation Act 1997 (No 39), ss 112, 
123 and 201 – Protection of  Employees 
(Fixed-Term Work) Act 2003 (No 29), ss 
2, 9 and 12 – Directive 99/70/EC, art 14 – 
Damages for loss of  remuneration awarded 
(2012/7269P – Laffoy J – 22/3/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 127
Nerney v Thomas Crosbie Holdings Limited

Library Acquisitions
Gould, Tony
Frost, Yvonne
Rubenstein, Michael
Unfair dismissal : a guide to relevant case 
law
32nd ed
London : LexisNexis, 2014
N192.24

Rubenstein, Michael
Discrimination : a guide to the relevant 
case law
27th ed
London : Michael Rubenstein Publishing 
Ltd, 2014
N191.2

Articles
Kirwan, Brendan
Employment injunctions and the impact of  
increased jurisdictional thresholds
2014 (1) Irish employment law journal 4

O’Mahoney, Sarah
Penalisation pursuant to section 27 of  the 
safety health and welfare at work act 2005: 
key developments
2014 (1) Irish employment law journal 14

Vasconcelos, Joana
The Portuguese constitutional court’s 
decision 602/2013 and its aftermath
2014 (1) Irish employment law journal 10

Statutory Instruments
Public Service Pension Rights order 2014
SI 199/2014

ENERGY

Statutory Instruments
Gas Regulation Act 2013 (part 1, part 3 and 
section 38(d)) (commencement)
order 2014
SI 145/2014

EQUALITY

Library Acquisitions
McColgan, Aileen
Discrimination, equality and the law
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2014
M208

Articles
Dunne, Peter
Divorce in the gender recognition bill 2013
2014 (32) (5) Irish law times 70

EUROPEAN UNION

Free movement of persons
Directive – Transposition of  European 
Union Directive – Damages – Right to 
permanent residence – Third country 
national family member – Whether Directive 
properly transposed – Whether residence 
with Union citizen for continuous period of  
five years – Whether move by third country 
national family member to new family 
home not supplied or provided by Union 
citizen satisfied requirements of  Regulation 
1612/68/EEC, art 10(3) – Whether 
necessity of  a preliminary reference itself  
relevant factor in determining whether 
breach of  Union law obvious – Francovich 
v Italian Republic (Joined Cases C-6/90 
and C-9/90) [1991] ECR I-5357; Secretary 
of  State for Work and Pensions v Lassal 
(Case C-162/09) [2010] ECR I-09217; 
Secretary of  State for Work and Pensions 
v Dias (Case C-325/09) [2011] ECR I-000; 
Ziolkowski v Land Berlin (Case C-424/10) 
[2011] ECR I-000; Aissatou Diatta v 
Land Berlin (Case 267/83) [1985] ECR 
567; European Commission v Federal 
Republic of  Germany (Case C-249/86) 
[1989] ECR 1263; Brasserie du Pêcheur 
SA v Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Joined 
Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93) [1996] 
ECR I- 1029 and R v HM Treasury, ex 
p British Telecommunications Ltd (Case 
C-392/93) [1996] ECR 1631 considered – 
Directive 2004/38/EC, art 16 – Regulation 
1612/68/EEC, art 10(3) – Balance of  
action adjourned pending preliminary 

reference on three questions to the ECJ 
(2012/15SP – Hogan J – 5/3/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 133
Ogieriakhi v Minister for Justice and Equality

Social security
Application for judicial review – Mandamus 
– Responsibility for medical costs – Irish 
national receiving medical treatment 
in Germany – Whether respondent 
responsible for healthcare costs on basis 
of  residence in jurisdiction – Regulations 
– Whether applicant ‘staying’ in Germany 
for purpose of  regulations – Whether 
applicant resident in Germany – Concept 
of  residence – Heirs of  Annette Keller 
(Case C-145/03) [2005] ECR I-2548 – 
Regulation (EC) 883/04, arts 19 and 20 
– Regulation (EC) 987/09, arts 11 and 26 
– Question referred to ECJ (2011/1161JR 
– Hogan J – 19/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 192
Flood v Health Service Executive

Library Acquisitions
Lenaerts, Koen
Maselis, Ignace
Gutman, Kathleen
EU procedural law
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
W86

Panasar, Raj
Boeckman, Philip
European securities law
2nd ed
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014 
W107

Peers, Steve
Harvey, Tamara
Kenner, Jeff
Ward, Angela
The EU charter of  fundamental rights: a 
commentary
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2014
W98

Watson, Phillipa
EU social and employment law
2nd ed
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
W130

Bradley, Kieran
Travers, Noel
Whelan, Anthony
Of  courts and constitutions
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2014
L403

Articles
Vasconcelos, Joana
The Portuguese constitutional court’s 
decision 602/2013 and its aftermath
2014 (1) Irish employment law journal 10
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Statutory Instruments
European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 
(designated member states) order 2014
SI 84/2014

E u r o p e a n  C o m mu n i t i e s  ( c e r t a i n 
contaminants in foodstuffs) (amendment)
regulations 2014
(REG/1067-2013)
SI 143/2014

European Communities (vegetable seeds) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
(DIR/2013-45)
SI 129/2014

European Union (animal health) (adaptation) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
SI 168/2014

European Union (animal health) (adaptation) 
regulations
SI 112/2014

European Union (marketing of  vegetable 
propagating and planting material, other 
than seed) regulations 2014
(DIR/2008-72)
SI 152/2014

European Union (protection of  animals 
used for scientific purposes) (amendment) 
regulations 2014
(DEC/2014-11)
SI 174/2014

European Union (transfer of  pension rights 
to and from pension scheme of  European 
Union’s institutions) regulations 2014
(REG/259-68 [REG/259-1968])
SI 153/2014

European Communities (official controls 
on the import of  food of  non-animal origin 
for pesticide residues) (amendment) (no.2) 
regulations 2014
(REG/323-2014)
SI 194/2014

European Union (quality and safety of  
human organs intended for transplantation) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
(DIR/2012-25, DIR/2010-53)
SI 198/2014

EVIDENCE

Practice and procedure
Claim arising out of  sale of  investment 
product – Claim that product marketed 
without proper warning as to risk – Test 
case – Motion seeking order prohibiting 
calling of  extra witnesses – Evidence of  
plaintiffs in separate actions depending on 
outcome of  litigation – Objection on basis 
that evidence would amount to inadmissible 
similar fact evidence – Doctrine of  similar 
fact evidence – Relevance of  evidence 
– Assessment of  evidence by trial judge – 
Whether evidence relevant to fact in issue 

in proceedings – Pre-trial exclusion of  
evidence – Discretion of  trial judge – The 
People (AG) v Kirwan [1943] 1 IR 279; 
Moorov v HM Advocate (1930) JC 68; 
Hughes v HM Advocate [2008] SCCR 399; 
DPP v P [1991] 2 AC 447; B v DPP [1997] 
3 IR 140; Reg v Straffan [1952] 2 QB 911; 
Rex v Smith (1915) 11 Cr App Rep 229; 
Von Gordon v Helaba Dublin Landes 
Bank Hessen-Thuringen International 
(Unrep, SC, 17/12/2003); O’Brien v Chief  
Constable of  South Wales Police [2005] 
UKHL 26, [2005] 2 WLR 1038; DPP v 
Kilbourne [1973] AC 729; Byrne v Grey 
[1988] IR 31; Berkeley v Edwards [1988] 
1 IR 217; Wilkinson v West Coast Capital 
[2005] EWHC 1606, [2005] All ER 321; 
Re Unisoft Group Limited (No 3) [1994] 
1 BCLC 609 and Vernon v Bosley [1999] 
PIQR 337 considered – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 63A, 
r 5 – Application refused (2010/1353P – 
Charleton J – 11/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 
395
Cuttle v ACC Bank plc

European Arrest Warrant
Surrender – Form of  warrant – Content 
of  warrant – Circumstantial evidence 
– Whether failure to specify degree of  
involvement in alleged offences – Whether 
sufficient degree of  particularity concerning 
alleged offences – Whether failure to 
specify when and where alleged offences 
committed – Whether warrant defective 
due to offences alleged against aliases – 
Whether issuing state seeking to exercise 
extraterritorial effect – Whether sufficient 
detail of  participation in alleged offences 
– Whether court could order surrender 
where charges based on circumstantial 
evidence – Whether obligation on issuing 
state to provide detailed evidence that 
respondent used aliases relating to alleged 
offence – Minister for Justice v Ferenca 
[2008] IESC 52, [2008] 4 IR 480; Minister 
for Justice v Desjatnikovs [2008] IESC 53, 
[2009] 1 IR 618 and Minister for Justice 
v Stafford [2009] IESC 83, (Unrep, SC, 
17/12/2009) applied – Minister for Justice 
v Hamilton [2005] IEHC 292, [2008] 1 
IR 60 and Minister for Justice v Shannon 
[2012] IEHC 91, (Unrep, Edwards J, 
15/2/2012) approved – Minister for Justice 
v Jarzebak [2010] IEHC 472, (Unrep, Peart 
J, 30/11/2010) considered – European 
Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (No 45), ss 3, 
11, 13, 16, 23, 41, 44 and 45 – Criminal 
Justice (Terrorist Offences) Act 2005 (No 
2), ss 21A, 22, 23, 24, 72, 79, 80, 81 and 
82 –Council Framework Decision of  13 
June 2002 on the European Arrest Warrant 
and the surrender procedures between 
Member States, arts 2 & 8 – Application 
granted, surrender ordered (2011/153EXT 
– Edwards J – 4/5/2012) [2012] IEHC 180

Minister for Justice and Equality v Baron

FAMILY LAW

Child abduction
Application for order for return of  child 
– Habitual residence in England – Family 
law proceedings in England – Child moved 
to Ireland with mother – Orders made 
in England for return of  child – Orders 
made for placing of  child in care of  father 
– Whether child ought be interviewed by 
child psychologist – Age of  child – Whether 
grave risk that return would expose child to 
harm or intolerable situation – Allegations 
against applicant – Allegations against 
respondent – Report by children’s services 
in England – Whether report to be taken 
into consideration where author could 
not be cross-examined – Whether court 
to determine issues of  fact – Whether 
sufficient case made out that life of  child 
would be intolerable if  returned – PL v 
EC (Child abduction) [2008] IESC 19, 
[2009] 1 IR 1; AS v PS [1998] IR 244; Re 
K (Abduction: Child’s Objections) [1995] 
1 FLR 977; RK v JK [2000] 2 IR 416 and 
Friedrick v Friedrick (1996) 78F 3d 1060 
considered – Council Regulation EC No 
2201/2003, arts 11, 12 and 13 – Child 
Abduction and Enforcement of  Custody 
Orders Act 1991 (No 6) – Order to return 
child to England made (2012/7HLC – 
White J – 6/6/2012) [2012] IEHC 579
P(R) v D(S)

Divorce
Maintenance – Payment of  lump sum 
maintenance amount ordered by Circuit 
Court in lieu of  increased maintenance 
sum – Order made preventing applications 
for post-death maintenance – Appeal from 
order of  Circuit Court – Means – Increase 
in maintenance sought by wife – Post-death 
maintenance – Whether blocking order 
should be made – Whether application 
for maintenance from estate of  applicant 
might be made – YG v NG [2011] IESC 
40, [2001] 3 IR 717considered – Family Law 
(Divorce) Act 1996 (No 33), s 18 – Decree 
of  divorce affirmed; ancillary orders varied 
(2009/108Div – Peart J – 13/8/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 602
C(B) v C(M)

Judicial separation
Application for review of  financial 
adjustment order – Lump sum payment 
order – Jurisdiction of  High Court to hear 
motion – Whether motion to review or vary 
order to be brought before court of  first 
instance – Necessity to ensure maintenance 
of  right of  appeal – DT v CT [2002] 3 IR 
334 considered – Family Law (Divorce) Act 
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1996 (No 33), ss 8 and 18 – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 61, 
r 20 – Finding that motion to be brought 
to Circuit Court (2011/134CAF – White 
J – 20/4/2012) [2012] IEHC 580
D(M) v D(EH)

Maintenance
Appeal against maintenance order – Appeal 
against declaration that gross payment 
ordered – Taxation of  spousal maintenance 
benefits – Whether appellant entitled 
to additional payment to compensate 
for taxation due – Current maintenance 
– Whether current maintenance to be 
reduced – Maintenance payment affirmed 
(2011/54CAF – White J – 23/5/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 581
F(F) v F(P)

Articles
Bracken, Lydia
Guardianship reform: an assessment of  the 
Children and Family Relationships Bill 2014
19 (2) 2014 Bar review 39

FISHERIES

Licensing
Appeals – Appeals officer – Appointment 
– Expiry of  warrant of  appointment – 
Judicial review – Estoppel – Availability 
of  alternate remedies – Legitimate 
expectations – Whether respondents 
estopped from arguing appeals officer 
not validly appointed – Whether term of  
appeals officer expired – Whether appeals 
officer reappointed – Whether reassignment 
of  appeal to another appeals officer 
constituting alternate remedy – Whether 
applicant had legitimate expectation 
that appeals officer validly appointed 
or mistaken belief  – Whether donee of  
statutory power could extend power by 
estoppel – In re Green Dale Building 
Co [1977] IR 256; The State (Abenglen 
Properties Ltd) v Dublin Corporation 
[1984] IR 381 and McCarron v Kearney 
[2010] IESC 28, [2010] 2 IR 302 applied 
– McGlinchey v Governor of  Portlaoise 
Prison [1988] IR 671 distinguished – Wiley 
v Revenue Commissioners [1994] 2 IR 160 
and Carbery Fishing Ltd v Vallely [2011] 
IEHC 527, (Unrep, Cross J, 19/12/2011) 
considered – Fisheries (Amendment) Act 
2003 (No 21), ss 6, 7, 18, 19 and Schedule 
1 – Relief  refused (2011/664JR – Hedigan 
J – 28/6/2012) [2012] IEHC 260
Carbery Fishing Ltd v Vallely

FOOD

Statutory Instruments
European  Commun i t i e s  ( c e r t a in 
contaminants in foodstuffs) (amendment) 
regulations 2014
(REG/1067-2013)
SI 143/2014

FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION 

Library Acquisitions
Coppel, Philip
Information rights: law and practice
4th ed
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2014

Angel, John
Clayton, Richard
M209.I6

GARDA SIOCHANA

Discipline
Application for judicial review – Member 
of  An Garda Síochána – Application for 
order prohibiting dismissal – Disciplinary 
charges – Charges of  misconduct – 
Charges of  falsehood – Alleged making 
of  false statements regarding inspection 
of  licensed premises – Recommendation 
of  board of  inquiry – Alleged breach of  
principles of  natural justice – Admission 
of  undisclosed evidence – Alleged failure 
to give reasons – Alleged failure to specify 
false parts of  statements – Duty to give 
reasons – Proportionality – Alleged failure 
to consider relevant matters – Alleged 
failure to afford applicant right of  appeal – 
Alleged unreasonableness – Role of  court 
– Whether material conclusions reached 
tainted by irrationality or unreasonableness 
– Adequacy of  reasons – State (Gleeson) 
v Minister for Defence [1976] IR 280; 
Prendiville v Medical Council [2007] IEHC 
427, [2008] 3 IR 122; Christian v Dublin City 
Council [2012] IEHC 163, (Unrep, Clarke 
J, 27/4/2012); FP v Minister for Justice 
[2002] 1 IR 164; International Fishing 
Vessels Ltd v Minister for Marine [1989] 
IR 149; Dunnes Stores Ireland Company 
v Maloney [1999] 3 IR 542; Mulholland v 
An Bord Pleanála (No 2) [2005] IEHC 306, 
[2006] 1 IR 453; The State (Keegan) v The 
Stardust Victims Compensation Tribunal 
[1986] 1 IR 642; Barry v Buckley [1981] 1 
IR 306; Mallak v Minister for Justice [2012] 
IESC 59, [2012] 3 IR 297; Farrelly v Garda 
Commissioner [2007] IEHC 84, (Unrep, 
O’Neill J, 13/3/2007); O’Keeffe v An 
Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 IR 39; McCarron 
v Kearney [2008] IEHC 195, (Unrep, 

Charleton J, 4/7/2008) and Meadows v 
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2010] IESC 3, [2010] 2 IR 701 
considered – Garda Síochána (Discipline) 
Regulations 2007 (SI 214/2007), regs 9, 22, 
30, 33 and 35 – Relief  refused (2012/284JR 
– Hedigan J – 12/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 158
Kelly v Commissioner of  An Garda Síochána

GOVERNMENT

Acts
Oireachtas (Ministerial and Parliamentary 
Offices) (Amendment) Act 2014
Act No.6 of  2014
Signed on 12th April 2014

Statutory Instruments
General Government secured borrowings 
order 2014
SI 120/2014

National Treasury Management Agency 
(delegation of  claims management functions) 
order 2014
SI 182/2014

HEALTH & SAFETY

Accident at work
Application for judicial review – Application 
to prevent respondent from further 
investigating applicant regarding fatal road 
accident – Local authority – Collision 
with traffic island and cones outside 
working hours – Purpose of  health and 
safety legislation – Definition of  ‘place of  
work’ – Cork County Council v Health 
and Safety Authority [2008] IEHC 304, 
(Unrep, Hedigan J, 7/10/2008) and 
Donegal County Council v Health and 
Safety Authority [2010] IEHC 286, (Unrep, 
Kearns P, 9/7/2010) considered – Safety 
Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005 
(No 10), ss 2, 34, 58, 64 and 66 – Safety, 
Health and Welfare at Work (Construction) 
Regulations 2006 (SI 504/2006), regs 
10, 12, 16, 22 and 30 – Relief  refused 
(2012/9135JR – Kearns P – 11/4/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 140
Kerry County Council v Health and Safety 
Authority

HOUSING

Judicial review
Summary recovery of  property – Judicial 
review seeking certiorari of  decision of  
housing authority to apply for order for 
possession – Constitutional protection 
of  home – Right to respect for private 
and home life – Discrimination between 
public and private tenants – Constitutional 
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guarantee of  equality – Delay in seeking 
judicial review – Retrospective alteration 
of  reasons for decision – Breach of  local 
housing tenancy agreement – Arrears of  rent 
– Absence of  independent decision maker 
to consider allegations made – Presumption 
of  constitutionality – Declaration of  
incompatibility with European Convention 
on Human Rights 1950 – Exigencies of  
common good – Absence of  material 
conflict of  fact – Whether Housing Act 
1966 (No 21), s 62 unconstitutional – 
Whether Housing Act 1966 (No 21), s 
62 accorded with the principles of  social 
justice – Whether Housing Act 1966 
(No 21), s 62 was necessary, legitimate 
and proportional solution – Whether 
discrimination was arbitrary, capricious or 
unreasonable – Whether judicial review 
application brought promptly – Whether 
decision to evict proportionate – Dillane 
v Attorney General [1980] ILRM 167; 
Donegan v Dublin City Council [2012] 
IESC 18, (Unrep, SC, 27/2/2012); Dublin 
City Council v Fennell [2005] IESC 33, 
[2005] 1 IR 604; O’Brien v Manufacturing 
Engineering Co Ltd [1973] IR 334; Quinn’s 
Supermarket v Attorney General [1972] IR 
1 and Ryan v. Attorney General [1965] IR 
294 applied – Central Dublin Development 
Association v Attorney General [1975] 
108 ILTR 69 and Dublin City Council v 
Gallagher [2008] IEHC 354, (Unrep, Ó 
Néill J, 11/11/2008) approved – Byrne 
v Dublin City Council [2009] IEHC 122, 
(Unrep, Murphy J, 18/3/2009); Chapman v 
UK (App No 27238/95), (2001) 33 EHRR 
18; Damache v DPP [2012] IESC 11, [2012] 
2 IR 266; De Róiste v Minister for Defence 
[2001] 1 IR 190; Dekra Éireann Teoranta v 
Minister for Environment [2003] 2 IR 270; 
Dreher v Irish Land Commission [1984] 
ILRM 94; Finlay v Laois County Council 
(Unrep, Peart J, 20/12/2002); Grealish v 
An Bord Pleanala [2006] IEHC 310, [2007] 
2 IR 536; Laurentiu v Minister for Justice 
[1999] 4 IR 26; Leonard v Dublin City 
Council [2008] IEHC 79, (Unrep, Dunne 
J, 31/3/2008); Mulholland v An Bord 
Pleanala (No 2) [2005] IEHC 306, [2006] 1 
IR 453; Pullen v Dublin City Council [2008] 
IEHC 379, (Unrep, Irvine J, 12/12/2008); 
Quinn’s Supermarket v Attorney General 
[1972] IR 1; R v Westminster City Council 
ex parte Ermakov [1996] 2 All ER 302; 
State (O’Rourke) v Kelly [1983] IR 58 and 
Yordanova v Bulgaria (App No 25446/06), 
(Unreported, ECHR, 24/4/20012) 
considered – Bjedov v Croatia (App 
No 42150/09), (Unreported, ECHR, 
29/5/20012); Buckland v UK (App No 
40060/08), (2013) 56 EHRR 16; Quinn 
v Athlone Town Council [2010] IEHC 
270, (Unrep, Hedigan J, 8/7/2010) and 
Robinson v Dublin City Council [2012] 
IEHC 605, (Unrep, Hedigan J, 24/10/2012) 

distinguished – Housing Act 1966 (No 21), 
s 62 – European Convention on Human 
Rights Act 2003 (No 20), s 5 – Rules of  
the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 
84, r 21 – Constitution of  Ireland 1937, 
arts 40.1, 40.3, 40.5, 41 and 43 – European 
Convention on Human Rights 1950, art 8 
– Reliefs refused (2010/958JR – Hedigan 
J – 22/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 119
Webster v Dún Laoghaire Rathdown County 
Council

Judicial review
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 
– Order excluding applicant from dwelling 
of  mother – Anti-social behaviour – 
Sale and supply of  drugs – Alternative 
remedies – District Court proceedings – 
Whether District Court hearing fair – Civil 
proceedings – Standard of  proof  – Power 
to make order where reasonable grounds 
for believing anti-social behaviour engaged 
in – Failure to give advance notice of  
allegations to applicant – Failure to grant 
adjournment to allow calling of  witness 
– Whether judicial review appropriate 
remedy – Cullen v Clarke [1963] IR 368; 
The State (Irish Pharmaceutical Union) 
v Employment Appeals Tribunal [1987] 
ILRM 36 and Petrea Stefan v Minister 
for Justice and Equality [2001] 4 IR 203 
considered – Housing (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1997 (No 21), ss 3, 11, 15 
and 21 – Certiorari granted (2011/893JR 
– White J – 3/5/2012) [2012] IEHC 565
Zambra v District Judge Collins

HUMAN RIGHTS

Library Acquisitions
Ramcharan, Bertrand G.
The fundamentals of  international human 
rights treaty law
Biggleswade : Brill, 2011
C200

Articles
West, Rebecca
Piercing the veil of  state sovereignty- the 
role of  the universal periodic review in the 
enforcement of  human rights
2014 (32) (5) Irish law times 73

IMMIGRATION

Asylum 
Application for judicial review – Refusal 
of  subsidiary protection – Asylum refused 
on credibility grounds – Cooperation with 
applicant – Applicant not informed of  
material considered by decision maker 
– Interpretation of  treaty – Following 
decisions of  other High Court judges 

– Desirability of  reference to ECJ – 
Language texts of  Directive – Decision of  
Dutch Council of  State – Whether duty 
to communicate with applicant during 
assessment – Whether duty to supply 
applicant with results of  assessment before 
negative decision made – Whether breach 
of  fair procedures – Ahmed v Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform, (Unrep, 
ex tempore, Birmingham J, 24/3/2011); 
FN v Minister for Justice, Equality and 
Law Reform [2008] IEHC 107, [2009] 1 
IR 88; I v Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform [2011] IEHC 66, (Unrep, 
Hogan J, 22/2/2011); Irish Trust Bank Ltd 
v Central Bank of  Ireland [1976] ILRM 
50; PH v Ireland [2006] IEHC 40, [2006] 
2 IR 540 and In re Worldport Ltd [2005] 
IEHC 189, (Unrep, Clarke J, 16/6/2005) 
considered – European Communities 
(Eligibility for Protection) Regulations 
2006 (SI 518/2006) – Council Directive 
04/83/EC, arts 4(1), 4(2) and 4(3)(b)(ii) – 
Treaty on the Functioning of  the European 
Union, art 267 – Question referred to ECJ; 
proceedings stayed (2011/8JR – Hogan J – 
18/5/2011) [2011] IEHC 547
M(M) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform

Asylum
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 
– Telescoped hearing – Cameroon – Claim 
of  persecution based on political opinion 
or membership of  social group – Negative 
credibility findings – Requirement to 
address central controversial issue in 
clear and reasoned terms – Whether 
credibility of  core claim considered – 
Whether Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), s 
11B applicable where no first safe country 
claim made – Irrational negative credibility 
finding – Obligation to assess credibility in 
context of  country of  origin information 
– Selective reference to country of  origin 
information – Obligation to afford person 
whose rights may be affected opportunity 
to know case against them – Treatment of  
documentary evidence – R(I) v Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform 
[2009] IEHC 510, (Unrep, Cooke J, 
26/11/2009); O(R) (An Infant) v Minister 
for Justice and Equality [2012] IEHC 573, 
(Unrep, Mac Eochaidh J, 20/12/2012); 
S(AA) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2013] 
IEHC 44, (Unrep, Mac Eochaidh J, 
7/2/2013); Camara v Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform (Unrep, Kelly 
J, 26/7/2000); Idiakheua v Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Unrep, 
Clarke J, 10/5/2005) and S(P) v Refugee 
Applications Commissioner [2008] IEHC 
235, (Unrep, McMahon J, 11/7/2008) 
followed – K(AM) (A Minor) [Afghanistan] 
v Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2012] IEHC 
479, (Unrep, O’Keeffe J, 20/11/2012); 
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Horvath v Secretary of  State for the Home 
Department [1999] INLR 7 and MLTT 
[Cameroon] v Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform [2012] IEHC 568, (Unrep, 
Clark J, 27/6/2012) considered – Meadows 
v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2010] IESC 3, [2010] 2 IR 701 and 
Re Haughey [1971] IR 217 applied – F(B) 
v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2008] IEHC 126, (Unrep, Peart 
J, 2/5/2008) and Imafu v Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2005] 
IEHC 416 (Unrep, Peart J, 9/12/2005) 
distinguished – Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), 
s 11B – Certiorari granted; matter remitted 
for reconsideration before different tribunal 
member (2009/819JR – Mac Eochaidh J – 
18/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 167
T(F) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Asylum
Application for leave to seek judicial review 
– Related cases – Democratic Republic 
of  Congo – Challenge to decision of  
tribunal – Requirement to clearly state 
reasons – General persecution of  women in 
Democratic Republic of  Congo – Whether 
failure to consider second claim advanced – 
Whether failure to state reasons for refusal 
of  second claim advanced – Whether 
substantial grounds for review established 
– Meadows v Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform [2010] IESC 3, [2010] 2 
IR 701 and Rawson v Minister for Defence 
[2012] IESC 26, (Unrep, Supreme Court, 
1/5/2012) applied – Leave granted in 
both cases (2009/450JR – Mac Eochaidh 
J – 19/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 165
R(E) and R(T) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Asylum
Appl icat ion for  judic ia l  review – 
Decision refusing appeal against negative 
recommendation – Credibility rejected as 
new evidence adduced on appeal – Whether 
reasonable to expect applicant to relocate 
internally – Fear of  persecution based 
on religious conversion and extra-marital 
relationship – Whether information elicited 
on appeal new evidence or mere expansion 
of  claim – Absence of  assessment of  
future risk of  persecution – Absence of  
consideration of  fears for future – Absence 
of  clarity regarding acceptance of  religious 
status – Whether rejection of  narrative of  
past persecution obviates need for forward 
looking test of  prospective risk – Da 
Silveira v RAT [2004] IEHC 436, (Unrep, 
Peart J, 9/7/2004); Karanakaran v Secretary 
of  State for the Home Department [2000] 
3 All ER 449; MAMA v Refugee Appeals 
Tribunal [2011] IEHC 147, [2011] 2 IR 
729 and Minister for Immigration and 
Multicultural Affairs v Rajalingam [1999] 
FCA 719 followed – Imafu v The Refugee 

Appeals Tribunal [2005] IEHC 416, 
(Unrep, Peart J, 9/12/2005) not followed 
– Certiorari granted; claim remitted to 
decision maker (2009/468JR – Clark J – 
5/6/2013) [2013] IEHC 249
S(A) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Deportation
Constitution – Legality of  detention 
– Statutory interpretation – Breach of  
detention order – Maximum aggregate 
statutory detention period of  eight weeks 
– Whether fresh incident of  breach 
of  deportation order could give rise to 
commencement of  second eight week 
period – Whether statute to be interpreted 
literally – Whether intent of  Oireachtas 
clear – Stare decisis – Whether court 
could depart from previous decisions 
– Notification of  detention – Whether 
notification of  detention defective due to 
failure to specify date of  expiry of  eight 
week period – Ejerenwa v Governor of  
Cloverhill Prison [2011] IESC 41, (Unrep, 
SC, 28/10/11) applied – Irish Trust Bank 
v Central Bank of  Ireland [1976-77] 
ILRM 50; In re Article 26 and the Illegal 
Immigrants (Trafficking) Bill 1999 [2000] 2 
IR 360; RO v Minister for Justice (Unrep, ex 
tempore, Smyth J, 11/7/2002); Gmemibade 
v Minister for Justice (Unrep, ex tempore, 
Finnegan J, 30/11/2005); Re Worldport 
Ireland Ltd (in liquidation) [2005] IEHC 
189, (Unrep, Clarke J, 16/6/2005); Yu v 
Minister for Justice (Unrep, ex tempore, 
MacMenamin J, 31/1/2006); Brady v 
DPP [2010] IEHC 231, (Unrep, Kearns P, 
23/4/2010); Moorview Developments Ltd 
v First Active plc [2010] IEHC 275, (Unrep, 
Clarke J, 9/7/2010) and BMJL v Minister 
for Justice [2012] IEHC 74, (Unrep, Cross 
J, 14/2/2012) considered – Okorafor v 
Governor of  Cloverhill Prison (Unrep, ex 
tempore, SC, 10/10/2003) distinguished 
– Immigration Act 1999 (No 22), ss 3 and 
5 – Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 
2000 (No 29), s 10 – Immigration Act 2003 
(No 26), s 5 – Interpretation Act 2005 (No 
23), s 5 – Constitution of  Ireland 1937, 
Article 40.4.2° – Appeal allowed; release 
ordered (2012/159 – SC – 10/5/2012) 
[2012] IESC 27
Kadri v Governor of  Wheatfield Prison

Deportation
Minister – Powers – Delegation – “Carltona 
doctrine” – Whether Minister required to 
personally consider and sign deportation 
order – Whether ministerial powers lawfully 
exercised by civil servant – Whether 
“Carltona” doctrine negatived by statute 
– Whether Minister required to furnish 
applicant with proposed decision to deport 
for comment – Whether deportation 
constituted inference with right to family 

life – Carltona Ltd v Commissioners of  
Works [1943] 2 All ER 560; Tang v Minister 
for Justice [1996] 2 ILRM 46; Devanney 
v District Judge Shields [1998] 1 IR 230; 
Meadows v Minister for Justice [2010] 
IESC 3, [2010] 2 IR 701; OO v Minister 
for Justice [2011] IEHC 175, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 4/5/2011); LAT v Minister for 
Justice [2011] IEHC 404, (Unrep, Hogan J, 
2/1/2011); MM v Minister for Justice (Case 
C-277/2011), (Unrep, ECJ, 26/4/2012) 
considered – Aliens Act 1935 (No 14), s 
5 – Immigration Act 1999 (No 22), s 3 – 
Constitution of  Ireland 1937, arts 15 and 
28 – Directive 2004/83/EEC, art 4 – Treaty 
on the Functioning of  the European Union, 
art 267 – European Convention on Human 
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 1950, 
art 8 – Leave to seek judicial review refused 
(2011/850JR – Hogan J – 10/5/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 189
L(F) v Minister for Justice and Equality

Deportation
Application for leave to seek judicial 
review – Nigeria – Proposed deportation 
of  HIV positive failed asylum seeker 
in receipt of  anti-retroviral therapy 
and care – Whether applicant could 
secure effective access to treatment if  
returned – Whether applicant would suffer 
considerable societal discrimination if  
returned – Country of  origin information 
– Whether decision vitiated by material 
error of  fact – Statement that concerns 
regarding access to anti-retroviral therapy 
on return unfounded – Whether substantial 
grounds for contending reasoning did 
not meet requisite standard – Whether 
deportation would violate Constitutional 
and Convention rights – Overlap of  
Constitutional and Convention issues – 
Public policy implications – K v Refugee 
Appeals Tribunal [2011] IEHC 301, (Unrep, 
Hogan J, 7/7/2011); Meadows v Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform 
[2010] IESC 3, [2010] 2 IR 701; Carmody 
v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2009] IESC 91, [2009] 1 IR 635; 
RX v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2010] IEHC 446, (Unrep, Hogan 
J, 12/10/2010); Kinsella v Governor 
of  Mountjoy Prison [2011] IEHC 235, 
[2012] 1 IR 467; Finucane v McMahon 
[1990] 1 IR 165; Makumbi v Minister for 
Justice [2005] IEHC 403, (Unrep, Finlay 
Geoghegan J, 15/11/2006); OO v Minister 
for Justice [2004] IEHC 426, [2004] 4 IR 
426; TD v Minister for Education and 
Science [2001] 4 IR 287; Agbonlahor v 
Minister for Justice [2007] IEHC 166, 
[2007] 4 IR 309; D v United Kingdom 
(1997) 24 EHRR 423; Odulana v Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform 
(Unrep, ex tempore, Clark J, 25/6/2009); 
Garvey v Ireland [1981] IR 75; N v United 
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Kingdom (2008) 47 EHRR 39; BB v 
France (Application No 30930/96) Reports 
1998-VI; SCC v Sweden (Application No 
46553/99)(Unrep, 15/2/2000); Bensaid 
v United Kingdom (2001) 33 EHRR 10; 
Ndangoya v Sweden (Application No 
17868/03) (Unrep, 22/6/2004) and N v 
Home Secretary [2005] UKHL 31, [2005] 
2 AC 296 considered – Constitution of  
Ireland 1937, Art 40.3.2° – Convention 
for the Protection of  Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms 1950 – Illegal 
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 
29), s 5(3) – Leave granted (2010/956JR 
– Hogan J – 5/9/2011) [2011] IEHC 545
O(ME) v Minister for Justice, Equality and 
Law Reform

Subsidiary protection 
Application on behalf  of  minor for leave 
to seek judicial review – Application to 
dismiss proceedings as abuse of  process or 
as bound to fail – Decision on subsidiary 
protection – Refusal of  application of  
mother for judicial review on grounds 
of  lack of  candour – Application for 
order dismissing application on behalf  of  
minor – Claim that applicant precluded 
from maintaining proceedings as moved 
on same grounds as those determined in 
application by mother – Application for 
asylum by father – Issue estoppel – Abuse 
of  process – Whether issue estoppel arose 
against infant applicant – Absence of  
privity between child and parent – Potential 
for wider issues to arise in application of  
child – Standard of  review – Discretion 
of  court – Akram v Minister for Justice 
[2004] IEHC 33, [2004] 1 IR 461; AA v 
Medical Council [2003] 4 IR 302; Waldron 
v Early [2004] IEHC 227, (Unrep, Smyth 
J, 15/6/2004); D v C [1984] ILRM 173; 
C v Hackney LBC [1996] 1 All ER 973; 
Smith v Minister for Justice and Equality 
[2013] IESC 4, (Unrep, SC, 1/2/2013); 
A(BJS) v Minister for Justice and Equality 
[2011] IEHC 381, (Unrep, Cooke J, 
12/10/2011); Mbeng v Minister for Justice 
and Equality [2012] IEHC 225, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 7/6/2012) considered – Illegal 
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 29), 
s 5 – Application refused (2012/322JR – 
McDermott J – 8/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 
203
M(AL) v Minister for Justice and Equality

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY

Library Acquisitions
Lambert, Paul
Social networking: law, rights and policy
Dublin : Clarus Press, 2014
N347.46.C5

Richardson, Matthew
Cyber crime: law and practice
London : Wildy, Simmonds and Hill 
Publishing, 2014
M565

INJUNCTIONS

Interlocutory injunction
Application to dismiss application for 
interlocutory injunction – Withholding 
of  minutes of  secret recording of  board 
meeting – Whether failure to make full 
and frank disclosure of  all material 
matters to court – Resolving of  evidential 
conflicts at substantive hearing – Equitable 
discretionary remedy to refuse to grant 
interlocutory injunction – Materiality 
of  non-disclosed facts – Whether non-
disclosed evidence relevant to issues arising 
in application for interlocutory injunction 
– Whether sufficient connection between 
inequitable conduct and subject matter 
of  the dispute – Whether fair issue raised 
– Whether to discharge interlocutory 
injunction – Bambrick v Cobley [2005] 
IEHC 43, [2006] 1 ILRM 81 and Moody 
v Cox [1917] 2 Ch 7 followed – Brink’s 
Mat Limited v Elcombe [1988] 1 WLR 
1350; Behbehani v Salem [1989] 1 WLR 
723 and Sumitomo v Oil & Natural Gas 
[1994] 1 Lloyds Law Reports 45 considered 
– Application dismissed (2012/12487P 
& 2012/12606P – Laffoy J – 6/6/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 266
Ancorde Limited v Horgan

Interlocutory injunction
Strong prima facie case – Adequacy of  
damages – Balance of  convenience – 
Laches – No evidence of  prejudice – Power 
of  mortgagor to lease – Entitlement of  
receiver to possession – Interlocutory 
injunction sought to restrain exclusion from 
possession – Whether strong prima facie 
case – Whether damages adequate remedy 
– Whether appropriate compensation 
could be actually realised – Campus 
Oil v Minister for Industry and Energy 
[1983] IR 88 and Westman Holdings Ltd 
v McCormack [1992] 1 IR 151 applied 
– Keating v Jervis Shopping Centre Ltd 
[1997] 1 IR 512; Maha Lingham v Health 
Service Executive [2005] IESC 89, (Unrep, 
Supreme Court, 4/10/2005) and Nolan 
Transport (Oaklands) Ltd v James Halligan 
(Unrep, Keane J, 22/3/1994) considered 
– ICC Bank Plc v Verling [1995] 1 ILRM 
123 followed – Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Act 2009 (No 27), s 112 – 
Injunctions granted (2012/7358P – Laffoy 
J – 21/6/2013) [2013] IEHC 288
McCann v Morrissey

INSOLVENCY

Library Acquisitions
Loose, Peter
Loose and Griffiths on liquidators
8th ed
Bristol : Jordan Publishing, 2014
N262.5

Articles
Heslin, Mark 
Time limits and the appointment of  
receivers – an analysis of  recent authorities
2014 (21) 3 Commercial law practitioner 47

McDermott, Des
The Berkeley Applegate order: recovery of  
a liquidator’s remuneration from trust assets
2014 (21) 4 Commercial law practitioner 71

INSURANCE

Library Acquisitions
Reed, Paul
Construction all risks insurance
London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2014
N295.C3 

Statutory Instruments
Health Insurance Act 1994 (section 11E(2)) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
SI 167/2014

Health Insurance Act 1994 (section 11E(2)) 
regulations 2014
SI 148/2014

INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY

Library Acquisitions
Van Caenegem, William
Trade secrets and intellectual property: 
breach of  confidence, misappropriation 
and unfair competition
London : Kluwer Law International, 2014
N114.3

JUDICIAL REVIEW

Certiorari
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 
– Report of  tribunal of  inquiry – Fair 
procedures – Unreasonableness – Error of  
fact – Lack of  candour – Whether findings 
flowed from evidence – Whether error 
of  fact within jurisdiction – Meadows v 
Minister for Justice [2010] IESC 3, [2010] 
2 IR 710; E v Home Secretary [2004] QB 
1044; JRM Sports Limited v Football 
Association of  Ireland [2007] IEHC 67, 
(Unrep, Clarke J, 31/1/2007) and In re 
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Downes [2006] NIQB 77 considered 
– Ryanair v Flynn [2000] 3 IR 240 and 
O’Callaghan v Judge Mahon [2009] IEHC 
428, (Unrep, O’Neill J, 6/10/2009) followed 
– Murphy v Judge Flood [2010] IESC 21, 
[2010] 3 IR 136 and In re Haughey [1971] 
IR 217 distinguished – Application refused 
(2012/466JR – Dunne J – 21/3/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 118
Richardson v Judge Mahon

Leave
Application to set aside grant of  leave – 
Non-disclosure – Test to be applied – Delay 
– Abuse of  process – Refusal of  Tribunal 
of  Inquiry to grant costs to application – 
Whether jurisdiction to set aside grant of  
leave to be exercised sparingly – Whether 
applicant failed to disclose existence 
of  similar plenary proceedings at ex 
parte hearing – Whether judicial review 
proceedings out of  time – Whether 
grounds for extension of  time – Whether 
delay inordinate – Whether reasonable 
for applicant to await outcome of  similar 
proceedings before seeking judicial review 
– Whether excusability of  delay and balance 
of  justice arguable – Guerin v Guerin 
[1992] 2 IR 287; G v DPP [1994] 1 IR 374; 
Voluntary Purchasing v Insurco Ltd [1995] 
2 ILRM 145, De Róiste v Minister for 
Defence [2001] 1 IR 190; Adam v Minister 
for Justice [2001] 3 IR 53; GK v Minister 
for Justice [2002] 2 IR 418; Bambrick v 
Cobley [2005] IEHC 43, (Unrep, Clarke 
J, 25/2/2005) and BTF v DPP [2005] 
IESC 37, [2005] 2 IR 559 approved – 
R v Secretary of  State for the Home 
Department, ex p Chinoy [1991] COD 
381; A v Governor of  Arbour Hill Prison 
[2006] IEHC 169, [2006] IESC 45, [2006] 
4 IR 88 and Murphy v Flood [2010] IESC 
22, [2010] 3 IR 136 considered – Tribunals 
of  Inquiry (Evidence)(Amendment) Act 
1976 (No 3), s 6 – Tribunals of  Inquiry 
(Evidence)(Amendment) Act 1997 (No 42), 
s 3 – Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 
15/1986), O 84, r 21 – Application refused 
(2011/605JR & 2011/5073P – Hedigan 
J – 22/5/2012) [2012] IEHC 199
Barry v Flood; Barry v Mahon

JURISPRUDENCE

Library Acquisitions
Keating, Albert
Jurisprudence
2nd edition
Dublin : Round Hall, 2014
A10.C5

Articles
Keating, Albert
Legal validity and the sources thesis

2014 (32) (6) Irish law times 86

LAND LAW

Easements
Right of  way – Claim of  private right of  
way – Right claimed to pass over lane at 
all times and for all purposes – Whether 
right of  way existed – Whether right of  
way abandoned – Finding that private 
right of  way did not exist; permanent 
injunction granted (2008/562E – Herbert 
J – 21/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 189
Doherty v Long

Lease
Application for declaratory relief  and 
damages – Short term lease with put and 
call option agreement for longer lease – 
Whether Land and Conveyancing Law 
Reform Act 2009, s 132 applied to longer 
lease – Rent review – Legislative prohibition 
on upward only rent review clauses – 
Agreement for lease – Legal nature of  
option agreement – Whether option 
merely irrevocable offer – Whether option 
conditional contract – Whether option 
agreement agreement for such lease within 
meaning of  Act of  2009 – Conditional 
contract capable of  enforcement – 
Necessity for constitutional interpretation 
of  section – Property rights of  parties 
– Whether defendant estopped from 
denying put option agreement agreement 
for such lease – Estoppel by convention 
– Hamilton v Hamilton [1982] IR 466; 
United Dominion’s Trust (Commercial) 
Ltd v Eagle Aircraft Services Ltd [1968] 
1 WLR 74; Sudbrook Trading Estate 
Ltd v Eggleton [1983] 1 AC 444; BNY 
Trust Company (Ireland) Ltd v Treasury 
Holdings Ltd [2007] IEHC 271, (Unrep, 
Clarke J, 5/7/2007); Laybutt v Amoco 
Australia Pty Ltd [1974] HCA 449; Mark 
Bain Construction Pty v Barling [2006] 
QSC 48; Cosmoline Trading Ltd v DH 
Burke & Son Ltd and DHP Holdings 
Ltd [2006] IEHC 38, (Unrep, Finnegan 
P, 8/2/2006); O’Connor v Coady [2004] 
IESC 54, [2004] 3 IR 371 and Courtney 
v McCarthy [2007] IESC 58, [2008] 2 
IR 376 considered – Reox Holdings 
plc v Cullen [2012] IEHC 299, (Unrep, 
Charleton J, 26/7/2012) distinguished – 
Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act 
2009 (No 27), s 132 – Declarations made 
(2012/4052P – O’Neill J – 16/5//2013) 
[2013] IEHC 223
Tanat Limited v The Medical Council 

Property
Multi-unit development – Estate scheme 
– Unsold units – Mortgagee by demise 
– Rights and obligations – Easements – 

Right of  way of  necessity – Management 
company fees and expenditure – Whether 
mortgagee by demise had obligations 
arising under estate scheme – Whether 
mortgagee by demise enjoyed easements 
in respect of  common areas – Whether 
entitlement to right of  way of  necessity 
ousted by estate scheme – Whether 
obligation on mortgagee in possession 
to contribute to capital expenditure on 
estate – Whether sale by mortgagee in 
possession would give rise to obligation 
to pay pre-sale fees and expenditure to 
management company – Whether parties 
should engage in mediation – Wheeldon v 
Burrows [1879] 12 Ch D 31 distinguished 
– Spicer v Martin (1888) 14 App Cas 12; 
Elliston v Reacher [1908] 2 Ch 374 and 
Halsall v Brizell [1957] 1 Ch 169 considered 
– Multi-Unit Developments Act 2011 (No 
2) – Questions answered (2010/11606P 
– Clarke J – 4/5/2012) [2012] IEHC 182
Palaceanne Management Ltd v Allied Irish 
Banks plc

Library Acquisitions
Deeney, John
Registration of  deeds and title in Ireland
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
N72.2.C5

LANDLORD AND TENANT

Possession
Proceedings for ejectment – Relief  against 
forfeiture – Possession – Foreshore 
lease – Non-payment of  rent – Breach 
of  conditions and covenants – Notice 
of  forfeiture – Right of  re-entry or 
forfeiture – Marina development – 
Insurance performance bond – Disposal 
of  dredge spoil – No schedule of  
works – Unauthorised encroachment on 
foreshore outside demised premises – 
Trespass – European Union Interreg IIIA 
funding application withheld by Minister 
as implementing agent – Absence of  
planning permission – Representations 
– Acknowledgment of  debt – Damages – 
Counterclaim for breach of  covenants and 
statutory duty – Delay between service of  
notice and enforcement – Whether notice 
of  forfeiture still valid – Effect of  forfeiture 
notice – Ultra vires – Whether lease active 
after forfeiture notice – Effect of  conduct 
on forfeiture notice – Whether equitable 
principle of  laches applied – Application 
of  Deasy’s Act – Whether discretion 
to grant relief  against forfeiture to be 
exercised – Whether claim for rent statute 
barred – Whether agreement to waive 
rent – Whether representations binding – 
Whether part-payments of  rent – Whether 
unreasonable withholding of  consent 
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– Whether placement of  unreasonable 
conditions on consent – Whether breach of  
covenant – Whether trespass beyond lease 
boundaries – Whether loss of  chance – 
Whether breach of  statutory duty – Breach 
of  community law – Whether duty of  a 
public nature – Whether relationship of  
proximity – Whether public body could be 
negligent in discharge of  functions despite 
having obtained legal advice – Whether 
real and substantial chance of  success – 
Ex injuria jus non oritur – Emerald Meats 
Ltd v Minister for Agriculture and Food 
[1997] 2 ILRM 275; Glencar Exploration 
plc v Mayo County Council (No 2) [2002] 1 
IR 84; O’Reilly v Gleeson [1975] IR 258 at 
274; Pine Valley Developments v Minister 
for the Environment [1987] IR 23; Rice v 
Lord Mayor of  Dublin [1947] IR 425 and 
Ward v McMaster [1988] IR 337 applied 
– Allied Maples v Simmons & Simmons 
[1995] 1 WLR 1602; Bank of  Ireland v Lady 
Lisa Ireland Ltd [1992] 1 IR 404; Bates v 
Donaldson [1896] 2 QB 241; Houlder Bros 
& Co v Gibbs [1925] Ch 575; Howard v 
Commissioners of  Public Works in Ireland 
(Unrep, O’Hanlon J, 3/121992); Glencar 
Explorations plc v Mayo County Council 
[1993] 2 IR 237; Lennon v Hanly [1981] 
ILRM 84; Moffat v Frisby [2007] IEHC 
140, [2007] 4 IR 572; North Sea Energy 
Holdings NV v Petroleum Authority of  
Thailand [1998] EWCA Civ 1953; OHS 
Ltd v Green Property Co Ltd [1986] 1 
IR 39 and Smith v Clay (1767) 3 Bro CC 
639 approved – Allied Maples v Simmons 
& Simmons [1995] 4 All ER 907; Beatty 
v Rent Tribunal [2005] IESC 66, [2006] 
2 IR 191; Chaplin v Hicks [1911] 2 KB 
786; Davies v Taylor [1974] AC 207; ETS 
Vehicles Ltd v Fargate Developments Ltd 
[1997] NI 25; First Interstate Bank of  
California v Cohen Arnold & Co [1996] 
PNLR; Foley v Mangan [2009] IEHC 404, 
(Unrep, Laffoy J, 24/8/2009); Francovich v 
Italy (Case C-6/90 & C-9/90) [1991] ECR 
1-5357; Hayes v Minister for Finance [2007] 
IESC 8, [2007] 3 IR 190; Jones v Carter 
(1846) 15 M & W 718; Judd v McAlinden 
(Unrep, Hamilton J, 28/3/1980); Kennedy 
v Law Society [2004] 1 ILRM 178; Kennedy 
v Law Society (No 4) [2005] IESC 23, 
[2005] 3 IR 228; McIlvenny v McKeever 
[1931] NI 161; Moffat v Fribsy [2007] 
IEHC 140, [2007] 4 IR 572; North Sea 
Energy Holdings Hl v O’Reilly v Gleeson 
[1975] IR 258; Paul v Ogilvy [2000] Scot 
CS 19; Petroleum Authority of  Thailand 
[1998] EWCA Civ 1953; Quinn (A minor) 
v Mid-Western Health Board [2005] IESC 
19, [2005] 4 IR 1; Redmond v Minister for 
the Environment [2004] IESC 24, [2006] 
3 IR 1; Siney v Dublin Corporation [1980] 
IR 400; Upjohn v Hitchens [1918] KB 171; 
Ward v McMaster [1985] IR 29; Whipp 
v Mackey [1927] IR 372 and Wildgust v 

Bank of  Ireland [2006] IESC 19, [2006] 
1 IR 570 considered – GS Fashions Ltd v 
B & Q plc [1995] 1 WLR 1088 and Pine 
Valley Developments v Minister for the 
Environment [1987] 1R 23 distinguished – 
Landlord and Tenant Amendment (Ireland) 
Act 1860 (23 & 24 Vict, c 154), ss 48 and 
52 – Conveyancing Act 1881 (44 & 45 Vict, 
c 41), s 14 – Foreshore Act 1933 (No 12), 
s 2 – Statute of  Limitations 1957 (No 6), 
ss 27, 56 ,58 and 65 – Waste Management 
Act 1996 (No 10), s 4 – Council Regulation 
(EC) No 1260/1999, art 34 – Relief  against 
forfeiture granted subject to payment of  
outstanding rent; special damages awarded 
(2005/3374P – McKechnie J – 03/9/2010) 
[2010] IEHC 541
Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural 
Resources v Figary Watersports Development 
Company Limited

LEGAL PROFESSION

Articles
Colman, Candy
The spectre of  maintenance and champerty 
on (Irish) civil litigation
2014 (21) 3 Commercial law practitioner 55

MEDICAL LAW

Library Acquisitions
Gueret, Maurice
Irish medical directory 2014-2015: the 
directory of  Irish healthcare
Dublin : Irish Medical Directory, 2014
M608.0022.C5

Statutory Instruments
Medicinal products (control of  placing on 
the market) (amendment) Regulations 2014
(DIR/2012-26 ,  REG/1027-2012 , 
REG/198-2013)
SI 151/2014

European Union (quality and safety of  
human organs intended for transplantation) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
(DIR/2012-25, DIR/2010-53)
SI 198/2014

PLANNING & 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Development
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 
– Imposition of  development contribution 
l e v y  – S ch e m e  f o r  d e ve l o p m e n t 
contributions – Power to allow for 
reduction or waiver of  contributions 
– Eligibility for waiver of  contribution – 
Whether applicant separately entitled to 

exemption of  planning fees – Payment 
of  planning fees – Whether voluntary 
organisation – Adequacy of  reasons – 
Whether reasons sufficiently clear – Role 
of  An Bord Pleanála – Whether terms 
of  scheme properly applied – Meaning 
of  ‘voluntary organisation’ – Intention 
of  legislature – Object of  legislation – 
Whether development intended to be used 
by inhabitants of  locality – Fingal County 
Council v William P Keeling & Sons [2005] 
IESC 55, [2005] 2 IR 108; Mulholland v 
An Bord Pleanála (No 2) [2005] IEHC 
306, [2006] 1 IR 453; Meadows v Minister 
for Justice [2010] IESC 3, [2010] 2 IR 701 
; Christian v Dublin City Council [2012] 
IEHC 163, (Unrep, Clarke J, 27/4/2012); 
Cork City Council v An Bord Pleanála 
[2006] IEHC 761, [2007] 1 IR 761; State 
(Lynch) v Cooney [1982] IR 337; Kiberd 
v Hamilton [1992] 2 IR 257; Mallak v 
Minister for Justice and Equality [2012] 
IESC 59, (Unrep, SC, 6/12/2012) and 
CAO v Minister for Community, Rural 
and Gaeltacht Affairs [2010] IESC 32, 
[2010] 3 IR 674 considered – Planning 
and Development Act 2000 (No 30), ss 
33 and 48 – Planning and Development 
Regulations 2001 (SI 600/2001), art 157 
– Interpretation Act 2005 (No 23), s 5 – 
Certiorari granted (2011/701JR – Hogan 
J – 15/1/2013) [2013] IEHC 3
Cork Institute of  Technology v An Bord Pleanála

Planning
Development – Unauthorised development 
– Pre-1964 use – Intensification of  use – 
Retention permission – An Bord Pleanála 
– Judicial review – Leave – Substantial 
grounds – Continuance of  use of  quarry 
– Whether finding that quarry constituting 
pre-1964 use binding on An Bord Pleanála 
on appeal – Whether evidence before 
An Bord Pleanála permitted finding of  
intensification of  use – Whether An Bord 
Pleanála entitled to conclude permission 
included element of  retention permission 
– An Taisce (The National Trust of  
Ireland) v Ireland [2010] IEHC 415, 
(Unrep, Charleton J, 25/11/2010) followed 
– Patterson v Murphy [1978] ILRM 85; 
Commission v Ireland (Case C-215/06); 
Pierson v Keegan Quarries Ltd [2009] 
IEHC 550, (Unrep, Irvine J, 8/12/2009) 
and O’Reilly v Galway City Council [2010] 
IEHC 97, (Unrep, Charleton J, 26/3/2010) 
considered – Planning and Development 
Act 2000 (No 30), ss 50, 50A and 261 – 
Directive 85/337/EEC – Leave refused 
(2011/154JR – Hedigan J – 27/6/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 257
Shillelagh Quarries Limited v An Bord Pleanála

Waste
Statutory interpretation – “Holder” of  
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waste – Purposive approach – Knowledge 
of  land owner – Whether “holder” to be 
given broad meaning – Whether probable 
that owners of  land knew about dumping 
on land – Whether owners of  land could 
have required waste to be removed – 
Whether owners of  land responsible for 
actions of  tenant – Whether owners of  
land exercised control over land – Waste 
Management Act 1996 (No 10), s 58 – 
Orders granted (2011/356MCA – Hedigan 
J – 3/5/2012) [2012] IEHC 209
Laois County Council v Hanrahan

Articles
Browne, David
Mitigation measures and screening for 
appropriate assessment
2014 (21) 1 Irish planning and environmental 
law journal 4

Simons, Garrett
Interlocutory injunctions in planning 
judicial review
2014 (21) 1 Irish planning and environmental 
law journal

POWER OF ATTORNEY 

Library Acquisitions
Lush, Denzil
Cretney & Lush lasting and enduring 
powers of  attorney
7th ed
Bristol : Jordan Publishing, 2014
N25.2

PRACTICE AND 
PROCEDURE

Abuse of process
Reconst i tu t ion of  proceedings  – 
Proceedings seeking recovery of  share 
of  proceeds of  grant – Prior application 
pursuant to debenture – Reconstituted 
proceedings pursuant to invoice discounting 
agreement – Objection to reconstitution of  
proceedings – Alleged abuse of  process 
– Application of  rule in Henderson v 
Henderson – Objects of  rule – Absence 
of  adjudication of  underlying merits of  
claim – Motives of  plaintiff  – Henderson 
v Henderson (1843) 3 Hare 100; Ashcoin 
Ltd v Moriarty Holdings Ltd [2012] IEHC 
365, (Unrep, Hogan J, 31/7/2012); Re 
Vantive Holdings [2009] IESC 69, [2012] 
2 IR 118; AA v Medical Council [2003] 
IESC 70, [2003] 4 IR 302; McFarlane v 
Director of  Public Prosecutions [2008] 
IESC 7, [2008] 4 IR 117; Johnson v Gore 
Wood & Co [2002] 2 AC 1 and SM v Ireland 
(No 1) [2007] IESC 11, [2007] 3 IR 283 
considered – Finding that reconstitution 

of  proceedings not barred (2008/2471S 
– Hogan J – 16/1/2013) [2013] IEHC 8
Ashcoin Ltd v Moriarty Holdings Ltd 

Attachments of debts
Appointment of  receiver by way of  
equitable execution – Appeal against 
appointment of  receiver – Whether Circuit 
Court judge erred in appointing receiver 
over rents due from properties – Power 
to appoint receiver by way of  equitable 
execution – Applicable rules – Whether 
power to appoint receiver reserved to where 
equitable interest in property held – Failure 
to exhaust legal remedies for executing 
judgment – Whether appointment just 
and convenient – O’Connell v An Bord 
Pleanála [2007] IEHC 79, (Unrep, Peart J, 
19/2/2007); Soinco SACI v Novokuznetsk 
Aluminium Plant [1998] QB 406; Ahern 
v O’Brien [1991] 1 IR 421; National Irish 
Bank Ltd v Graham [1994] 1 IR 215; In re 
Shephard, Atkins v Shephard (1889) 43 Ch 
D 131; Holmes v. Millage [1893] 1 QB 551 
and Honniball v Cunningham [2006] IESC 
326, [2010] 2 IR 1 considered – Circuit 
Court Rules 2001 (SI 510/2001), O 39, r 
1 – Appointment set aside (2012/291CA – 
Kearns P – 11/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 143
The Waterside Management Company Limited 
v Kelly

Costs
Proceedings brought by fire authority – 
Applications for costs – Admissions of  
serious defects in apartment complex 
– Multiple adverse findings against 
respondents – Costs of  hearings – 
Application for stay on order of  High 
Court made to Supreme Court without 
provision of  note of  trial – Fire Services 
Act 1981 (No 30), s 23 – Costs orders made 
(2011/322MCA – Kearns P – 11/4/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 142
Dublin City Council v McFeely

Costs
Costs of  proceedings – Proceedings 
relating to administration of  intestate 
estate – Proceedings seeking determination 
of  whether reasonable steps taken to 
identify next-of-kin – Proceedings seeking 
determination of  whether funds held by 
defendants in trust for estate – Liability for 
costs of  proceedings – Whether question 
regarding funds properly brought by special 
summons – Whether lis inter partes – Fair 
and equitable way of  dealing with costs – 
Elliott v Stamp [2008] IESC 10, [2008] 3 
IR 387 and In bonis Morelli: Vella v Morelli 
[1968] IR 11 distinguished – Young v 
Cadell [2006] IEHC 49, (Unrep, Laffoy J, 
13/2/2006) and O’Connor v Markey [2006] 
IEHC 219, [2007] 2 IR 194 considered 
– Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 

15/1986), O 3 and 99 – Cost orders made 
(2011/715SP – Laffoy J – 21/12/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 559
Rennick v Rennnick

Costs
Complex litigation – Test to be applied – 
Whether plaintiff  fell significantly short of  
claim originally made – Whether plaintiff  
had to come to court to get something 
which he could not have achieved had he 
not come to court – Whether plaintiff  
materially added to costs by raising 
unmeritorious issues – Whether significant 
portion of  trial taken up with unmeritorious 
issues – Whether appropriate to reduce 
costs allowable to successful party – 
Whether defendant could have made 
lodgement, issued Calderbank letter or 
made admissions in defence – Whether 
reserved interlocutory costs orders should 
awarded to plaintiff  – Veolia Water UK 
plc v Fingal County Council (No 2) [2006] 
IEHC 240, [2007] 2 IR 81, Mennolly 
Homes Ltd v Appeal Commissioners 
[2010] IEHC 56, (Unrep, Charleton J, 
9/3/2010); McAleenan v AIG Europe 
Ltd [2010] IEHC 128, (Unrep, Finlay 
Geoghegan J, 6/5/2010) and John Ronan 
& Sons v Clean Build Ltd [2011] IEHC 499, 
(Unrep, Clarke J, 21/12/2011) considered 
– Courts Act 1981 (No 11), s 22 – Rules of  
the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 
22 – Orders made (2008/9814P – Clarke 
J – 23/3/2012) [2012] IEHC 181
Simpson v Torpey

Delay
Application to dismiss for inordinate and 
inexcusable delay – Machinery leasing 
agreement – Claim for breach of  contract 
– Overall delay of  13 years since breach – 
Three year delay between issue and service 
of  summons – Default of  appearance – 
Two year delay between appearance and 
service of  statement of  claim – Notice 
of  intention to proceed – Warning letter 
– Default of  defence – Six year delay in 
bringing motion – No denial of  liability 
– Machine unavailable for inspection by 
either party – Prejudice – Balance of  justice 
– Absence of  motion for inspection – 
Public interest in efficient disposal of  court 
proceedings – Whether delay inordinate 
and inexcusable – Whether defendant 
prejudiced – Whether jurisprudence needed 
to be modified – Whether universal test – 
Whether defendant defaulted – Anglo Irish 
Beef  Processors Limited v Montgomery 
[2002] 3 IR 510; Byrne v Minister for 
Defence [2005] IEHC 147, [2005] 1 IR 
577; Comcast International Holdings Inc 
v Minister for Public Enterprise [2012] 
IESC 50, (Unrep, SC, 17/10/2012); 
Desmond v MGN Limited [2008] IESC 
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56, [2009] 1 IR 737; Gilroy v Flynn [2004] 
IESC 98, [2005] ILRM 290; Ó Dómhnaill 
v Merrick [1984] IR 151; Primor v Stokes 
Kennedy Crowley [1996] 2 IR 459; Quinn 
v Faulkner [2011] IEHC 103, (Unrep, 
Hogan J, 14/3/2011); Rainsford v Limerick 
Corporation [1995] 2 ILRM 561; Sheehan 
v Amond [1982] IR 235 and Stevens v Paul 
Flynn Limited [2008] IESC 4, [2008] 4 IR 31 
considered – Constitution of  Ireland 1937, 
art 34.1 – European Convention on Human 
Rights 1950, art 6(1) – Claim dismissed 
(2003/7366P – Ryan J – 19/4/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 161
Barrett v Hyup Sung

Discovery
Application for inspection of  documents 
– Cla im of  l i t ig at ion pr iv i lege – 
Correspondence between defendant and 
re-insurers – Claim by legal personal 
representatives for specific performance 
of  life insurance contract – Repudiation 
of  policy by insurer on grounds of  
misrepresentation or non-disclosure 
of  material facts – Non disclosure of  
medical history regarding smoking and 
family history of  cancer – Claim of  
litigation privilege disputed on grounds that 
correspondence predated time litigation 
could have been apprehended – Whether 
litigation contemplated or reasonably 
apprehended – Whether dominant purpose 
of  documents attracted application of  
litigation privilege – Silverhill Duckling Ltd 
v Minister for Agriculture [1987] IR 289 – 
Waugh v British Railways Board [1980] AC 
521; Fyffes plc v DCC plc [2005] IESC 3, 
[2005] 1 IR 59 and PJ Carrigan Limited v 
Norwich Union Fire Society Limited [1987] 
IR 618 considered – Rules of  the Superior 
Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 31, r 15 – 
Inspection refused (2009/6146P – Cooke 
J – 15/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 139
Rhatigan v Eagle Star Life Assurance Company 
of  Ireland Limited

District Court
Judicial review – Certiorari – Remittal 
to District Court for variation of  order 
– Purported amendment of  District 
Court order – Whether amendment of  
District Court order made in proper 
form – Whether order of  High Court on 
judicial review misinterpreted by District 
Court Judge – Whether District Court 
order extant – Protection of  animals 
– Prohibition on keeping animals – 
Henderson v Henderson (1843) 3 Hare 
100 and Bowes v Judge Devally [1995] 1 IR 
315 considered – District Court Rules 1997 
(SI 93/1997), O 35 – Protection of  Animals 
Act 1911, s 2 – Courts Act 1971 (No 36), 
s 14 – Control of  Dogs Act 1986 (No 
32), s 18 – Criminal Justice (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1997 (No 4), s 20 – 
European Convention on Human Rights 
Act 2003 (No 20), s 4 – Directive 90/667/
EEC – Constitution of  Ireland 1937, Art 
40 – European Convention on Human 
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 1950, 
arts 6, 8 and schedule 1 – Appeal allowed; 
District Court orders quashed (398/2008 – 
SC – 15/5/2012) [2012] IESC 28
Sfar v District Judge Brennan

Habeas corpus
Prosecution for road traffic offences 
– Stay granted by High Court pending 
application for judicial review – Applicant 
remanded in custody with consent to 
bail – Habeas corpus – Whether District 
Court had jurisdiction to remand applicant 
in custody where stay granted by High 
Court – Whether order of  District Court 
valid – Whether proceedings moot – 
Doctrine of  mootness – Nature and effect 
of  stay – Whether jurisdiction to make 
order – Whether applicant entitled to have 
been released from custody on date of  
application – Salaja v Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform [2011] IEHC 
51, (Unrep, Hogan J, 10/2/2011); Dunne 
v Governor of  Cloverhill Prison (No 2) 
[2009] IESC 43, (Unrep, SC, 21/5/2009) 
and Okunade v Minister for Justice and 
Equality [2012] IESC 49, (Unrep, SC, 
16/10/2012) considered – Constitution 
of  Ireland 1937, Art 40.4.2° – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 84, 
r 20(8)(b) – Rules of  the Superior Courts 
(Judicial Review) 2011 (SI 691/2011) – 
Declaration of  entitlement to have been 
released granted (2012/1314SS – Hogan 
J – 19/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 429
Farrell v Governor of  St Patrick’s Institution

Litigation
Case management – Appeal – Test to 
be applied – Whether case management 
directions created substantial  r isk 
of  procedural unfairness – Whether 
preliminary hearing required to determine 
urgency of  proceedings – Whether fixing 
of  early trial date unfair – Whether 
connected cases should be linked – Whether 
Attorney General should be made notice 
party – Whether claim of  inconsistency 
of  legislation with Constitution and 
European Convention on Human Rights 
could be made in existing proceedings 
– Whether separate plenary proceedings 
required – Whether discovery should be 
ordered – Whether applicants had invoked 
discovery procedures – Whether delivery of  
interrogatories should be ordered – Long 
v Conway (Unrep, Doyle J, 25/7/1977); 
PJ Carroll & Co Ltd v Minister for 
Health [2005] IESC 26, [2005] 1 IR 294; 
Dome Telecom Ltd v Eircom Ltd [2007] 

IESC 59, [2008] 2 IR 726; Cork Plastics 
(Manufacturing) v Ineos Compound UK 
Ltd [2007] IEHC 247, [2011] 1 IR 492 
and Kalix Fund Ltd v HSBC Institutional 
Trust Services (Ireland) Ltd [2009] IEHC 
457, [2009] 2 IR 581 considered – Rules 
of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), 
O31, O36 and O60 –Rules of  the Superior 
Courts (No 2) (Discovery) 1999 (SI 
233/1999) – European Convention on 
Human Rights Act 2003 (No 20), s 1 – 
Credit Institutions (Stabilisation) Act 2010 
(No 36), ss 7 and 9 – Appeal dismissed 
(2012/185, 186, 187, 188 & 193 – SC – 
24/5/2012) [2012] IESC 32
Dowling v Minister for Finance

Non-suit
Plenary proceedings – Res judicata – 
Defamation – Data protection – Negligence 
– Malicious falsehood – Maintenance 
of  record of  criminal convictions – 
Cancellation of  motor insurance policy – 
Whether findings in related judicial review 
proceedings rendered proceedings res 
judicata – Whether core issue previously 
litigated – Whether proof  of  publication 
of  alleged defamation – Whether alleged 
defamation substantially true – Whether 
information pertaining to plaintiff  obtained 
or processed unfairly or in breach of  
Data Protections Acts – Whether loss 
established – Whether plaintiff  failed 
to avail of  statutory remedy – Whether 
proceedings constituted abuse of  process 
– Hetherington v Ultra Tyre Service Ltd 
[1993] 2 IR 534; O’Toole v Heavey [1993] 
2 IR 544 and Hanafin v Minister for the 
Environment [1996] 2 IR 321 applied – 
Moorview Developments Ltd v First Active 
plc [2009] IEHC 214, (Unrep, Clarke J, 
6/3/2009), approved – Latham v Hibernian 
Insurance Co Ltd (Unrep, Blayney J, 
4/12/1991); Breathnach v Ireland (No 
2) [1993] 2 IR 448; Bradshaw v M’Mullen 
[1920] 2 IR 412 and Palmer v Darn Ford 
[1992] 2 All ER 122 considered – Probation 
of  Offenders Act 1907 (No 17), s 1(1) – 
Defamation Act 1961 (No 40), s 20 – Data 
Protection Act 1988 (No 25), ss 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 
9 and 10 – Criminal Law (Theft and Fraud 
Offences) Act 2001 (No 50), s 18 – Claims 
dismissed (2006/4967P – MacMenamin 
J – 9/5/2012) [2012] IEHC 186
Murphy v Callinan

Order
Application to vacate order of  Master 
– Order amending special summons by 
deletion of  reference to particular folio – 
Withdrawal of  claim in relation to particular 
folio – Application to vacate order – 
Objection of  defendant – Jurisdiction of  
court to vacate order sought and obtained 
by party – Inherent jurisdiction of  court – 
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Balance of  justice – Absence of  prejudice 
– Smyth v Tunney [2004] IESC 24, [2004] 1 
ILRM 464; Adam v Insurance Corporation 
of  British Columbia (1985) 66 BCLR 164 
and Krops v Irish Forestry Board Limited 
[1995] 2 IR 113 considered – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 63, 
r 9 – Order vacated (2012/12SP – Dunne 
J – 12/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 409
O’Neill v Appelbe

Pleadings
Dismissal of  proceedings – No reasonable 
cause of  action – Frivolous or vexatious 
– Whether proceedings bound to fail – 
Abuse of  process – Res judicata – Tribunal 
of  inquiry – Allegations of  fraud – 
Whether jurisdiction to set aside previous 
judgments of  High and Supreme Courts 
– Test to be applied – Fair procedures – 
Breach of  constitutional rights – Whether 
pleadings disclosed fraud sufficient to 
set aside previous judgments – Barry v 
Buckley [1981] IR 306; In re Greendale 
Developments Ltd (in liq) [2000] 2 IR 514; 
Aer Rianta cpt v Ryanair Ltd [2004] IESC 
23, [2004] 1 IR 506, Fay v Tegral Pipes Ltd 
[2005] IESC 34, [2005] 2 IR 261 and Kenny 
v Trinity College Dublin [2007] IESC 42, 
[2008] 2 IR 40 applied – In re Ampthill 
Peerage [1977] AC 547; Tassan Din & 
Arborfield Ltd v Banco Ambrosiano SpA 
[1991] 1 IR 569; Sun Fat Chan v Osseous 
Ltd [1992] 1 IR 425; Bula Ltd v Tara Mines 
Ltd (No 6) [2000] 4 IR 412; Jodifern Ltd v 
Fitzgerald [2000] 3 IR 321; R v Bow Street 
Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, ex p 
Pinochet (No 2) [2000] 1 AC 199; Adams 
v Minister for Justice [2001] 3 IR 53; Ó 
Síodhacháin v O’Mahony (Unrep, SC, 
7/12/2001); Riordan v Hamilton (Unrep, 
SC, 9/10/2002); LP v MP [2002] 1 IR 219; 
Desmond v Moriarty [2004] IESC 3, [2004] 
1 IR 334; Kenny v Trinity College Dublin 
[2008] IESC 18, (Unrep, SC, 10/4/2008) 
and Bula Holdings v Roche [2009] IESC 36, 
(Unrep, SC, 3/4/2009) considered – Rules 
of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), 
O 19, rr 27 & 28 – Courts (Establishment 
and Constitution) Act 1961 (No 38), s 1 – 
Constitution of  Ireland 1937, Art 34.4.6° – 
Application granted; proceedings dismissed 
(2012/5159P – Dunne J – 17/2/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 202
Desmond v Moriarty

Security for costs
Competition law – Amount of  security 
to be fixed – Phased fixing of  security – 
Principles to be applied – Whether court 
should fix security to cover exchange 
of  pleadings and making of  discovery – 
Whether figure fixed for security should 
offer reasonable protection to defendant 
against risk of  costs while avoiding risk 

of  depriving plaintiff  of  access to court – 
Whether distinction between security to be 
fixed under rules of  court as opposed to 
Companies Acts – Whether court should 
apply Companies Acts “sufficient security” 
rule on facts of  case –Harlequin Property 
(SVG) Ltd v O’Halloran [2012] IEHC 362, 
(Unrep, Clarke J, 19/1/2012) followed 
– Goode Concrete v CRH plc [2012] 
IEHC 116, (Unrep, Cooke J, 21/3/2012) 
considered – Competition Act 2002 (No 
14), s 4 – Companies Act 1963 (No 33), s 
390 – Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 
15/1986), O 29 – Treaty on the Functioning 
of  the European Union 2010, arts 101 & 
102 – Security for costs fixed (2010/10685P 
– Cooke J – 15/5/2012) [2012] IEHC 198
Goode Concrete v CRH plc 

Strike out
Application to strike out proceedings for 
want of  prosecution – Personal injuries 
proceedings – Alleged inordinate and 
inexcusable delay – Difficulty in obtaining 
hospital records – Whether delay inordinate 
and inexcusable – Whether adequate 
explanation furnished for delay – Balance 
of  justice – Public interest in efficient 
dispatch of  litigation – Discretion of  
court – Applicable principles – Minority 
of  plaintiff  – Explanation for delay – 
Delay of  defendant – Rainsford v Limerick 
Corporation [1995] 2 ILRM 561; Primor 
Plc v Stokes Kennedy Crowley [1996] 2 
IR 459; Ó Dómhnaill v Merrick [1984] 
IR 151; Gilroy v Flynn [2004] IESC 
98, [1995] ILRM 290; Stephens v Paul 
Flynn Ltd [2008] IESC 4, [2008] 4 IR 431 
and Desmond v MGN Limited [2008] 
IESC 56, [2009] 1 IR 737 considered – 
Application refused (2001/8109P – Ryan 
J – 31/7/2012) [2012] IEHC 413
McCarthy v Brandon Construction Company 
Limited

Summary judgment
Defences – Estoppel – Undue influence 
– Misrepresentation – Deceit – Whether 
same test applied to appeal and first 
instance application – Whether arguable 
defence – Whether grant of  adjournment 
to second defendant where refusal to 
first defendant permissible – Ó Tuama v 
Casey [2008] IEHC 49, (Unrep, Clarke J, 
28/2/2008) and Ulster Bank Ltd v Roche 
and Buttimer [2012] IEHC 166, [2012] 1 IR 
765 distinguished – Aer Rianta v Ryanair 
[2001] 4 IR 607 and Danske Bank v Durkan 
New Homes [2010] IESC 22, (Unrep, SC, 
22/4/2010) applied – Harrisrange Limited v 
Duncan [2003] 4 IR 1 followed – Judgment 
granted (2011/4592S – Birmingham J – 
17/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 154
EBS Ltd v Campbell

Summary judgment
Defences – Arguable defence – Admissibility 
of  evidence – Standing of  plaintiff  to bring 
proceedings – “Eligible bank assets” – 
Statutory limits on public law challenge 
– Whether arguable defence – Whether 
evidence of  officer of  plaintiff  admissible – 
Whether bank assets transferred to plaintiff  
– Whether eligible bank assets – Whether 
opportunity of  making representations 
prior to transfer – Whether opportunity 
to repurchase loan facilities – Aer Rianta 
cpt v Ryanair Limited [2001] 4 IR 607; 
Harrisrange Limited v Duncan [2003] 4 IR 
1; Chadwicks Limited v P Byrne Roofing 
Limited [2005] IEHC 47, (Unrep, Clarke J, 
25/2/2005) and NAMA v Barden [2013] 
IEHC 32, (Unrep, Charleton J, 4/2/2013) 
followed – Dankse Bank A/S trading as 
National Irish Bank v Durkan New Homes 
[2010] IESC 22, (Unrep, Supreme Court, 
22/4/2010) applied – Dellway Investments 
Ltd v NAMA [2010] IEHC 364, [2011] 
IESC 4, [2011] IESC 13, [2011] IESC 
14, [2011] 4 IR 1 considered – Judgment 
granted (2012/3733S & 2013/6COM – 
Kelly J – 22/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 121
National Asset Loan Management Limited v 
Cullen

Summary judgment
Application for summary judgment – Land 
development loans – Defence – Alleged 
agreement that recourse expressly limited to 
50% of  liabilities – Applicable principles on 
application for summary judgment – Claim 
by NAMA – Whether very clear defence 
could not succeed due to National Asset 
Management Agency Act 2009, s 101 – 
Whether section amounted to unjust attack 
on property rights of  borrowers – Whether 
section did not include estoppel – Whether 
substantial grounds to argue reliance on 
negligent misrepresentation – Whether 
substantial grounds to argue unfair resiling 
on grounds of  estoppel – Danske Bank a/s 
v Durkan New Homes Ltd [2010] IESC 22, 
(Unrep, SC, 22/4/2010); Bank of  Ireland 
v Educational Building Society [1999] 1 
IR 220; Aer Rianta cpt v Ryanair Limited 
[2001] 4 IR 607; McGrath v O’Driscoll 
[2006] IEHC 195, [2007] 1 ILRM 203; 
Courtney v McCarthy [2007] IESC 58, 
[2008] 2 IR 376 and Amalgamated Property 
Co v Texas Bank [1982] 1 QB 84 considered 
– National Asset Management Agency Act 
2009 (No 34), s 101 – Rules of  the Superior 
Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 37, r 7 and 
60 – Matter remitted to plenary hearing 
(2012/1029S – Charleton J – 11/10/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 414
National Asset Loan Management Limited v 
Greenband Investments
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Summons
Application for renewal of  plenary 
summons – “Other good reason” – 
Principles applicable to application for 
renewal of  summons – Absence of  
allegation of  prejudice from delay – 
Core complaint “straightforward” – 
Whether principle of  res judicata relevant 
– Moynihan v Dairygold Co-Operative 
Society Limited [2006] IEHC 318, (Unrep, 
Peart J, 13/10/2006) and O’Leary v 
Walsh [2008] IEHC 253, (Unrep, Dunne 
J, 24/7/2008) followed – Bula Limited v 
Crowley [2009] IESC 35, (Unrep, Supreme 
Court, 3/4/2009); Henderson v Henderson 
(1843) 3 Hare 100 and AA v Medical 
Council [2003] 4 IR 302 considered – Rules 
of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), 
O 8, r 1 – Summons renewed (2008/4753P 
– Laffoy J – 5/6/2013) [2013] IEHC 264
ACC Bank Plc v Stephens
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– Failure to join third party as soon as 
reasonably possible – Liability for cost 
of  repairs to school hall – Joinder of  
structural engineers –Application to set 
aside third party notice – Purpose of  Civil 
Liability Act 1961, s 27(1)(b) – Applicable 
test – Facts to be taken into account in 
case of  professional negligence – Whether 
delays reasonable or unreasonable – Delay 
on part of  plaintiff  – Explanations for 
delay – Whether convenient and just that 
all issues be heard and determined at same 
time – Connolly v Casey [2000] 1 IR 345; 
Board of  Governors of  St Laurence’s 
Hospital v Staunton [1990] 2 IR 31; Greer 
v John Sisk and Sons Ltd (Unrep, SC, 
20/3/2002); Robins v Coleman [2009] 
IEHC 486, [2010] 2 IR 180; Molloy v 
Dublin Corporation [2001] 4 IR 52 and 
Green v Triangle [2008] IEHC 52, (Unrep, 
Clarke J, 4/3/2008) considered – Civil 
Liability Act 1961 (No 41), ss 27(1)(b) and 
31 – Application refused (2005/4353P – 
Ryan J – 2/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 438
Murphy v Patrick Brock and Sons Limited

Trial
Application for directions as to mode 
of  trial – Claims for damages for false 
imprisonment, negligence and breach of  
constitutional rights – Whether trial with 
jury required – Whether plaintiff  debarred 
from seeking jury trial where additional 
claims included – Core claim of  false 
imprisonment – Appropriate form of  
jury trial – Whether separate trials on false 
imprisonment and negligence questions 
appropriate – Questions to be determined 
by judge or by jury – Roles of  judge and 
jury in civil actions – McD v L [2009] 
IESC 81, (Unrep, SC, 10/12/2009); MD v 

Ireland [2012] IESC 10, [2012] 2 ILRM 305; 
Sheridan v Kelly [2006] IESC 26, [2006] 
1 IR 314; Bradley v Maher [2009] IEHC 
389, (Unrep, Clarke J, 31/7/2009); People 
(Director of  Public Prosecutions) v Conroy 
[1986] IR 460; People (Director of  Public 
Prosecutions) v Lynch [1982] IR 64 and 
Walshe v Fennessy [2005] IESC 51, [2005] 
3 IR 516 considered – Courts Act 1988 
(No 14), s 1 – Rules of  the Superior Courts 
1986 (SI 15/1986), O 36, r 7 – Trial by jury 
directed with issues concerning legality 
of  arrest and detention to be determined 
by trial judge (2012/8876P – Hogan J – 
14/1/2013) [2013] IEHC 5
F(D) v Garda Commissioner
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Jackson, The Right Honourable Lord 
Justice
Civil Procedure 2014
2014 ed
London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2014
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Hayes, Gary
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19 (2) 2014 Bar review 26

Candy, Colman
The assignment of  legal claims and 
prospects for litigation funding in Ireland
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PRISONS

Discipline
Application for judicial review – Sanctions 
for disciplinary offences – Possession 
of  mobile phone – Breaches of  prison 
discipline on multiple occasions – 
Whether respondent permitted to impose 
sanction consecutive to previous sanction 
– Powers of  respondent – Failure to 
exhaust alternative remedies – Right of  
ministerial petition – Interpretation of  
statute – Purposive construction – Whether 
respondent acted within power by imposing 
further sanction commencing after expiry 
of  original sanction – Orderly running of  
prisons – Whether respondent acted ultra 
vires – McCarron v Kearney [2010] IESC 
28, [2010] 2 IR 302; Mullins v Hartnett 
[1998] 4 IR 426 and DPP v Moorehouse 
[2005] IESC 52, [2006] 1 IR 421 considered 
– Prisons Act 2007 (No 10), ss 12, 13 and 
14 – Application refused (2012/822JR – 
McGovern J – 24/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 
427
McAuley v Governor of  Mountjoy Prison

PRIVACY

Library Acquisitions
Rengel, Alexandra
Privacy in the 21st century
The Netherlands : Martinus Nijhoff  
Publishers, 2013
M209.P7.C100

PRIVILEGE

Library Acquisitions
Higgins, Andrew
Leg a l  p ro fes s iona l  p r iv i l eg e  fo r 
corporations: a guide to four major 
common law jurisdictions
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N386.5

PROFESSIONS

Accountants
Disciplinary proceedings – Complaints 
regarding promotion of  investment 
schemes – Investigation of  complaints 
– Disciplinary tribunal – Preliminary 
applications made to tribunal – Appeal 
against refusal of  preliminary applications 
– Whether findings made by tribunal in 
relation to preliminary issues – Definition 
of  ‘finding’ under disciplinary bye-laws – 
Principle of  noscitur a sociis – Whether 
tribunal judged correctly that no jurisdiction 
to entertain appeal existed – Whether 
tribunal had jurisdiction to make costs 
order against applicant – Bourne v Norwich 
Crematorium Ltd [1967] 1 WLR 691 and 
Dillon v Minister for Posts and Telegraphs 
(Unrep, SC, 3/6/1981) considered – Costs 
order quashed (2012/715JR – Hogan J – 
2012/715JR) [2013] IEHC 220
Hynes v Appeal Tribunal of  the Chartered 
Accountancy Regulatory Board
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Articles
Desmond, Aaron
Defrauding the public purse; sentencing 
for revenue fraud
19 (2) 2014 Bar review 37

ROAD TRAFFIC

Statutory Instruments
Road Traffic Act 2006 (restriction on use 
of  mobile phones) regulations 2014
SI 178/2014

Road Traffic Act 2014 (certain provisions) 
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(commencement) order 2014
SI 147/2014

Road traffic (construction and use of  
vehicles) (amendment) regulations 2014
(DIR/96-53 [DIR/1996-53] Article 4(2)(a))
SI 166/2014

SOCIAL WELFARE

Benefit
Judicial review challenging decision refusing 
to pay illness benefit – Social security 
systems of  member states not harmonised 
– Frontier worker – Resident in one 
member state and working in another 
state – Criteria for benefit different in other 
member state – Co-ordination of  social 
security systems within the EU – Disparities 
between the social security legislation of  
member states – Whether social security 
application to be determined in jurisdiction 
where applicant last worked – Whether 
close link established – Commission v 
Germany (Case C-562/10) [2012] ER 
1-000; Elsen (Case C-135/99) [2000] ECR 
1-10409; Masgio (Case C-10/90) [1991] 
ECR 1-1134; Noij (Case C-140/08)[1991] 
ECR I387; Reichel-Albert (Case C-522/10) 
[2012] ECR I-000; Ten Holder (Case 
302/84) [1986] ECR1821; Van Heijningen 
(Case C-2/89) [1990] ECR 1-2821 and 
Waldermar Hudzinski (Case C-611/10 & 
C-612/10) [2012] ECR 1-000 considered – 
Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71, art 13(2)(f) 
– Regulation (EEC) No 2195/91 EEC, art 
2 – Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, arts 3(l)
(a),11(1), 11(3)(a), 11(3)(e) – Treaty on the 
Functioning of  the European Union, arts 
48 and 267 – Questions referred to ECJ; 
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Kelly v Minister for Social Protection
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level – Whether grant scheme annual in 
nature – Legitimate expectation – Test 
to be applied – Whether representations 
made concerning student grants – Whether 
representations made to identifiable group 
– Whether reasonable expectation of  
continuance of  regular practice – Whether 
exceptional circumstances – Whether 
economic emergency constituting public 
policy basis for decision – Whether decision 
to change eligibility criteria for non-adjacent 
student grants ought to be quashed – 
Glencar Exploration plc v Mayo County 
Council (No 2) [2002] 1 IR 84 applied 
– Curran v Minister for Education and 
Science [2009] IEHC 378, [2009] 4 IR 300 
approved – DB v Minister for Health [2003] 
3 IR 12 and Power v Minister for Social and 
Family Affairs [2006] IEHC 170, [2007] 1 
IR 543 considered – Student Support Act 
2011 (No 4), s 6 – Application refused 
(2011/614JR – Hedigan J – 25/4/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 200
McCarthy v Minister for Education and Skills
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Hepatitis C and HIV Compensation 
Tribunal – Spouse – Cohabitation – Criteria 
to be applied – Whether cohabitation 
giving rise to entitlement to compensation 
– Whether minimum qualification period 
applied – Literal approach – Natural and 
ordinary meaning of  words – Clear and 
unambiguous intention of  legislature 
– Statute directed at public at large – 
Inspector of  Taxes v Kiernan [1981] IR 
117; DB v Minister for Health [2003] 3 IR 
12; MO’C v Minister for Heatlh [2002] 1 
IR 232; CM v Minister for Health [2011] 
IEHC 132, (Unrep, Irvine J, 18/2/2011) 
– Huxtable v Huxtable (1899) 68 LPJ 83 
considered – Civil Liability Act 1961 (No 
41), s 47 – Hepatitis C Compensation 
Tribunal Act 1997 (No 34), ss 1, 3, 3A, 3B, 
3C, 4 and 5 – Interpretation Act 2005 (No 
23), ss 5 and 6 – Hepatitis C Compensation 
Tribunal (Amendment) Act 2006 (No 22) 
– Civil Partnership and Certain Rights and 
Obligations of  Cohabitants Act 2010 (No 
24), s 172 – Appeal allowed (2011/4CT – 
Irvine J – 30/3/2012) [2012] IEHC 204
C(R) v Minister for Health and Children

TAXATION

Library Acquisitions
Buckley, Michael
Capital tax acts 2014 : stamp duties, capital 
acquisitions tax and local property tax
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional Limited, 
2014
M335.C5.Z14

Statutory Instruments
Disabled drivers and disabled passengers 
(tax concessions) (amendment) regulations 
2014
SI 139/2014

TERRORISM

Articles
Brooke, David
Radical preachers and national security: 
present day echoes of  Hobbes’s leviathan
2014 (32) (8) Irish law times 115

TORT

Conspiracy
Murder – Claim for damages on behalf  
of  statutory dependents of  deceased – 
Alleged actionable conspiracy – Whether 
defendants estopped from denying liability 
at common law for conspiracy where issue 
decided in criminal proceedings – Abuse of  
process – Concurrent wrongdoers – Joint 
and several liability – Damages – Heads 
of  loss – Solatium – Dependency claim 
– Special damages – Nervous shock – 
Psychological injuries – Edward Noel Kelly 
v Ireland [1986] ILRM 318; Breathnach v 
Ireland [1989] IR 489 and Taylor v Smyth 
[1991] 1 IR 142 considered – Civil Liability 
Act 1961 (No 41) s 11 – Damages awarded 
(2000/12044P – Irvine J – 9/10/13) [2012] 
IEHC 422
Madden v Doohan

Personal injuries
Road traffic accident – Pedestrian struck 
at junction – Allegations of  negligence 
against local authority – Alleged failure to 
make proper provision for crossing road 
during construction works – Liability – 
Whether local authority negligent regarding 
management of  dangerous junction – 
Whether driver negligent – Contributory 
negligence – Injuries – Assessment of  
damages – Reddy v Bates [1983] IR 141 
considered – Judgment granted against 
local authority (2011/7570P – Irvine J – 
21/12/2012) [2012] IEHC 566
Burgess v Mulholland
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Personal injuries
Injuries to plaintiff  caused upon sudden 
braking of  bus – Braking to avoid injury 
to child – Whether bus driver could have 
brought bus gently to halt – Public service 
vehicle – Duty of  care to passengers – 
Duty of  care to other road users – Use 
of  expert witnesses – Expert opinions – 
Whether accident might have been avoided 
– Whether driver reacted appropriately 
to potential hazard – Claim dismissed 
(2010/5425P – Charleton J – 11/10/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 398
Flynn v Bus Átha Cliath

Personal injuries
Dismissal of  proceedings – False and 
misleading evidence – Road traffic accident 
– Injuries to plaintiff  when passenger in 
own car – Claim that car driven by driver 
not named on insurance policy – Denial of  
liability by insurer – Whether exclusion of  
liability for injury to passenger void under 
Directive – Whether false or misleading 
evidence knowingly given by plaintiff  – 
Whether dismissal would result in specific 
injustice – Quinn v Midwestern Health 
Board (Unrep, O’Sullivan J, 14/10/2003) 
considered – Claim dismissed (2011/5498P 
– Ryan J – 12/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 153
Ludlow v Unsworth

Personal injuries
Work place accident – Fall from scaffolding 
– Liability for injuries caused to plaintiff  
– Application for dismissal of  action 
on grounds that plaintiff  gave false or 
misleading evidence – Obligation on 
employer to have safe system of  work – 
Failure of  system of  work – Contributory 
negligence – False and misleading evidence 
regarding claim for loss of  earnings – 
Burden of  proof  on defendant seeking 
dismissal – Whether false or misleading 
evidence given in material respect – 
Abandonment of  original account of  
accident –Ahern v Bus Éireann [2011] IESC 
44, (Unrep, SC, 2/12/2011); Dunleavy v 
Swan Park Ltd [2011] IEHC 232, (Unrep, 
O’Neill J, 27/5/2011); Farrell v Dublin 
Bus [2010] IEHC 327, (Unrep, Quirke J, 
30/7/2010); Higgins v Caldark Ltd [2010] 
IEHC 527, (Unrep, Quirke J, 18/11/2011) 
and Nolan v Mitchell [2012] IEHC 151, 
(Unrep, Smyth J, 20/1/2012) considered 
– Civil Liability and Courts Act 2004 (No 
31), s 26 – Action dismissed (2009/7296P 
– Ryan J – 26/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 441
Meehan v BKNS Curtain Walling Systems 
Limited

Personal injuries
Road traffic accident – Passenger in car 
driven by uninsured driver – Knowledge 
of  plaintiff  as to absence of  insurance – 

Onus on MIBI to prove actual knowledge 
on balance of  probabilities – Contributory 
negligence – Whether plaintiff  knew or 
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Truth Commissions and the rule of Law
BrEnDan gOgarTy BL*

prosecutions, reparations, truth-seeking, institutional reform, 
vetting and dismissals or a combination thereof ”2. 

The right of  individuals to know the truth is a core aspect 
of  transitional justice, a right which is supported by several 
treaty bodies, regional courts and international tribunals3. 
Truth commissions have become a symbol of  transitional 
justice in countries as diverse as El Salvador, Timor–Leste 
and Liberia. They differ from Commissions of  Inquiry 
which operate under more narrowly defined mandates. 
Likewise they differ from prosecutions which occur in case 
specific courtroom settings. In short, truth commissions 
are non-judicial investigative bodies which map patterns of  
past violence and identify the causes and consequences of  
these destructive events. Certain of  these bodies embrace a 
broader (and more ambitious) role in the form of  “truth and 
reconciliation” commissions. 

Objectives
The objectives of  a truth commission are the commission’s 
raison d’etre and enunciate the contributions and outcomes 
expected of  the commission. Every mandate enunciates its 
objectives differently, expressing priorities that derive from 
local circumstances. Whilst there have been wide variations 
in the mandates of  these bodies, certain aims inform the 
work of  most commissions. These have been identified as:

1. To establish an accurate record of  a country’s past, 
clarify uncertain events, and lift the lid of  silence 
and denial from a contentious and painful period 
of  history.

2. To hear, respect and respond to the needs of  
victims and survivors.

3. To  he lp  coun te r  impun i t y  and  make 
recommendat ions  to  advance  cr imina l 
responsibility. 

4. To evaluate institutional responsibility for abuses 
and to outline the reforms needed to prevent 
further abuses.

5. To “promote reconciliation”4.

These objectives may appear obvious but can be difficult to 
achieve due to a lack of  real political will, lack of  resources 
and, at times, unrealistic expectations of  what can be achieved.

2 The Rule of  Law and Transitional Justice in Conflict and Post 
Conflict Societies. Report of  the Secretary General of  the United 
Nations, 23rd August 2004.

3 The Right to Truth; Resolution adopted by the Human Rights 
Council of  the United Nations: 27th September 2012.

4 Unspeakable Truths: Transitional Justice and the Challenges of  
Truth Commissions, Priscilla B. Hayner, Second Edition, Chapter 
3.

Introduction
It is increasingly common for countries emerging from civil 
war or authoritarian rule to create a truth commission to 
operate during the immediate post-transition period. These 
commissions – officially sanctioned, temporary, non-judicial, 
investigative bodies – are granted a relatively short period 
for statement-taking, investigations, research and public 
hearings, before completing their work with a final public 
report. While truth commissions do not replace the need for 
prosecutions, they do offer some form of  accounting for the 
past, and have thus been of  particular interest in situations 
where prosecutions for mass crimes are unlikely-owing to 
either a lack of  capacity of  the judicial system or a de facto 
or a de jure amnesty. 

Truth commissions first emerged as a transitional justice 
mechanism in Uganda in 1974. Typically they have emerged 
from states which have experienced the transition from 
authoritarian to democratic rule, against the backdrop of  
mass human rights violations. Truth commissions share 
various strands as is evident from their mandates. However 
there is no set model for a typical truth commission. Their 
nature is informed by the individual history of  a given 
state/region, the crimes to be considered, the periods under 
investigation, the weakness of  judicial and prosecutorial 
systems, together with the political and societal willingness 
to ensure the right of  truth, its scope and implementation1. 
Some forty truth commissions have come into being since 
the early 1980s.

Transitional Justice
In post-conflict states, it is probable that the majority of  
those who authorised and/or carried out mass human 
rights violations will never face prosecution. The concept 
of  transitional justice is, in part, a tacit recognition of  this 
reality. Transitional justice embraces a range of  processes 
to deal with past abuses. These processes “include both 
judicial and non-judicial mechanisms, with differing levels 
of  international involvement (or none at all) and individual 

* This article is the final article in a series of  three articles written by this 
author examining rule of  law issues. The first article “Democratisation 
and the Rule of  Law” (Bar Review: July 2013) considered the 
importance of  democratic structures to the rule of  law. The second 
article “The Rule of  Law: What it is and What it does” (Bar Review: 
December 2013) examined the evolution of  the rule of  law and future 
developments. 

The author has been a member of  missions with the President 
Carter Center, the U.N., E.U. and O.S.C.E. in the Balkans and Latin 
America. He underwent training in Stadtschlaining International 
University for Conflict Studies in Austria and is co-founder of  the 
Guatemala-Ireland Association. 

1 The Right to the Truth: Resolution adopted by the Human Rights 
Council of  the U.N., 27th September 2012.
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and the consequences of  abuse. The commission must obtain 
information on historical events by interviewing witnesses 
and survivors, examining documents, and visiting places that 
may contain evidence, such as detention sites6. 

Earlier commissions such as those of  Argentina and Chile 
were hampered by their limited powers. However the South 
African Commission gave rise to a new model which was 
equipped with powers of  subpoena, search and seizure and 
witness protection, alongside powers to hold public hearings 
and to conduct questioning under oath.7

The possession of  these quasi-judicial powers has enabled 
commissions to surmount previous deficiencies which limited 
their abilities to conduct investigations and to uncover the 
truth. 

Strengths and Weaknesses
Clarification of  the truth about past events is considered 
essential in order for transitional societies to come to terms 
with their pasts, prevent recurrences of  atrocities and 
move forward to a reconciled future. Apart from helping 
to establish truths, they can promote the accountability of  
perpetrators of  abuses. They may compliment the work of  
criminal prosecutors by gathering, organising and preserving 
evidence that can be used in prosecutions, depending on 
the mandate provisions. By providing a public platform 
for victims who may have been long ignored and forgotten 
by the public, the commission can promote reconciliation 
through a facing-up to past atrocities and providing reparation 
programmes8.

Notwithstanding these benefits, there remains the 
fear of  a “trade-off ” between truth and justice combined 
with amnesty arrangements. In addition there is on-going 
controversy as to whether a commission should publicly name 
perpetrators. What is also clear is the concept of  a single 
objective truth is a false construct. Indeed, the South African 
TRC referred to four notions of  truth: factual or forensic; 
personal or narrative; social; and healing or restorative. In 
effect there may be different types and levels of  truth which 
have been described as macro and micro truth. The former 
encompasses the structural causes of  violence at the national 
level, whilst the latter encompasses the circumstances of  
particular crimes and the individuals responsible for them. 
The establishment of  “micro-truth” would seem to lie more 
appropriately with prosecutorial institutions, which engage 
in close scrutiny of  specific cases and whose focus is on the 
culpability of  individuals9.

Truth and Amnesty 
Most truth commissions do not have the power to grant 
amnesty. The majority recommend that there be criminal 
prosecutions (or judicial investigations leading to possible 
prosecutions), and they may turn over any evidence they have 

6 Truth Seeking: Elements of  Creating an Effective Truth 
Commission: I.C.T.J., 2013, Page 23.

7 South Africa: Promotion of  National Unity and Reconciliation 
Act, No. 34 of  1995.

8 Reconciliation after Violent Conflict: International Institute for 
Democracy and Electoral Assistance, 2003.

9 Truth Commissions and the Criminal Courts: Alison Bissett, 
Cambridge University Press 2012.

Functions
The functions of  a truth commission are the activities 
required to achieve its objectives. Clarifying these activities 
in the mandate will provide guidance to commissioners as 
they design their inquiry, allocate resources, and establish 
the organisational structures necessary to carry out their 
work. The following functions are often included in truth 
commission mandates, in part or in full:

•	 To prepare and submit a report of  its findings and 
recommendations to national authorities and the 
public.

•	 To receive and compile information provided by 
direct statements, as well as from archives and 
other documentary sources.

•	 To conduct investigations and research.
•	 To protect the integrity and well being of  victims 

and witnesses.
•	 To conduct public communication activities, such 

as public hearings, educational events, etc.
•	 To support other transitional justice policies, such 

as trials, reparations and vetting.
•	 To carry out events promoting reconciliation, at 

the national or local level5.

The above functions are interlinked with the operational 
aspects of  truth commissions, in particular their membership 
and investigative powers.

Operational Aspects
(A) Selection of Commissioners

It is widely accepted that no factor will more define the 
success or otherwise of  a commission than the make-up of  
its membership. All mandates will specify the number of  
commissioners, their qualifications and selection methods. 
To ensure credibility and broad support, it is obvious that 
representatives of  political parties, factions or former 
armed groups should be disqualified from the commission 
membership. Likewise it seems obvious that appointment 
through a consultative process would attract the greatest 
support. In South Africa selection was based on a process 
which entailed an independent selection panel and a public 
interview of  finalists. Further variants in selection methods 
are illustrated by that method adopted in Ecuador, where a 
number of  commissioners were selected directly by non-
government organisations and in Guatemala where one of  
the three commissioners was selected from a list proposed by 
university presidents. As the commissioners are the “public 
face” of  the commission, great care must be taken in their 
selection. 

(B) Investigative Powers

Truth commissions cannot fulfil their primary aims in 
the absence of  robust investigatory powers. Mandates 
may authorise commissions to investigate human rights 
violations, political strategies, local histories, specific cases 

5 Drafting a Truth Commission Mandate: A Practical Tool, I.C.T.J., 
2013.
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the South African commission, known for its amnesty 
granting powers, urged that prosecutions take place where 
there was evidence of  a serious crime, and in those cases 
where the accused had not sought or had been denied 
amnesty17. Examples of  where truth commissions have 
complemented criminal tribunals include Argentina, Peru, 
and Sierra Leone. 

In order to deal with past atrocities, Sierra Leone 
established a Truth and Reconciliation (TRC) and also the 
Special Court for Sierra Leone. The establishment of  the 
TRC and the Special Court was a two-track process where 
truth-seeking and reconciliation co-existed with criminal 
accountability. Importantly, this was the first time that a 
truth commission had run simultaneous to an international 
or hybrid court, with both international and national judges18. 
The Special Court for Sierra Leone was created in January 
2002 through an agreement between the U.N. and the 
government of  Sierra Leone to try those most responsible 
for violations of  international humanitarian law and Sierra 
Leonean law during the country’s civil war. 

When the Special Court closed in December 2013, it 
was the first of  the U.N. backed tribunals to successfully 
complete its mandate. The Special Court’s sentencing of  
former Liberian President, Charles Taylor, was the first 
conviction of  a former Head of  State since Nuremberg. Both 
the TRC and the Special Court also had successes in the area 
of  gender-based crimes against humanity. 

Guatemala: A Tale of Two Commissions
The armed conflict in Guatemala began in the 1960s and 
lasted until 1996, when peace agreements were signed. The 
death toll is estimated to be two hundred thousand. The 
war also resulted in fifty thousand “disappearances “, one 
and a half  million internally displaced persons, one hundred 
thousand refugees and two hundred thousand orphaned 
children19. State forces were responsible for 92% of  the 
arbitrary executions and 91% of  the forced disappearances. 
83% of  fully identified victims were ethnically Mayan20. The 
massacres, scorched earth operations, forced disappearances, 
and the systematic use of  rape destroyed many Mayan 
communities. The devastation of  the Mayan people was part 
of  a State planned policy of  annihilation i.e. genocide. This is 
a central conclusion of  the Guatemalan Truth Commission 
(the CEH). 

In the history of  truth commissions, Guatemala 
occupies a unique position, having hosted two independent 
commissions with markedly different institutional affiliations; 
the United Nations sponsored Commission for Historical 
Clarification (CEH) and the Project for the Recovery of  
Historical Memory (REHMI) which was sponsored by 
the Catholic Archdiocese of  Guatemala. Unlike the South 

Amnesty International 2010. See also Truth Commissions and the 
Criminal Courts: Alison Bissett 2012.

17 Unspeakable Truths, Priscilla B. Hayner, 2011.
18 Gender and Transitional Justice Programming: A Review of  Peru, 

Sierra Leone and Rwanda (UNIFEM), 2010.
19 What Happened To The Women? Gender and Reparation for 

Human Rights Violations, New York. 2006.( Chapter 2). 
20 Guatemala: Memory of  Silence: Report of  the Commission for 

Historical Clarification (Conclusions and Recommendations).

to prosecuting authorities. A commission may take one of  the 
following approaches to the amnesty issue: (a) recommend 
prosecutions, (b) grant or recommend amnesty or (c) grant 
limited and conditional waiver of  criminal responsibility, 
which is a form of  plea bargain10. South Africa is well known 
for a truth commission that had amnesty-granting powers. 
In this instance, amnesty applicants were required to show 
that their crimes were politically motivated. Applicants were 
further required to fully and publicly disclose details of  the 
crimes in order for qualify for amnesty. Given the requirement 
for public disclosure, the truth-for-amnesty offer was 
probably attractive only to those who feared a serious threat 
of  successful prosecution. The limited impact of  the South 
African amnesty provision is reflected in the final report of  
the commission which noted that most applicants were the 
“trigger-pullers” and not their leadership. 

Since 1999, the United Nations has prohibited its 
representatives from backing amnesties to perpetrators of  
serious crimes under international law11. Cases of  gross 
human rights violations include torture, extra-judicial 
executions and enforced disappearance12. U.N. disapproval 
of  amnesty provisions is reflected in the Updated Set of  
Principles for the Protection and Promotion of  Human 
Rights through action to combat Impunity13. These Principles 
recognise that impunity violates the rights of  victims to truth, 
justice and reparation. Furthermore amnesty measures are 
viewed as incompatible with a State’s obligation to punish 
serious crimes covered by international law14. Not only is it a 
moral obligation and a legal requirement under international 
law to bring to justice perpetrators of  human rights violations, 
it is also the practical option for two reasons. First, without 
punishment there will be no deterrent to prevent military 
or other forces from carrying out violations in the future. 
Secondly, accountability is an essential pre-requisite for a 
successful democratic transition. This being so, amnesty 
provisions which encapsulate crimes that qualify as crimes 
under international law are generally not considered 
appropriate15. In addition, the International Criminal Court, 
which is a permanent international criminal tribunal, adds a 
significant dimension to combating impunity. 

Prosecutions: The Special Court for Sierra Leone 
There is a growing consensus that truth commissions and 
criminal trials bring distinct benefits to transitional states 
and that they ought not to be viewed as mutually exclusive 
alternatives, but as contemporaneous complements16. Even 

10 Rule-of-Law Tools for Post Conflict States: Truth Commissions, 
U.N. 2006.

11 Unspeakable Truths, Priscilla B. Hayner, Second Edition at Page 
105.

12 As to enforced disappearance see the International Convention 
for the Protection of  All Persons from Enforced Disappearance 
and also Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances: Office of  the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights: Fact Sheet 
No. 6/Rev. 3.

13 8th February 2005. 
14 O.H.C.R. Seminar on the Prevention of  Genocide, 21st January 

2009, Geneva.
15 See further (a) Rule-of-Law Tools for Post-Conflict States: 

Amnesties; U.N. 2009; (b) Truth Commissions and Criminal Justice, 
Amnesty International 2010.

16 Commissioning Justice: Truth Commissions and Criminal Justice, 
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with their tormentors, who in turn do nothing. Whatever of  
national or political reconciliation, true reconciliation at the 
individual level is a much more difficult task. Consequently 
it is recognised that “(a)t best commissions can help to 
create better conditions for reconciliation by encouraging 
institutional reform and changes in the political culture of  a 
state, and by restoring the dignity of  those most effected by 
violence”24. In other words, commissions can bring about 
“better conditions” which are conducive to reconciliation 
and to expect more than that is unwise. Some examples of  
commissions that have addressed reconciliation include: 
the East Timorese Commission on Reception, Truth and 
Reconciliation and the Peruvian Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission.

Reparations
It is not unusual for a commission to find that many victims 
come to it expecting to receive reparations. Reparation 
programmes are designed to redress systematic violations 
of  human rights by providing a range of  benefits to victims. 
These can include monetary compensation, medical and 
psychological serves, healthcare, educational support, return 
of  property, and also official apologies, building museums 
and memorials, and establishing days of  commemoration. 
The United Nations re-affirmed the right of  victims to 
reparations in 2005 through the adoption of  the Basic Principles 
and Guidelines on the Right to Remedy and Reparation for Victims of  
Gross Violations of  International Human Rights Law and Serious 
Violations of  International Humanitarian Law.25

Effective and speedy reparations are an important aspect 
of  promoting reconciliation but may leave much to be 
desired. This is understandable in countries emerging from 
bloody conflicts with vast numbers of  victims and with little 
financial resources. The Peruvian reparation policy is perhaps 
the most widely consulted, whilst that of  South Africa “was 
a source of  great bitterness and anger, and for some was an 
indictment of  the entire truth commission process,” being 
seen by many as too little, too late26. Reparation programmes 
are particularly important for women and children, where 
often the death or incapacitation of  a husband or son, cause 
a family to face considerable hardships.

Key Challenges
It is a simple fact that not all violations can be investigated, 
due to the imbalance between the number of  victims and 
available resources. The lack of  resources and inability to 
hear each and every case, means that difficult choices must 
be made. This may result in a representative sample of  
individual cases being chosen and events being investigated 
in the context of  a final over-all identification of  patterns 
of  violence, institutional responsibilities etc. at the macro-
level. However these realities can erode the credibility of  
commissions from the perspectives of  those victims, who 
offered testimony and sought the truth concerning their 
individual cases, individual truths to which they are each 

24 Truth Seeking: Elements of  Creating an Effective Truth 
Commission: ICTJ, 2013 at Page 12.

25 General Assembly Resolution: A/Res/60/147.
26 Unspeakable Truths, Priscilla B. Hayner, 2nd Edition, Chapter 12.

African TRC which possessed powers of  amnesty, neither 
the CEH or REHMI had this facility.

Of  all possible formulas for a truth commission, 
Guatemala’s was thought to be one of  the weakest. The 
Historical Clarification Commission could not subpoena 
witnesses or records, nor could it name perpetrators. The 
three-person commission could not “attribute responsibility 
to any individual in its work, recommendations and report,” 
its work was not to have “any judicial aim or effect” and it 
was given only six months to conclude its work. Ultimately, 
it operated for a period of  eighteen months and during 
which period it collected oral testimonies from some nine 
thousand deponents.

Due to its limited powers, it was expected that the CEH 
would produce an ineffective report. Nonetheless the CEH, 
in February 1999, presented a hard-hitting report which 
shocked observers. It concluded that “agents of  the State of  
Guatemala” committed acts of  genocide, a highly significant 
finding as this crime was not covered under Guatemala’s 
national amnesty law. Whilst the CEH could not name 
perpetrators, it was not impossible to identify the names of  
military commanders in charge of  various units with reference 
to dates and locations. It was concluded that the “majority of  
human rights violations occurred with the knowledge or by 
order of  the highest authorities of  the State”, leaving open 
the prospect of  prosecutions. 

By virtue of  the perceived weaknesses in the powers 
of  the Historical Classification Commission (CEH), the 
Human Rights Office of  the Archdiocese of  Guatemala set 
up the REMHI project in order to reinforce the Historical 
Clarification Commission21. Unlike the Commission, REMHI 
could name both perpetrators and victims. Taken together the 
CEH and REMHI projects, one being U.N. sponsored and 
the other being Church based, offer a unique example of  the 
way in which truth commissions with significantly different 
institutional affiliations can work in co-operation to produce 
a broader knowledge and understanding of  past conflicts, in 
the pursuit of  truth and reconciliation.

Reconciliation 
Many truth commissions have the explicit goal of  
fostering national reconciliation and specifically incorporate 
“reconciliation” in their mandate and/or title. However, 
within the arena of  transitional justice it has proved to be 
a complex term. Perhaps this is because “reconciliation” 
in this context in both a goal and also a lengthy and 
difficult process “through which a society moves from a 
divided past to a shared future”.22 That process is directly 
influenced by the instruments of  truth-telling, restorative 
justice and reparation.23 Unfortunately there is no guarantee 
that reconciliation can be achieved. It may be beyond the 
capacities of  many to engage in reconciliation, considering 
the barbarity of  the crimes committed and their long-term 
impacts. For some, the political discourse of  reconciliation 
is entirely immoral, where victims are requested to reconcile 

21 The Recovery of  the Historic Memory Project (REMHI) that led 
to the Guatemala’s: Never Again Report.

22 Reconciliation after Violent Conflict. International Institute for 
Democracy and Electoral Assistance 2003.

23 See 22 above.



entitled. Further challenges arise in defining the precise 
parameters of  a commission’s investigations, the naming of  
alleged perpetrators in hearings or in reports, the definition of  
a “victim”27 and the nature of  the crimes to be investigated. 
The definition of  “victim” and that of  “politically motivated 
crime” is important in the context of  the right to be heard, the 
issue of  accountability and access to schemes of  reparation. 
The implementation of  commission recommendations is also 
an area of  considerable difficulty, when powerful sectors of  
society are discomfited by a commission’s findings.

The greatest challenge currently facing truth commissions 
concerns the expansion of  their mandates. This challenge was 
highlight in a report of  the U.N’s Special Rapporteur on Truth and 
Justice in 2013. He identified that commissions are expected 
to address a broader array of  violations, occurring over 
longer periods of  time, where the objective has shifted from 
clarification of  cases to comprehensive analysis of  whole 
contexts and underlying causes, motivating, in turn, the call 
for comprehensive reform proposals. The Special Rapporteur 
found “commissions that are laden with objectives which 

27 For example, this definitional difficulty may arise where a 
perpetrator acted under duress or in the case of  child soldiers as 
victim-perpetrators, a matter which was first considered in the 
Report of  the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of  Sierra 
Leone.

they have no means to satisfy will predictably disappoint 
expectations”28. In short the effectiveness and credibility 
of  truth commissions is endangered by ever expanding 
mandates.

Conclusion
Truth commissions can be important instruments for the 
redress of  widespread violations in the absence of  properly 
functioning legal systems. They have evolved over time 
from early models focusing on the “when and why” of  
what happened to models incorporating reconciliation 
objectives. However current trends indicate an almost 
open-ended expansion of  functions. Increasingly expansive 
mandates may place at risk the moral authority of  truth 
commissions and their ability to grapple with potentially 
excessive expectations. Their mandates need to be drafted 
so as to avoid overly-ambitious objectives which they cannot 
reasonably achieve with limited resources, and such that they 
can focus on providing effective recognition for victims’ 
needs, in particular the need for both truth and justice. ■

28 Report of  the Special Rapporteur on the promotion of  Truth, 
Justice, Reparation and Guarantees of  Non-Recurrence, Pablo de 
Greiff: 28th August 2013.

Achtung Minen! 
How the Euro’s path to safety has been 
blocked by the German Constitutional 
Court

Anthony Moore BL*

The European sovereign debt crisis began in 2010, resulting 
in the Greek bailout, and from 2011 onwards, it entered a new 
and dangerous phase as the attention of  investors focused 
on the Spanish and Italian economies, pushing yields on their 
government debt to unsustainable levels. Spain and Italy 
were widely classed as “too big to fail, too big to bail,” and 
the crisis led to speculation that they would have to exit the 
euro, leading to the unravelling of  the currency.

Against this background, on the 26th July, 2012, the 
President of  the ECB, Mario Draghi, stated that “Within 
our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve 
the euro.” Less than two months later, on the 6th September, 
2012, the ECB announced a decision on Outright Monetary 

* Anthony Moore LL.B. (Ling. Germ.) (Dubl), LL.M. (Cantab).

Transactions (“OMTs”), the objective of  which was to 
safeguard two key goals, namely the singleness of  the 
monetary policy and an appropriate monetary policy 
transmission, i.e. the process by which it aims to influence 
prices in the Eurozone via its interest rates. 

The ECB considers OMTs to be a non-standard monetary 
policy instrument, which envisaged the purchase by the ECB 
of  government bonds on secondary bond markets up to an 
unlimited amount, focusing, in particular, on sovereign bonds 
with a maturity of  between one and three years. OMTs would 
be subject to “strict conditionality,” whereby the Member 
State whose bonds were being purchased would have to 
comply with an appropriate European Financial Stability 
Facility (“EFSF”) or European Stability Mechanism “(ESM”) 
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be noted that the financial structure of  the eurozone differs 
from other major economies, in that banks are the primary 
source of  funding for households and firms. By contrast, in 
the United States, the situation is reversed. This difference 
in financial structure significantly influences the manner in 
which the ESCB implements monetary policy. 

Monetary policy decisions are centralised at the level of  
the ECB’s Governing Council, but their implementation is 
decentralised and conducted by the Eurosystem, which is 
composed of  the ECB and the national central banks of  
the eurozone members. This mainly consists of  refinancing 
operations, which are the first link in the chain of  monetary 
policy transmission, and help to set the marginal cost of  the 
refinancing of  banks in the various eurozone member states.2

Moreover, prior to the onset of  the financial and sovereign 
debt crises, fiscal indiscipline and economic misgovernance 
had given rise to large debt to GDP ratios in some of  the 
eurozone members. As the crises unfolded, investors in 
government debt began to differentiate between their bonds 
and those of  members in sounder financial health, giving 
rise to the differences in yields and spreads discussed above. 
Government bonds act as benchmarks for private-sector 
lending rates, and the unwillingness of  investors to purchase 
the bonds of  the affected eurozone member states began to 
impair the transmission of  the ECB’s decisions on interest 
rates to the real economy in those states, with potentially 
adverse implications for public and private lending costs and, 
ultimately, price stability.

Relevant legal provisions
The TFEU contains a number of  provisions pertaining to the 
ECB/ESCB and its functions, some of  which are set out in 
express terms. However, in assessing whether or not any acts 
carried out by the ECB comply with those provisions, it is 
important to bear in mind that the ECJ/CJEU acknowledges 
in its caselaw an entitlement to act on the basis of  powers 
implied from specific Treaty provisions: see, for instance, 
C-22/70 Commission v. Council; Opinion-2/94 Accession by the 
EC to the ECHR.

Under Article 127.1 TFEU, the ECB’s primary function 
is to maintain price stability and, without prejudice to that, 
it is also obliged to support the general economic policies in 
the Union with a view to contributing to the achievement of  
the objectives of  the Union, as laid down in Article 3 TEU. 

As the ECB points out on its website, the objective of  
price stability refers to the general level of  prices in the 
economy, and implies avoiding both prolonged inflation and 
deflation. “Price stability” is undefined in the TFEU, but the 
ECB’s Governing Council has defined it as follows:-

“Price stability is defined as a year-on-year increase in 
the Harmonised Index of  Consumer Prices (HICP) 
for the euro area of  below 2%.”3

2 For further detail see The ECB’s Non-Standard Monetary Policy Measures 
– The Role of  Institutional Factors and Financial Structure, ECB Working 
Paper Series No. 1528, April, 2013. 

3 http://www.ecb.europa.eu/mopo/strategy/pricestab/html/index.
en.html

programme.1 The ECB stated that it would consider engaging 
in OMTs as long as such conditionality was fully respected, 
and would end them once their objectives had been achieved 
or where there was non-compliance with the programme. 
Liquidity created by OMTs would be “sterilised”, meaning 
that the ECB would remove as many euros from the system 
as it created by buying bonds. The OMT decision also 
indicated that the ESCB would accept the same treatment 
as private or other creditors with respect to bonds issued 
by euro area countries and purchased by the Eurosystem 
through OMTs. This meant that private investors in bonds 
need not have any fear that the ECSB would have the status 
of  a preferred creditor in the event of  a eurozone Member 
State defaulting on its debts, which would potentially have 
made them reluctant to purchase such bonds in the first place.

Although the ECB has yet to engage in OMTs, the 
announcement of  the decision resulted in yields falling 
as market participants realised that the ECB was ready to 
stand as a “lender of  last resort” for the government bonds 
in question. 

The OMT decision led, however, to a number of  
challenges being brought in the German Constitutional Court 
(“GCC”) in which it was claimed that the OMT decision was 
incompatible with Article 119, Article 123 and Article 127.1 
and 127.2 of  the Treaty on the Functioning of  the European 
Union (“TFEU”) and Article 17 et seq. of  the ESCB Statute.

Decision of the German Constitutional Court
On the 14th January, 2014, the GCC delivered a judgment 
in which it stated that it considered the OMT decision to 
be incompatible with various Articles of  the TFEU, and 
it decided to refer a number of  questions to the CJEU, 
the key ones being (1) whether the OMT decision was 
incompatible with Article 119 and Article 127.1 and 127.2 
TFEU, and with Articles 17 to 24 of  the ESCB Statute, for 
exceeding the ECB’s monetary policy mandate, as set out 
in those provisions, and thus infringing the powers of  the 
Member States and (2) whether the decision of  the ECB was 
incompatible with the prohibition of  monetary financing 
enshrined in Article 123 TFEU. 

ECB monetary policy and context in which it is 
framed
In Pringle v Government of  Ireland (C-370/2012, 27 November, 
2012), the CJEU noted that the TFEU refers to the objectives, 
but not the instruments of  monetary policy. Although the 
phrase “monetary policy” is not defined in the Treaties or 
in the ESCB Statute, they provide some guidance on what 
it entails. The crucial issue before the CJEU will be whether 
or not the OMT decision can be classed as an instrument 
of  monetary policy.

In doing so, it must bear in mind the manner in which 
the ECB transmits its monetary policy. In this regard, it must 

1 The EFSF was established as temporary rescue mechanism and was 
effectively superseded by the creation of  the ESM in October, 2010. 
As of  the 1st July, 2013, the EFSF is no longer entitled to engage 
in new financing programmes or to enter into new loan facility 
agreements. The ESM is now the sole and permanent mechanism 
for responding to new requests for financial assistance by eurozone 
member states.
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fell. It held at paragraph 56 that a measure could not be held 
to be equivalent to a monetary policy measure simply because 
it might have indirect effects on the stability of  the euro, 
which enabled it to conclude that the establishment of  the 
ESM fell within the area of  economic policy.4 

Bearing in mind the wording of  Article 127 TFEU, key 
issues for the CJEU are likely to be whether or not the OMT 
decision can be said to help to maintain price stability and 
whether or not it provides support for the general economic 
policies in the Union.

(a) Price stability

The manner in which the interest rate transmission chain 
functions suggests that the decision arguably helped to 
maintain price stability. Before the ECB announced the 
OMT decision, its ability to influence borrowing costs in 
those countries’ economies by setting interest rates, a key 
function of  any central bank worth the name, was in danger 
of  being rendered entirely nugatory. Rising borrowing costs 
in those countries would inevitably have had deflationary 
effects, either through the passing on of  such costs to the 
public and private sectors or through a credit crunch which 
undermined economic activity. Such outcomes, would in turn, 
have adversely affected price stability. 

Against this backdrop, the ECB would appear to have 
been entitled under the TFEU and the ESCB Statute to 
intervene to prevent this by ensuring proper transmission of  
its monetary policy. Bearing in mind the content of  Article 
12 of  the ESCB Statue, the OMT decision would appear 
capable of  being classed as a decision “relating to key interest 
rates,” and therefore to fall within the area of  monetary 
policy as contemplated in the Statute. The ECB is not 
expressly precluded by Article 123 TFEU from engaging in 
the purchases envisaged in the decision and may be said to 
have the implied power to do so. This would be consistent 
with Article 18 of  the Statute which entitles it to purchase 
“marketable instruments” (a term potentially capable of  
encompassing such bonds) in order “to achieve its objectives and 
to carry out its tasks.”

By appearing to have reduced yields on the bonds of  debt-
burdened eurozone members, and restored the relationship 
between the interest rates set by the ECB and the actual costs 
of  borrowing for and, hence, in such countries, the mere 
announcement of  the OMT decision can therefore be said 
to have had the desired effects of  safeguarding the singleness 
of  the monetary policy and an appropriate monetary policy 
transmission and, by extension, of  maintaining price stability. 

In its decision, the GCC ventured to suggest that those 
interest rate spreads had a rational basis. However, it cannot 
be ruled out that those yields were irrational or opportunistic 
in nature. It may be noted, for instance, that when the 
EFSF was established, its willingness to purchase sovereign 
bonds of  eurozone member states in financial difficulty was 
motivated by the belief  that its presence in the market “limits 
the risk that ‘out of  the market’ prices are posted by opportunistic 
primary dealers to test the needs from the country by ensuring that a 
minimum size will be secured…”5 The same rationale presumably 

4 Paragraph 60 of  its judgment.
5 EFSF Guideline on Primary Market Purchases, 29th November, 

2011, page 2.

Under Article 127.2 TFEU, the ESCB’s basic tasks include 
defining and implementing the monetary policy of  the Union. 

The ESCB Statute elaborates on the responsibility of  the 
ECB in the conduct of  monetary policy. Article 12 thereof  
provides inter alia that the ECB’s Governing Council shall 
adopt the guidelines and take the decisions necessary to 
ensure the performance of  the tasks entrusted to the ESCB 
under the Treaty and the Statute, and that it shall formulate 
the monetary policy of  the Union, including, as appropriate, 
decisions relating to key interest rates, and shall establish the 
necessary guidelines for their implementation. Article 18 of  
the Statute provides that in order to achieve its objectives and 
carry out its tasks, the ECB and the national central banks 
“may operate in the financial markets by buying and selling outright 
(spot and forward) or under repurchase agreement and by lending or 
borrowing claims and marketable instruments.”

Article 127.5 TFEU also provides that the ESCB shall 
contribute to the smooth conduct of  policies pursued by the 
competent authorities relating to the prudential supervision 
of  credit institutions and the stability of  the financial system.

The TFEU also expressly emphasises at Article 282(3) 
the independence of  the ECB in the exercise of  its powers, 
which the Union institutions and Member State governments 
must respect. This is buttressed by the contents of  Article 
130 TFEU, which provides inter alia that:-

“When exercising the powers and carrying out the 
tasks and duties conferred upon them by the Treaties 
and the Statute of  the ESCB and of  the ECB, neither 
the European Central Bank, nor a national central 
bank, nor any member of  their decision-making 
bodies shall seek or take instructions from Union 
institutions, bodies, offices or agencies, from any 
government of  a Member State or from any other 
body.”

Article 130 TFEU also notes an undertaking of  the Union 
institutions and the Member State governments to respect 
that principle and to refrain from seeking to influence the 
members of  the members of  the decision-making bodies of  
the ECB or of  the national central banks in the performance 
of  their tasks.

In C-11/100 Commission v. ECB, the ECJ noted in respect 
of  earlier incarnations of  these provisions that they served “to 
shield the Bank from all political pressure in order to enable it effectively 
to pursue the objectives attributed to its tasks, through the independent 
exercise of  the specific powers conferred on it for that purpose by the 
Treaty and the Statute.” Although the ECJ was at pains to point 
out there that such independence did not exempt the ECB 
from every rule of  Community law, arguably some deference 
should be afforded its decisions when bodies like the CJEU 
are deciding whether or not a given measure adopted by it 
falls within the remit of  monetary policy.

Objectives of the OMT decision
The CJEU’s decision in Pringle shows how it will approach the 
question of  whether or not the OMT decision is a monetary 
policy measure. There, it held that in order to decide whether 
the ESM was to be classed as a monetary or economic policy 
measure, it had to establish within which policy its objectives 
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As any bond purchases made by the ECB would occur 
only in tandem with the participation of  the relevant eurozone 
member state in an EFSF/ESM assistance programme, and 
cease if  it failed to comply with their conditions, any fear that 
that state would be able to use such purchases as a basis for 
conducting an irresponsible budgetary policy would therefore 
appear to be unfounded. 

Unless the above interpretation were taken by the CJEU, 
future important ECB policies could be subject to challenge. 
At the present time, for instance, eurozone inflation has 
been below 1%, and is therefore out of  line with target of  
2% referred to in the ECB’s definition of  price stability, 
mentioned above. One way of  hitting the target would be 
for the ECB to engage in quantitative easing, as the United 
States Federal Reserve and the Bank of  England have done 
in recent times. This would include purchasing government 
bonds from private sector bodies and thereby increasing the 
amount of  money in circulation in the various eurozone 
economies.6 The GCC’s view would lead to this being classed 
as monetary financing of  the budget contrary to Article 123 
TFEU.

Stability of the financial system
It must not be overlooked that, under Article 127(5) TFEU, 
the ECB is obliged to contribute to the smooth conduct of  
policies pursued by the competent authorities relating to 
the stability of  the financial system. Bond purchases made 
by it under the OMT decision would enable it to comply 
with that obligation, because reductions in the value of  
government bonds can directly affect the size of  balance 
sheets of  financial institutions and erode their capital base, 
leading them to shrink their balance sheets and refuse to 
accept government bonds as collateral, all of  which gradually 
undermines their ability to lend in the real economy. Insofar 
as the OTM decision helps to prevent this from happening, 
it supports the stability of  the financial system.

Conclusions
The reference to the CJEU by the GCC provides the CJEU 
with a unique opportunity to provide general guidance on 
what constitutes the exercise of  monetary policy by the ECB. 
Should it fail to do this, it would undermine, perhaps fatally, 
the ECB’s ability to conduct monetary policy effectively. 
Moreover, the ECB’s independence, enshrined in Articles 
130 and 282 TFEU, would be rendered illusory by such an 
outcome, as it would effectively become subject to the views 
of  the GCC or like bodies in carrying out its tasks. In such 
circumstances, any claims its officials might make about being 
prepared to “do what it takes” to preserve the euro, would 
carry no credibility with financial markets.

The CJEU therefore has the proverbial minefield to cross 
in dealing with the reference, but as has been shown above, 
the Treaty and the ESCB Statute provide it with the tools to 
do so safely, should it choose to use them. ■

6 See, for instance, Monetary Policy Communication in Turbulent Times, a 
speech by the President of  the ECB, Amsterdam, 24th April, 2014, 
mooting the possibility of  a broad-based asset purchase programme 
to combat a worsening of  the medium-term outlook for inflation.

underlies the entitlement of  the ESM to engage in sovereign 
bond purchases. 

Indeed, the fact that bond yields for countries like Italy 
and Spain have decreased without any need for them to have 
entered into an assistance programme with the ESM or for 
the ECB to have purchased their bonds pursuant to the OTM 
decision, indicates that purchasers of  those bonds believe 
that, notwithstanding their issuers’ economic difficulties, they 
remain solvent and able to service their debt, implying that the 
previous high yields were irrational or opportunistic in nature.

(b) Support for general economic policies in the Union

The OTM decision would appear to be consistent with 
the objective of  supporting the general economic policies 
in the Union, as OMTs will only occur in the context of  
participation in an EFSF/ESM programme by the eurozone 
member whose bonds are being bought, the aim of  which is 
to restore the economy of  the participating ESM/eurozone 
member to health. Any bond purchases can therefore be 
construed as supporting such participation and the economic 
objectives pursued by it, a conclusion reinforced by the fact 
that, under the terms of  the OMT decision, such purchases 
would cease if  the Member State failed to comply with the 
conditions of  the programme. It was precisely the existence 
of  such “conditionality” that spoke in favour of  the legality 
of  the ESM in Pringle. At paragraph 69 of  that case, the 
CJEU said:-

“[T]he reason why the grant of  financial assistance 
by the stability mechanism is subject to strict 
conditionality under paragraph 3 of  Article 136 
TFEU…is in order to ensure that that mechanism 
will operate in a way that will comply with European 
Union law, including the measures adopted by the 
Union in the context of  the coordination of  the 
Member States’ economic policies.”

The fact that purchases are conditional on participation in 
an assistance programme and adherence to the conditions 
prescribed thereunder tends to undermine the view of  the 
GCC that they would bypass the conditions prescribed in the 
programmes for the purchase of  bonds on the secondary 
market.

The selectivity or targeted nature of  any bond purchases, 
which the GCC found so unpalatable, simply reflects the fact 
that financial and economic crises are unlikely to affect all 
eurozone member states equally or simultaneously. The fact 
that the implementation of  monetary policy by the ESCB 
does not generally have a selective or targeted approach 
cannot preclude such an approach from being adopted when 
circumstances warrant it. 

Unlawful monetary financing of the budget?
Monetary financing of  the budget is prohibited by Article 
123 TFEU. However, that Article specifically prohibits only 
the “direct” purchase by the ECB of  debt instruments, like 
bonds, from national governments. In other words, only 
purchases on the primary markets are prohibited, leading 
to the inference that secondary purchases would be lawful 
and that the ECB has the implied power to engage in them. 
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Breaches of Natural Justice as a Defence to 
Enforcement 
Section 6(8) of  the 2013 Act requires that “The adjudicator 
shall act impartially in the conduct of  the adjudication”. On the face 
of  matters, none of  us would admit to having difficulty in 
abiding by the rules of  natural justice – hear the other side, do 
not be a judge in your own cause are the principles that spring 
to mind. Another aspect of  potential breach of  the rules is 
to give a reasonable apprehension of  bias or actually to be 
biased or to have pre-determined a point. It is the perception 
that the rules of  natural justice have been breached that most 
often results in challenges to the enforcement of  the award. 
As users of  the 2013 Act will find out, once the adjudicator 
has made an award, that award is payable as night follows day5. 
If  payment is not forthcoming, the receiving party can seek 
enforcement by the Court. The English courts generally give 
short shrift to arguments against enforcement of  an award 
and there has to be an especially compelling reason why the 
money should not be paid over.

If  the paying party is to rely upon a breach of  natural 
justice as a defence to enforcement or otherwise to upset 
the adjudicator’s award, it will need substantial grounds 
upon which to do so. Breach of  natural justice can amount 
to such a substantial ground. The most recent English cases 
show that there can be a breach of  natural justice when the 
adjudicator “goes off  on a frolic of  his own.”

In Herbosh-Kiere Marine Contractors v. Dover Harbour Board 
[2012] EWHC 84 TCC, an award was set aside because the 
adjudicator had made his decision based on a method of  
assessment that neither party had argued before him and on 
which he had not asked the parties for their submissions.

Similarly in ABB Ltd v. BAM Nuttall Ltd (2013) EWHC 
1983 TCC, the adjudicator based his decision on a clause in 
the contract which neither party had been given a chance to 
address, even though it was a relevant clause to the decision 
making process. His award was set aside.

On the other hand, contrast the decision of  Ramsey 
J in Farrelly Building Services Ltd v. Byrne Brothers (Formwork) 
Ltd (2013) EWHC 1186 TCC. The adjudicator had not 
breached the rules of  natural justice, having taken further 
submissions, ultimately in coming to conclusions in relation 
to payments due under a subcontract different to those 
conclusions which he had earlier shared with the parties, 
because it was not practicable for him to go back to the 
parties in the circumstances of  the case. It was not, in that 
case, an exceptional situation where an adjudicator’s failure 

5 See section 6(10) of  the 2013 Act.

Brims Construction, Waiver and 
Breaches of Natural Justice

MiChaEL STEphEnS FCiarB, International President, Chartered 
Institute of Arbitrators

Introduction
The following is an edited version of  a speech given by Mr Stephens 
at a recent conference in Dublin. The speech addressed the topic of  
“adjudication’’ which is now specifically provided for in this jurisdiction 
under the recently enacted Construction Contracts Act 2013 and in 
particular, included some observations on the recent English case of  
Brims Construction Ltd v. A2M Ltd [2013] EWHC 3262 (TCC). 
One of  the key aims of  the 2013 Act is to ensure prompt payment 
in the construction industry. The Act has introduced what is intended 
to be a fast track dispute resolution procedure entitling parties to refer 
disputes relating to payment to adjudication. 

The latest edition of  the Chartered Institute of  Arbitrator’s 
quarterly journal the Resolver has an article entitled “Green 
light for Irish adjudication”1.Since the Construction Contracts 
Act 2013 was signed into law last July, there has been a long 
wait at the red light. Unfortunately, practitioners in Ireland 
do not have the benefit of  an established body of  case law 
to tell them how to interpret these new provisions. 

Adjudication has been a fixture of  the English legal scene 
– that is, in relation to construction disputes – since 1996 
when the Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration 
Act 19962, supplemented by the Scheme for Construction 
Contract Regulations 19983, came into effect. That statute 
has been much litigated over and portions of  it in relation to 
adjudication, together with the Scheme, have been amended 
recently by the provisions of  the Local Democracy, Economic 
Development and Construction Act 20094.

There is an extensive jurisprudence that has developed in 
respect of  virtually every aspect relating to adjudication. The 
pace of  decisions has slowed in recent years as the principles 
of  interpretation of  the regime and enforcement of  awards 
that the Court will apply have become clearer. Even so, there 
is still scope for the inventive lawyer to find “wriggle room” 
for the reluctant payer.

1 “The Resolver”, February 2014, page 4; author Arran Dowling-
Hussey FCIArb

2 Part II of  the Act, comprising sections 104 to 117; also the general 
provisions under section 146.

3 The Scheme applies if  so provided in the contract or if  the parties 
have agreed that it should apply or where there is no agreed 
adjudication procedure in a construction contract, when the terms 
of  the Scheme have effect as an implied term of  the contract. See 
further section 108(5) of  the Act.

4 These provisions apply from 1 October 2011.
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to put provisional conclusions to the parties constituted such 
a serious breach of  natural justice that a court would decline 
to enforce his decision.

Nonetheless, parties cannot simply say to the Court that 
the adjudicator did not ask them for submissions or made 
a decision on a basis which he had not foreshadowed and 
expect that to amount to a defence to enforcement. 

The effect of  these decisions is that parties, trying to 
find breaches of  the rules of  natural justice, are increasingly 
analyzing what was the actual scope or remit of  the dispute, 
the extent of  the parties’ submissions and evidence and 
comparing all of  that with what the adjudicator did and how 
he did it. This is in the hope that they can argue the dispute 
determined by the adjudicator was not the dispute referred 
to him. This can then allow arguments to be raised either 
on the basis of  breach of  natural justice or on jurisdictional 
grounds. If  the adjudicator was not given jurisdiction, 
properly or at all, or exceeded that jurisdiction, the decision 
will not be enforced.

Brims Construction 
The courts, however, do not approve of  this approach of  
“combing through” decisions looking for any reason not to 
pay an adjudication award. This is particularly exemplified 
in the recent decision in Brims Construction Ltd v. A2M 
Developments Ltd [2013] EWHC 3262 where Akenhead J said 
parties should not engage in “contorted mental gymnastics” 
to determine what was the scope of  the dispute referred to 
adjudication.

Given that adjudication is a “rough and ready” form of  
justice, the English courts favour a broad-brush approach and 
will seek to break down the dispute into its essential nature. In 
Brims, despite convoluted legal arguments, the dispute boiled 
down to what was due and when it was due.

The claimant Brims sought to enforce an adjudicator’s 
decision relating to its dispute with the defendant A2M. The 
parties had entered a contract for the construction of  a new 
care home. The contract contained an adjudication clause. 

Towards the end of  the project, a dispute arose and on 
30 July 2013, Brims served a notice of  adjudication referring 
to a dispute concerning A2M’s failure to pay the amount 
Brims was claiming for work done up to 28 June 2013. Brims 
claimed two specific amounts in the alternative: in round 
terms £391,000 (which was £326,000 plus VAT) or £120,000 
plus VAT (which was about £144,000). A2M had already paid 
£75,000 in respect of  the sum which it said was due. 

Brims then served a referral notice on 2 August which 
also raised in broad terms an issue about whether Brims 
had made an interim payment application on 28 June or 8 
July, following a meeting with the project quantity surveyor 
(who was to recommend to the architect what amount was 
to be certified as payable by employer to contractor). The 
significance of  the dates was that, which was relevant had 
a bearing on whether A2M had given a “pay less notice”6 
within time under the terms of  the contract. On 8 August, 
A2M filed a response and on 15 August, Brims served a reply. 

On 22 August, A2M, for the first time, argued a challenge 
to the jurisdiction of  the adjudicator. This was on the basis 

6 Section 111(3) of  the 1996 Act.

that the referral notice had purported to expand upon the 
notice of  adjudication (which was supposed to encapsulate 
the scope of  the dispute between the parties) because 
there had been included in the referral notice an alternative 
argument about the date of  the interim payment application. 
The adjudicator indicated that the notice of  adjudication 
was wide enough to encompass that argument about the 
interim payment application and made his decision in favour 
of  Brims. 

The issues were whether:

(i) the argument based on the date of  the interim 
payment application was part of  the dispute 
referred to adjudication by the Notice of  
Adjudication; 

(ii) A2M had waived its right to make a challenge to 
the adjudicator’s jurisdiction; and whether

(iii) the adjudicator had exceeded his jurisdiction by 
deciding the matter on the basis of  issues that were 
not set out in the Notice of  Adjudication and so 
breached the rules of  natural justice; he was alleged 
to have been in breach by inviting submissions on 
a clause in the contract which neither party had 
addressed but then effectively not asking them to 
submit further evidence. 

Akenhead J took a characteristically robust, pragmatic 
approach. He decided the issues in these ways:

(1) he held that the adjudicator had had the jurisdiction 
to decide what he did. The real issue between the parties 
was whether and to what extent Brims was entitled to what 
it claimed in the application of  28 June. The solicitors’ 
correspondence before the Notice of  Adjudication 
demonstrated that part of  what was in issue was the date 
of  the interim payment application. On its face, the Notice 
of  Adjudication described the dispute as essentially relating 
to A2M’s failure to pay the amount to which Brims was 
entitled, for work done up to 28 June, by the final date for 
payment. That was ultimately what the adjudicator decided 
in favour of  Brims. The fact that the Notice of  Adjudication 
did not specifically mention the alternative argument about 
whether an interim payment application had been made 
was not material because it was simply an alternative way of  
putting the case. It was part and parcel of  the dispute which 
had already crystallized between the parties and, given the 
correspondence, it was already in their minds. 

(2) Even if  the interim payment application argument 
was not part of  the dispute referred by the Notice of  
Adjudication, it was clear that A2M had waived any right to 
raise a jurisdictional challenge in relation to that point. The 
referral notice made the argument openly and clearly, even 
if  it was not set out in detail. A2M was also represented by 
competent solicitors. It was clear that they had considered the 
contents of  the referral notice and replied to it carefully and 
comprehensively – and there was no hint of  any jurisdictional 
objection. Instead, A2M waited for 14 days more after their 
response – until 22 August – before raising the objection. 
By that point, Brims had deployed its solicitors to produce 
its reply of  15 August. Brims had therefore necessarily relied 
upon the unqualified participation by A2M in the adjudication. 
The key elements of  waiver were present, namely words or 
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will go a long way to avoiding challenges. A jurisdictional 
challenge based on the notice of  adjudication being drafted 
too narrowly is unlikely to be a successful challenge.

Secondly, if  there is a good ground for challenge to the 
jurisdiction of  the adjudicator, the objecting party should 
make that challenge sooner rather than later. If  the formal 
movements of  the process – the notice of  adjudication, the 
referral notice, the response – are completed without the 
point being raised, a party is highly likely to be deemed to 
have waived any objection. This is particularly so where it has 
allowed, by this default, not only the passage of  time but also 
expenditure on preparation and resources by its opponent. 

Thirdly, an adjudicators must remember that he cannot 
“go on a frolic of  his own’’. An adjudicator may spot an 
argument that seems germane but is completely overlooked 
by the parties. However, relying on this runs the risk of  
offending against the rules of  natural justice. That is not to 
say that one cannot use knowledge and experience to evaluate 
the situation and reach the just conclusion. But it is sometimes 
difficult to judge where the line is between using one’s own 
skill and knowledge and going off  on that frolic. In Brims, 
the adjudicator slightly misjudged the situation as to whether 
or not a particular clause in the contract had been addressed 
by the parties. However, the critical thing was that he sought 
to share his concerns and approach with the parties. In ABB, 
the adjudicator did not invite the submissions of  the parties 
and so the award was set aside: he had crossed the line; he 
had gone on a frolic. In Farrelly, the adjudicator did share his 
thinking on a particular point but although he then made 
a change to his decision without consulting the parties, he 
had stayed within the boundary. Akenhead J regarded the 
frolicking challenge in Brims as being put “without much 
justifiable conviction”. The advice to an adjudicator has to be 
that if  you are going to share your thoughts with the parties, 
share them sooner rather than later. ■

conduct by the waiving party which were intended to be relied 
upon and were actually relied upon by the other party (with 
time, money and resource expended by it). 

(3) There had been no excess of  jurisdiction and no 
material breach of  the rules of  natural justice on the part 
of  the adjudicator. If  he had always had the jurisdiction 
to address the issue upon which he ultimately decided the 
case in favour of  Brims, he could hardly be criticised for 
deciding the case on that basis. The argument that he had 
shut the parties out from presenting further evidence when he 
invited them to make submissions on a point not previously 
addressed by either, simply did not stand scrutiny, in the 
opinion of  the judge. Inviting further submissions did not 
equate to preventing further evidence from being presented. 
Accordingly, held the judge, there was no good reason why the 
adjudication decision should not be enforced. The argument 
there was an alleged breach of  the rules of  natural justice 
was dismissed summarily.

Lessons to be Learnt from Brims
It is suggested there are three basic points to take away from 
the decision which will strengthen any party’s hand in an 
adjudication.

First, the notice of  adjudication must be drafted with care 
because this is the document which defines the dispute7. It 
needs to be wide enough to cover all the issues. One wants to 
ensure that both parties and the adjudicator understand the 
scope of  the dispute and the issues to be determined. That 

7 This was confirmed by Edwards-Stuart J (the judge in charge of  
the Technology and Construction Court) in JG Walker Groundworks 
Ltd v. Priory Homes (East) Ltd [2013] EWHC 3723 (TCC); earlier 
decisions to the effect that both the notice of  adjudication and 
the referral notice could both define the scope of  the adjudication 
should now be treated with considerable caution.
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